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FIELD COMMENTS 

The following comments are extracted 

from report of I CANADIAN FIELD RESEARCH 

SECTION ADM H.Q., CANADIAN FORCES IN THE 

NETHERLANDS, and the source of information 

includes INFANTRY, ARTILLERY, ARMOURED, RCEVE, 

RCASC, RCE, RCOC, RCCS, RCAM and DENTAL. 

These comments, some of which are in 
"Question and Answer" form, include recommen- 
dations, and are a cross-section of opinion, 
based on operational experience of users in 

the Field Army. 
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SIGNALS LORRIES 

Q Was the wireless vehicle body large 
enough to hold all personnel and equipment? 

A Units consider wireless vehicle bodies 

are large enough for personnel and equipment 

allotted. Trailers are "acquired" by the unit 

if there is a worthwhile complaint that vehicle 

will not carry extra kit needed for a parti- 

cular operation. 

Q Were speaking tubes and other intercon- 

munication facilities between operator and 

vehicle driver necessary? 

A Some means of intercommunication between 
operator and driver is considered necessary. 
Speaking and intercom. arrangements appear to 

be satisfactory as presently supplied. 

Q Were stowage facilities adequate for tech- 
nical equipment and operators personal gear? 
If not, give details. 

A Stowage facilities are generally adequate, 
the amount of personal gear carried by person- 
nel varies, and space was always found for the 
extra articles. 

2 What suggestions can be made to improve 

the operating conditions within Wireless vehicks, 
such as:- | 

Ventilation, screening of windows, air 
conditioning, heating? 

A The optimum of reasonable comfort is de- 
sirable in wireless vehicles., Simple improve- 
ments such as ventilation, screening, etc.,as 
required in various theatres of operations are 
put in by units in the field. Air condition- 
ing would be very desirable,but the weight and 
special circumstances in the vehicle must gov- 
ern. The latest ACV has an air-conditioning 
unit which is liked but not appreciated due to 
the space taken up with the special four cylin- 
der engine. 

ENGINEER'S LORRIES 

LORRY 3-TON DERRICK 

Engineers: Not satisfactory as presently equip- 
ped. Boom should be shortened to enable 
use for recovery; the 30-cwt. trucks* shauld 
be replaced by 4-ton 6x6 unit with winch 
mounted on front end and cable guides for 
rear couple work, 

(Refers to C.M.P. 30-Cwt. 4x4) 

LORRY, 4-TON, 6X6, PONTOON 

RCASC: Diamond T is very satisfactory. It is 
understood a new veh is now in production 
which will serve for either folding boat 
or pontoon transporter. This will con- 
siderably improve usefulness. The Diamond 
T FBE unit is also satisfactory. 

BREAKDOWN LORRIES 

Q Are the capacities of the 3 Breakdown 
Lorries (light, medium and heavy) sufficient 
to cover the types of operations which these 
vehicles are called upon to do? 

BREAKDOWN LORRIES (Cont'd. ) 
— — — 

A (a) LIGHT BREAKDOWN TRACTOR. The capacity 

of the presen re own tractor is not 

considered sufficient for field operation as 

- a breakdown recovery vehicle. The medium break- 

down tractor is the smallest general purpose 

breakdown vehicle capable of handling light . 

and medium loads. Wherever possible, the 

light (Holmes 4x4) breakdown was withdrewn 

from recovery sections and LAD's of infantry, 

arty, enprs, recce, etc., regiments, and re- 

placed by Diamond T's. Breakdowns, light, were 

of some use in rear areas for light road re- 

covery and a road patrol. work, but with very 

limited capabilities. There were a number of 

uses in and about workshops and vehicle parks 

for lifting "B" vehicle engines, stores,etc.. 

Winch and 1/2" cable were too light to be of 

general use, 4x4 drive, even with chains, 

coupled with weight of vehicle gave it poor 

performance in open ground,no traction. Lift- 

ing capacity not sufficient for road or field 

recovery work, Not considered useful as a 

recovery vehicle. "sed more as a light crane. 

(b) MEDIUM BREAKDOWN CTOR. The Diamond T 

msdium breakdown cient capacity to 

cover practically all types of an and med- 

tum recovery with the exception of heavy A's 

far which DA crawler tractors and heavy break- 

down are used. The double swinging boom of 

the Diamond T seems generally tendency for 

side bend under the swinging loads. Cable 

and winch capacities of the Diamond T medium 

may be considered satisfactory. The 6x6 feature 

having all wheels drive, is most desirable 

with full chains for each wheel as at present, 

It Ls recommended that leteral fair leads for 

side or angular pull from the front winch be 

installed. There should also be fair leads 

to allow a rear pull for centrally mounted 

winch or an additional winch drum be instal- 

led at rear, Winch drums should have level 

wind mechanism, 

(c)HZAVY BREAKDOWN TRACTORS. The Mack is 

generally preferable tor avy recovery work 

because the short boom, heavily constructed 

body and frame and good balance will allow 

picking up a considerably heavier load than 

any other breakdown. The Mack should be a 

6x6 vehicle. The front end suspension of 

the Wack should be more heavily constructed. 

In rough, open ground, front axle is inclined 

to buckle as a result of going over rough 

ground which vehicle should be able to neg- 

otlate. Steering arms should be made heavier 

and braced at right angle bend. Steering arm 

breakages were frequent. Cable, both winch 

and lifting capacities are considered suf- 

fielent.. Winch drum should have level-wind 

mechanism. Radiator should be solid support 

mounted on frame. Top of radiator is sup- 

ported off cab at present with result that 

body movement causes excessive twist and 

stress on radiator causing frequent leaks 

and serious damage to radiator. 

STAR ES LORRIES 

LORRY 3-TON 4X2 STORES, BINNED 

Signals: In the Dodge, the special bins of 

this type of vehicle are an improvement 

on the Ford or Chevrolet, but trays are 

required, This vehicle should be a 4x4 

unit to be fit for field use. 

LORRY 3-TON, 4X4 GS STORES 

Armd Regts: Lights should be fitted in bin- 

ned compartments. Dampness inside stores 

vehicles causes bright part to rust and 

parts boxes go to pieces in long spells 

of wet weather. 

RCEME: Type of stores carried decides 

whether vehicle binned or unbinned. 

Bins should be removable and fitted 

in standard 3-ton GS Lorries. Racks 

for ground stores are better 1f built 

in as required rather than with vehicle. 



FIELD COMMENTS (CONTINUED) 
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LOBBY 3-TON 4%4 GS STORES: Contin. 
ı An excellent G.S. vehicle for 

general stores transport for all RCOC 

units. Some type of — lamp or 

light in bins should available for bin- 

an stock lorries. On cloudy days and at 

night very difficult to see section parts 
and bin numbers or identify parts. 

LORRY 3-TON 6-WH STORES. 
Ar er: Proven to be good substantial 

vehicle since usually overloaded and con- 

tinued to withstand the mis-uses imposed 

upon them. The 6x6 was felt to be proper 
vehicle for job intended while 6x4 was in- 

sufficiently capable of carrying gross 

load into wet terrain. ` 

Governor required too frequent adjust- 

ment. 

Spare tire when vehicle issued was bol- 

ted 和 centre of floor and after stores 

were located in bins it was necessary to 

locate spare tire in some other place. 

More suitable arrangement for carrying 

spare on side of the vehicle would be sat- 

isfactory. 

rong: > Would prefer more 10-ton 6x6 Stores 

vehicles or smaller 6x6 GS for heavy wksp 

stores. This veh is, however, satisfactory 

for RCOC Stores Sections in preference to 

3-ton 4x4 vehicle for heavy ground stores. 

. 

TRUCK, 15-CW2. WATER 

Q Should the Truck 15-cwt, 4x4 Water re- 

place the Trailer Water in all unit enti- 

tlements? 

A For some reason there appears to be a 

eneral shortage of water tank vehicles. 

ithout exception units of all arms and 

services contend they require additional 

water vehicles to those provided on WE. 

There is a definite use for water trailers. 

Each trailer requires towing vehicle when 

moved for filling and in ——8 This 

does not present any problen, t it would 

appear that reason why trucks universally 

in demand is because unit allowed only one 

water vehicle will take truck instead of 

trailer, truck having considerable more 

in and being self-powered unit, Were 

ts, such as workshops, able to have 

truck and trailer instead of only one ve- 

hicle as per WE, they would be quite con- 

tent with trailer for use to stand at kit- 

chen, while water truck makes necessary 

ro SB. 

Q Is the present capacity (200 gals) of 

the water tank truck sufficient? 

A Present capacity of 15-cwt. water trucks 

is considered low, but is, with full tank, 
load limit of vehicle, A larger size, up 

to 800 gal., using 4-ton 6x6, GS chassis, 
or 3-ton 4x4, 600 gal. might be considered. 

In dry countries 2 al. tank presented 

quite a problem in fi and maintaining 

water sup rit from medically certified sour- 

ces in mobile operations. In many known 

cases, serious and unnecessary water short- 

age was duo. aaa to lack of water 
transport and reasonable capacity. 

ee An ideal vehicle - much more pre- 

erable to, but should be issued in addi- 
tion with water trailer. Fairbanks-Morse 

pump - cylinder sleeve wears rapidly, cau- 

sing loss of suction. Replacement situa- 

tion very poor. 

— =: Water truck to be provided to all 

s as well as water trailer. Very ess- 

ential vehicle and proven itself when sup- 

ply of water limited and at long distances. 

Suggest truck should be on 3-ton chassis to 
give bigger capacity for ek walas 
Freezing of lines and water in cold weather 
has given trouble. 

PETROL SUPPLY 

Q Is there a definite requirement for a 
bulk petrol vehicle in preference to the 

PETROL SUPPLY: Contin. 
present system of forward supply by jerri- 
cans? 

Consensus of opinion indicates need for 

bulk petrol supply vehicle tanks. For for- 
ward units requiring same, a 600 gal. tank 
is suggested. For — companies, RCASC, 
larger single vehicle and semi-trailer 
tanks recommended for use through L of C 

area, forward to jerrican filling points at 
rear of "B" Eche 

LORRY, 3-TON 4X4, BULK PETROL 
Bulk petrol tanks considered a great — 

advantage for RCASC purposes, 

AOE Ls 
we Is the MK 2 type with its reduction in 

equipment and mounted on a 3-ton 4x4 chas- 
sis considered as satisfactory as the MK.1 
type with its extra equipment and mounted 
on a 4-ton 6 wh chassis? 

Majority of machinery lorries should be 
mounted on 6x6 chassis with house type body 
to protect tools and equipment from elenents. 
Selection of suitable type of vehicle de- 
pends upon equipment concerned. 

TRUCK, HEAVY UTILITY, MACHINERY "ZL" 

FE 全 — not satisfactory for operation 
w elecomn sections betause vehicle too 
low so that repairman must remain in sitting 

position. This is awkward for inspection or 

repair of most types of wireless set. Not 
sufficient storage space for carrying equip- 
ment necessary when operati in forward 
areas as independent unit, et., attached to 

Signals Maint. Area. Recommended that 15- 

cwt. chassis with all-metal body, high en- 
ough for mechanic to work in standing posi- 

tion and for two mechanics to work comfor- 
tably, replace present HU-"ZL". 110/220 
Volt AC Generator should be 500 Watt instead 
of 300 to permit use of soldering iron and 

instruments, and 300 Watt heater in cold 
weather. Arranzement of work benches and 

cupboards similar to the present ZL would 
be suitable. Standardization of electrical 
fittings to use British WD equipment 
plied. Lighting fixtures connected to 110 
volts from Generator as well as present 
battery operated lights. Standard H.U.P. 
should be supplied to Telecomn Section in 
addition to proposed "ZL" Truck and exis- 
ting "Z" lorry for transportation of Pool 
Equipment and Wireless sets being trans- 
ferred from "ZL" in forward areas to "Z" 
lorry in rear, for major repairs, 
—— only for minor servicing require- 
ments. 

LORRY 3-TON 6 WHLD MACHINERY "A" 
House type body is necessary for "A" et 

orry for protection against weather. Quite 

satisfactory except battery aor gener- 

ator and panel should be left out and 110 

volt type panel similar to one used in old 

as "A" lorry installed. When battery 
c ging generator is running in new type 

lorry there is too much vibration making 

it impossible to do accurate fine work on 

lathe. Reason for 110 V charger panel is 

that at times Gun Sections are detached 

from main shop and need battery Recharging 

Equipment. Mount battery charging genera- 

tor unit on separate trailer. Having spare 

tire inside the vehicle not satisfactory. 

Extension was put on frame at rear and 
spare tire mounted there. Grinding attach- 

ments should be supplied with lathe. 
space where battery charger generator now 

located a small shaper should be installed 

- 12" Stroke. Mil attachment for lathe 

required. A Dial indicator surface gauge 

e — — should be included with 

ools. 
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SIGNALS LORRIES 

The types and designs of lorries used 
by the Royal Canadian Corps of Signals 
were many and varied, They ranged from 
£-cwt. to 3 ton in capacity and from 
General Service Lorry adaptations, to 
House Type single and multi-doored 
vehicles, while their construction covered 
all wood, composite steel and wood, all 
steel, and aluminum and steel. In fact, 
throughout the years of the war, the 
vehicles - and particularly the bodies of 
those vehicles - which were supplied for 
Signals, were constantly being improved to 
keep pace with the improvements which were 
made to Sipnals equipment. 

8 CWT. G.S. WIRELESS 

The first unit which was designed was 
the S-cwt. General Service type wireless 
vehicle - Body Code 1-A-2. This was no 
more than an 8-cwt. General Service body, 
complete with standard iron pipe super- 
structure and tailored canvas tarpaulin, 
the wireless set being mounted on a table 
at the front of the body. This body was 
modified a few months later, in that the 
wheel houses were extended to run the full 
length of the body. This body was known 
as the 1-B-2, 

However, the General Service type 
vehicle had many disadvantages from a 
wireless operator's point of view, It was 
excessively noisy and the tailored canvas 
tarpaulin did very little toward keeping 
out dust and dirt, so that the operator 
found it almost impossible to keep his 
equipment free from dust, and in good 
operation, Further, the space inside the 
body was so limited that working condit- 
ions were most arduous. In addition, the 
weight of the necessary payload, compris- 
ing the operator and his equipment, was 
far in excess of the rated load of 8-cwt. 
It was decided therefore, that a different 
type of vehicle entirely, must be provided, 

HEAVY UTILITY WIRELESS 

The Heavy Utility was a house type 
body which had been designed primarily for 
a personnel carrying vehicle. It was a 
C.M.P. vehicle - 4 x 4, 101" W.B. - with 
Run Flat tires, and the body -and cab 
formed one integral structure, a steel 
partition dividing the driver's compart- 
ment from the balance of the body. It had 
two (2) side doors - in addition to the 
two (2) doors to the driver's compartment - 
and ‘one door at the rear of the body. The 
interior lateral seats were taken from the 
body, and the right side door sealed up, 
leaving only the left side and rear doors 
in operation. The interior of the body 
was lined with masonite and painted white, 
A completely enclosed cabinet, with full 
length side door, was installed in the 
right rear corner of the body to house a 
2 K.W. generator, while a table ran across 
the full width of the body at the front, 
on which the wireless set was installed. 
Two (2) swivel chairs and a stowage cup- 
board completed the interior fitments. 
This was known as the 1-C-2 body. When 
run flat tires were replaced by pneumatic 
tires, it became necessary to carry and 
house a spare tire. To this end, there- 
fore, the forward section of the right 
side panel was cut away to form a recess, 
and the spare tire was carried in the 
recess. This was the 1-C-2 body, and was 
used throughout the war by Signals, proving 
to be highly satisfactory, in a compar- 
atively restricted role. 

k K A 

15 CWT. G.S. PITTED POR WIRELESS 

A requirement was raised in late 1941 
for a 15-cwt. Wireless vehicle of the 
General Service Type. The vehicle was to 
be used in conjunction with artillery units 

in forward areas and camouflage was 4 
necessity. It was decided, therefore, to 
take the 15-c#t. General Service all 
welded, all steel load carrier - Body Code 
2-C-1 - and adapt it to a wireless role. 
A general assembly drawing was received 
from the U.K. showing the assembly of 
interior fitments as had been developed in 
the U.K. and modifications were made to 
these fitments to fit the 2-C-1 body and 
to suit Canadian manufacturing procedure. 
A steel table, similar to the one used in 
the Heavy Utility Wireless vehicle was 
installed at the front of the body, paral- 
lelling the front body panel, to carry the 
wireless set. A special folding D.N.D, 
type seat was bolted to the floor immedi- 
ately in front of the table, while battery 
racks were bolted to the floor on either 
side of the table. Bins, in two (2) 
sections each, were bolted longitudinally 
to the side panels, with two (2) folding 
D.N.D. seats bolted to the floor, back to 
back, facing the bins. A "chore horse" 
charging unit was housed on the left side 
running board of the vehicle to provide 
power for the interior lighting of the 
body. A special iron pipe superstructure 
and tailored tarpaulin completed the body. 
This was known as the 2-C-3 body. 

Under proving ground tests, the 
vehicle was satisfactory and an order was 
placed for a number of units. However, 
before production was under way, it was 
decided to build the units for C.K.D. 
pack, using the 2-J-1 basic body. The 
wireless adaptation was known as the 2-J-3 
and 300 units were produced, 

k K x 

15 CWT, AND 30 CWT. HOUSE TYPE WIRELESS 

The first house type Wireless body 
was built entirely of wood - tongue and 
groove board construction - with a single 
door at the rear, pullman type windows in 
each side and tubular wireless antennae 
mounted longitudinally on the roof. The 
roof was covered with #8 duck, water 
proofed, with wooden wear slats screwed to 
the roof boards. A fixed, hanging step 
provided entrance to the body, This was 
the 2-F-1 body, and was mounted on a 
15-cwt. 4 x 4, 101" W.B. chassis. 

However, the wooden construction did 
not prove to be satisfactory, and only the 
pilot was built. It was decided to re- 
build the body in steel. The framework 
was of formed steel channel, with wood 
block inserts, the web of the channel 
facing out. 18 ga. H.R.B.A. steel sheet- 
ing was rivetted to the framework, and the 
general design of the 2-F-»=1 body was 
maintained, The roof was of wood, duck 
covered, with wood wear slats, and the 
tubular longitudinal antennae. This was 
the 2-G-1 body and was mounted on a 
15-cwt, 4 x 4,101” W,B, chassis, equipped 
with run flat tires. No provision of 
course, was made for carrying or mounting 
& spare tire. 

When the change from run flat to 
pneumatic tires came into effect, in order 
to conserve rubber, it became necessary to 
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make provision for a spare tire. It was 

decided, therefore, to mount the 2-G-] body 

on a 30-cwt. 4 x 4, 134" W.B. chassis,and 

house the spare tire between the back of 

the cab and the front of the body.However, 

the spare tire required a space of only 14" 

whereas the increase in wheelbase from 101" 
to 134" provided 33". In order to take ad- 

vantage of this additional space,the length 

of the body was increased by 18". This was 
done by, theoretically, cutting the body 

down the centre of the side panels and in- 

serting the additional 18" in the middle 
of the body. In this manner, the distri- 

bution of the interior fitments was not 

disturbed. This was the 3-J-1 body. 

When arctic or sub-zero operations 

entered the picture, the wireless vehicles 

were included in the programme. An "Evan- 

aire" gasoline heater was mounted at the 

right front of the body, between the cab 

and the body, with the heater gasoline 

tank mounted at the left front of the body. 

A length of copper tubing connected the 

gas tank to the heater. An induction fan 

was set into the front body panel. In 

addition to the heater, the walls, floor 

and roof of the body were insulated with 

2" ten test, which was cemented to the in- 

side of the outside steel sheathing. The 

entire body was lined with 1/8" masonite. 
This was the 3-J-2 body. 

Under test, the vehicle proved to be 

quite satisfactory and a production order 

was placed by D.N.D. A production order 

also was placed for U.S.S.R. account. 

In 1943, information was received 

from the field, that Signals personnel 

preferredthe shorter wheelbase vehicle 

(101" W.B.) to the 30-owt. 134" W.B.vehicle, 

and requested that an effort be made to 

mount the spare tire in some place other 

than between the cab and the body, and 

thus allow the body to be mounted on 101" 

W.B. chassis. This meant, of course, that 

the body would have to be shortened by 18", 

In other words, to return the body to its 

original length. A recess was cut in the 

forward part of the left side panel, and 

the spare tire bracket attached to the 

left side panel of the body. In addition, 

the tubular longitudinal antennae was dis- 

carded and mast type antennae, with indiv- 

tdual flat steel guarda were substituted. 

This was the 2-G-2 body and proved to be 

satisfactory. 

In the early winter of 1943-44, due 

to the increase in weight of wireless 

equipment,and because Signals desired to 

retain the 15-cwt. House Type Wireless 

vehicle, it became necessary to reduce 

considerably the weight of the body of 

this vehicle. It was decided, therefore, 

to redesign the structure of the body. 

The framework was fabricated of HR.BA. 

steel formed flanged channel, and the in- 

side wood blocks were eliminated. The out- 

side sheathing was of 16 ga. A.C.573 1/2 H. 
aluminum, the sheets being rivetted to the 

flanges of the framework channel by means 

of A.C. 3/16 diameter brazier (truss) head 

rivets, spaced at 4" centres. The inside 
sheathing was of 1/4" fir ply, and was 
screwed to the web of the framework channel. 

Tne radio table and the base of the seats 
were formed of tubular steel in place of 

1/4" angle, and a tubular steel design re- 

placed the 1/4" angle type steps and rear 
ladder. The roof was fabricated of 18 ga. 

A.C. 57S 1/4 H. aluminum, with 1/4" mason- 
‘te wear strips, the masonite being reversed 

so that the rough surface was exposed. The 

flat steel antennae guards were changed to 

tubular steel one piece construction, but 

interchangeability with other units in the 

field was maintained, In place of linoleum 

floor covering, the floor was sprayed with 

a 3/16" thickness of "Dektred" - an asphalt 

base paint which hardens to a rough surface 

and provides an adequate anti-skid surface. 

For cold weather or sub-zero oper- 

ation,the same type of heating - Evanaire - 

was installed as in the 3-J-2 body, but 

instead of insulating the walls and roof 

with ten test, pads of rock wool were ce- 

mented to the inside of the aluminum sheath- 

ing. The floor of the body, including the 

wheel houses, was insulated with 1” ten 

test and covered with linoleum. 

A saving in weight of approximately 

700 lbs. was attained by the aluminum de- 

sign and under rigorous proving ground tests 

the two bodies stood up remarkably well, 

and production orders were placed for both 

types of vehicles. 

After a number of these units had bem 

in service in the field, it was reported 

that the masonite wear strips on the roof 

were “curling” or warping, due to moisture 

seeping and lodging between the underside 

of the masonite and the aluminum sheathing 

of the roof. Instructions were issued, 

therefore, to substitute 1/4" hardwood 

slats in place of the 1/8" masonite strips, 

the hardwood slats being screwed to the 

roof in the same manner as before, Our 

production drawings were changed accord- 

ingly. 

R A A 

3 TON HOUSE TYPE WIRELESS 

In July 1944, we were advised that a 

requirement had been raised for a series 

of 3-ton House Type Wireless vehicles in 

varied roles. The basic bodies were to be 

the same, the different roles being indiv- 

idualized by the types of interior furni- 

ture and fixtures. A series of General 

Assembly drawings of the bodies in their 

different roles, were forwarded to us from 

the U.K., and general specifications were 

laid down for the basic body, as far as 

individual dimensions were concerned, 1.®., 

overall length, width and height. We also 

were advised that the bodies were to be 

mounted on 3-ton 4 x 4 - 158" W.B. C.M.P. 

chassis. 

In view of our favourable experience 

with aluminum and steel construction on 

the 15 cwt. House type Wireless, it was 

decided to pilot the body of the 5-ton 

vehicle in a similar manner. While the 

U.K. drawings gave the overall length of 

the basic body as 13 ft., we decided to 

increase the length of the Canadian built 

body to 13'6" in order to fit the elong- 

ated frame of the 158" W.B. chassis. 

The framework of the body was fabri- 

cated of formed H.R.B.A. steel flanged 

channel, with H.R.B.A. steel sheet floor 

and formed steel channel cross sills and 

longitudinal sills. The body was sheathed 

on the outside with 16 ga. A.C. 573 1/2 H 

Aluminum rivetted to the flanges of the 

framework by means of A.C. 3/16" diameter 

truss head rivets on 4” centres. he roof 

was sheathed on the outside with 18 ga. 

A.C. 573 1/2 E. Aluminum, rivetted in 
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four (4) lateral sections, the forward 
sections overlapping the section immed- 
lately behind it, while each section was 
cemented in order to prevent water seapage 
from driving rain. 3/16" Masonite wear 
strips - the rough side uppermost - were 
screwed to the roof to afford protection 
to the aluminum sheeting. However, after 
receiving the report from the field re- 
garding the warping of the Masonite strips 
on the 15 cwt. House type vehicles, the 
wear strips were changed to 1/4" Hardwood 
slats, also screwed to the roof panel. 

The interior of the body was sheathed 
with 3/16" tempered Masonite, and painted 
white - gloss finish - while the floor 
Plate was sprayed with "Dektred" to a 
thickness of 1/8". 

Two sliding doors and one hinged door 
provided entrance to the body with tubular 
construction steps which were housed in 
the substructure when not in use. 

A generator cabinet to house a 3 K.W. 
charging unit was installed in the left 
rear corner of the body, and sliding, two 
(2) section doors were cut into the rear 
of the left side panel, and left corner of 
the rear panel to provide ventilation when 
the generator is in operation. The 
cabinet can readily be removed from the 
body when not needed, and the inside 
panelling of the body was so designed that 
individual panels can be installed in 
order to preserve the unbroken surface of 
the interior of the body. 

Two (2) reels with 50 ft. each of 
cable are suspended each from the left and 
right rear of the substructure, 

The basic body was known as the 
55-D-1 body. In addition, five (5) other 
pilot bodies were built, each with its 
individual sets of furniture and fixtures. 
These were as follows:- 

le Cypher Office eeeeeeee Body Code 55-D-3 

2. Cypher Office modified Body Code 55-D-4 
3. Wireless "R" ......... Body Code 55-D-6 
4. T.E.V. Div. or Corps.. Body Code 55-D-7 

5. Command L.P. ...+..++- Body Code 55-D-8 

The basic body, after testing, was 
equipped with furniture and fixtures to 
convert to Wireless "I", and carried Body 
Code 55-D-5 > 

One other modification of the basic 
body ~ Teleprinter (Body Code 55-D-2) - 
was not pilotted because advice was re- 
ceived from the U.K. that the requirements 
for this vehicle could be met in Britian. 
Complete drawings for the above bodies 
were released, 

It might be mentioned that after the 
first pilot had been completed, it was de- 
cided to insulate and tropicize the other 
five pilots. To this end "Rock Wool" pads 
were cemented between the inside and out- 
side sheathings of the body, and steel 
inside sheeting was substituted for the 
3/16" Masonite. In this manner, the 
bodies were made fungi-proof. 

Each of the vehicles was fully tested 
over the proving ground courses and stood 
up without failure. However, as the war 
with Germany and Japan came to a close, no 
production orders were placed for any of 
these bodies. 

In addition to the Wireless Vehicles, a 
number of other units were designed for 
Signals. These vehicles covered, gener- 
ally, two roles - 
(a) Field, or Ground Cable Laying lorries, 

and : 
(b) Telephone construction and maintenance 

lorries. 

CABLE LAYER: 

The first Cable Layer was an welded 
steel General Service type vehicle, comp- 
lete with iron pipe superstructure and 
wrap-around tarpaulin. The floor of the 
body was of hardwood - 1-1/2" thickness. 
It was a 10 ft. body mounted on a 30 cwt. 
134" W.B. C.M.P. chassis. Skids were in- 
stalled on the floor for the Cable Laying 
equipment, and an angle iron structure was 
suspended from the tailgate on which an 
operator would stand when feeding cable 
from the lorry. Two racks were provided 
for housing the spare cable reels, and 
two (2) tool boxes were set inside the 
body, the doors of which were set into the 
side panels, opening from the outside of 
the body. The spare tire was stowed in- 
side the body at the front, This was the 
3-H-1 body. This body later was mounted 
on a 3-ton 4 x 4 = 158" W.B. chassis, the 
spare tire being mounted immediately be- 
hind the cab, A steel tool box was added 
to the vehicle, mounted laterally on the 
chassis frame immediately ahead of the 
body, This was the 3-H-2 body. 

A third adaptation of the body wes 
the Signals Office Lorry. The basic body 
was the same as that of the Cable Layer 
bodies, except that the two (2) built-in 
toolboxes at the left and right rear of 
the body, respectively, were eliminated, 
Built-in wooden lockers were installed in 
the body, running longitudinally the full 
length of the left and right sides of the 
body. A two (2) section table with 
longitudinal centre partition was instal- 
led down the middle of the vehicle with a 
folding seat facing rearwards, at the 
front of the body. In addition to the 
wrap-around type tarpaulin, a canvas 
penthouse with "Monsanto" windows was 
provided to enable personnel to work out- 
side the vehicle, yet still remain under 
cover. After the inspection of this 
pilot, a request was made by General 
Staff in D.S.D.(W) letter, dated December 
19th, 1944, to the effect that a provis- 
ion be made to install windows in the 
tarpaulin to supplement the windows in 
the penthouse, owever, as no production 
orders were pending, this change was not 
incorporated. This was the 3-H-3 body. 

The Cable Layer bodies also were 
built of composite steel and wood const- 
ruction, and were known as the 3-K-1 and 
3-K-2 bodies, In design, they were the 
same as the 3-H-1 and 3-H-2 steel bodies, 
except that the substructure sills were 
of wood, while the side and front panels 
and the tailgate were of wood, framed in 
steel. The Signals Office Lorry with 
penthouse - 3-H-3 - was not pilotted in 
composite construction. 

Rh K R 

> TON TELEPHONE LORRY 

This vehicle was patterned after the 
commercial type Bell Telephone Company 
"Line Construction Vehicle - H.C.Y.”, the 
chassis, however, being a 3-ton C.M.P., 
4x 4 - 134" W.B., equipped with 10,50x20 
tires. The vehicle was designed to carry 
a complete set of tools and equipment for 
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SIGNALS LORRIES (CONTINUED) 

the repair and maintenance of telephone 
lines and installations and was equipped 
with winch and derrick poles, The vehlcle 
was operated by a trained telephone line 
construction crew of Signals’ personnel. 

The body was of all steel construc- 
tion, and consisted of a steel platform 
with specially constructed bins and 
lockers which were so designed as to 
form the sides and front of the body. 
The top was of 3 sections, telescopic 
design, the fore and aft sections being 
of steel, while the centre section was 
of canvas. Tools and equipment were 
stowed in designated positions over the 
body, while specialty stores were stowed 
in the individual bins, This was the 
4-K- 1 body . 

RR £ 

EARTH BORING MACHINE 

This, also, was a special vehicle,the 
body being mounted on a 3-ton C.M.P.,4 x 4, 
134" W.B. chassis. The body was of all 
steel, all welded construction, with stru- 
ctural steel "I" beams welded to the rear 
of the substructure, and two (2) adjust- 
able jacks attached to the underside of 
the rear of the body. The Earth Auger, or 
Hole Borer, was manufactured by the 
Highway Trailer Co., Edgerton, Wisconsin. 
It is designed to dig holes from 9" to 20" 
in diameter, and to a depth of 9 ft. The 
boring unit consists of a double train of 
gears, controlled by two (2) multiple disc 
clutches and brakes. One train of gears 
(drive) rotates the Auger while the second 
train of gears (feed) furnishes the power 
to force the Auger into the ground while 
rotating, and raises the Auger from the 
ground when reversed. The power to oper- 
ate the Auger is supplied by a Continental 
engine, Model No.P.F.-226. The Auger, 
engine, transmission and coupling are 
mounted on a steel skid frame, while lift- 
ing eyes are provided so that the entire 
unit may be transferred quickly in and out 
of the vehicle. This body carries Body 
Code No. 4-M-1. 

E rk S 

In addition to thə above vehicles, 
the Cable Splicers trailer also was used 
by Signals in telephone construction and 
maintenance work. See Trailer volume for 
details of this unit, 

x K K 

3 TON GENERAL PURPOSE - HIGH POWER 

This vehicle was a Signals Office, 
consisting of a 12 ft. Lindsay steel, 
house type construction body, mounted on 
a 3-ton, C.M.P. 4 x 4 - 158" W.B. chassis. 
The interior of the body was insulated 
with Thermo Craft paper, and panelled in- 

side with 1/4" plywood. The Thermo Craft 
and plywood panelling was rot and insect 

proofed by treatment with Copper Naphthen- 

ate solution. The steel floor was coated 
with "Dektred". Two (2) hinged screen 
doors were fitted on the inside of the 
rear body doors. Two (2) 60 cycle, 110- 
volt A.C. ventilators were provided in 
the body, and an overhead lighting system- 
110 volt - the source of power being an 
independent, outside supply. A Grouse 
Hinds condulet was installed in the rear 
body panel, and a 100 ft. length of three 
conductor cable provided for extension to 

the outside source. 

Four (4) gooseneck lamps and five (5) 
adjustable stools comprised the only fit- 
tings which were supplied with the body. 
This body carried Body Code No. 5-J#7, 

k K A 

COMMENTS 

In general, Users' comments from the 
field have been good. Suggestions have 
been made regarding modification, from 
time to time, as is outlined in previous 
pages of this introduction, and corrective 
measures or changes have been made. How- 
ever, from these reports, it would appear 
that most, if not all, of the Signals 
vehicles are loaded in the field above the 
rross allowable weights, due principally, 
to the constant improvement and change in 
design of Signals' equipment, and this 
factor should be borne in mind in future 
designing of such vehicles. 



HEAVY UTILITY WIRELESS 

Function 

The purpose of this vehicle is to 
act as a transmitting and receiving 
station in forward areas - #19 Truck 
and Ground Station. The vehicle is 
operated entirely by Signals' person- 
nel, Driver, mate and 2 operators,and 
is a self-contained unit in that all 
necessary work in connection with the 
operation of the unit is performed in 
the vehicle, 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle....163" 
8 width " - an TE” 
" height " w ssas 92-1/2" 

Inside length of body proper. 88" 
" wid m > . 64” 
" height ° " " ,0-1/4” 

Weights 

Curb weight of vehicle......6450 lbs. 
Gross " > 

(excluding personnel)..7390 1ba. 
Gross weight of vehicle 

(including personnel)..8550 lbs. 
Gross allowable weight of 

vehicle ....7500 lbs. 

Chassis 

The chassis of this vehicle is a 
G.M.C. -Hvy. Utility chassis - Code 
CBA - and is equipped with 9.25x16 
tires. 

References 

D.K. & S. Schedule of Drawings...... Nil 
D.M. % 8. File No. Leo... .604*.,.4+044.4+.4. +... 73-V-1 

A.E,D,B. Photograph File No...... E-3 
Vehicle Code No. ...... H.U.441-M-WIRE-2 

Body Code No. ..... .............. 1-c-8 

Pilot Model Approval No, ........ 8 
Ordnance Proving Ground Report D.Y.A-6-318 
Maintenance Manual NO. .......... MB-C2 

Source:- General Motors of Canada 

Body 

The basic body is a standard Heavy Utility 
body of all steel construction with spare 
tire mounted on the right hand body side 
panel, manufactured by General Motors of Canada 

The interior of the body is lined with 
1/4" fir ply, is finished in white, and is 
flocked to eliminate condensation. the 
rear quarter windows of the basic body have 
been replaced with sliding steel panels. 
The canvas curtain between the driver's 
compartment and the — proper has been 
replaced by a full metal panel, while the 
sliding windows of the left side and rear 
doors of the body proper, have been changed 
to armour plate, 

Interior fitments of the body include 
generator cabinet for 300 watt auxiliary 
charging unit, radio table, battery racks, 
operators chair, stowage cabinet, message 
form racks, head phone clips, interior 
lighting, fans and wiring - are supplied 
by the vehicle manufacturer, 









15 CWT., G.S, PITTED FOR WIRELESS 

Punction 

This vehicle was designed to pro- 
vide wireless facilities for R.C.A., 
R.C.E., R.C.E.M.E., Workshop units, 
etc., and is operated by the unit 
signallers. Wireless sets #9, #11, 
and #19, may be installed in this 
vehicle, although the #19 set is more 
generally used. 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle..... 169" 
° width " e 89" 
" height " " to top 

of aerial base ....... 102" 

Inside length of body ........ 79" 
> width " ” mun E 
" height " " to top of 

superstructure ........ 54" 

Weights 

Curb weight of vehicle ....8149 lbs, 
Gross weight of vehicle, 

less personnel (4).......8850 lbs. 
Gross weight of vehicle 

including personnel ( 4}.10050 lbs. 
Maximum allowable weight 
(cross country).......... 9500 lbs. 

References 

D.Y.& 3. Schedule of Dwgs...S-340608 
D.W.& S. File No. ...... .... e 75-B-9 

A.E.D.B. Photograph File.... E-4 
Vehicle Code No. ...... C-15A-WIRE-3 

Body Code No. .............. 2-J-3 

Experimental Hgineering Report E-303 
Pilot Model Approval No. .... 了 -209 
Maintenance Manual No. ...... MB-C2 
Source: Chassis - General Motors 

Corp., Ford Motor Company. 
Pody - Brantford Coach and 
Body Co. Ltd.. 

Chassis 

The chassis for this vehicle is a C.K.P. 

15 Cwt., 4 x 4 - 101" W.B., Code C15A, 

equipped with 9.00 x 16 tires. 

Description of Body 

The basic body is a 15 cwt. all steel 
bolted construction G.S, body - Code -2-J-1- 
with special fitments to convert to a Wire- 
less role. the fitments supplied by the 
body manufacturer include the following 
items:- Two (2) multi-section bins or lockers, 
bolted longitudinally in the body to the 

side panels, and to the top of the wheel 
house. A table with sliding shelf is bolted 
to the floor on either side of the table.A 
D.N.D. type folding seat faces the table, 
while two (2) D.N.D. type folding seats - 
back to back - face the lockers. A special 
iron pipe superstructure carries stowage 
racks, two (2) fixed dome lights,and three 
(3) sets of rifle clips. Antenna mast 
bases are bolted to the top of the super- 
structure. The tailored tarpaulin has wire 
mesh screen ventilators set in the front 
panel, with a two (2) piece drop rear cur- 
tain, secured with snaps and "D"fasteners. 
Extension poles are carried in the bins 
which fit into the superstructure so that 
the entire top can be removed from the body 
and set up,on the ground, as an independent 
penthouse. Auxiiliary skirts are provided 
for the tarpaulin when used in this role. 
Two (2) antenna masts are mounted in the 
substructure, while a third mast is mounted 
on the right running board of the vehicle, 
immediately to the rear of the door. A 
300 watt charging unit is mounted on the 
left running board, enclosed in a steel 
housing. 
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15 CWT, HOUSE WIRELESS 

Punction 

This vehicle is used for Wireless 
communication by Signals personnel 
working ahead and/or to the rear of 
Armoured Regiments, Recce Regiments, 
Brigade Headquarters and any other 
formations or units where No.19 Wire 
less set and amplifier are required. 
The vehicle is an independent unit in 
that all work pertaining to its role 
is carried out in the vehicle, 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle... 175-1/2" 
” width " ” ... 65" 
" height " D. oso 120" 

Inside length of body ...... 85" 
" width s e .. ..... 80" 

e height m m see eee 58-1/4" 

Weights 

Curb weight of vehicle..... 8475 lbs. 
Gross weight of vehicle - 

excluding personnel (4).. 9035 lbs. 
Gross weight of vehicle - 

including personnel 
(4 @ 240 dra 9995 lbs. 

Maximum allowable weight of 
vehicle - cross country.. 9500 lbs. 

References 

D.M. « S. Schedule of Dwgs..S-305225 
D.M. & Ss. File No. ........ .73-B=9=1 

A. E. D. B. Photograph Pile. ... E-4 

Vehicle Code No. ...... es ‚15A-WIRE-5 

Body Code No. eee @ eee ee eens 2-K-1 

Experimental Engineering Report E-391 
Pilot Model Approval No. ... P-212 
Maintenance Manual No. ..... MB-C2 
Sources: Chassis - General Motors Corp 

Body - Wilson Motor Body Co. Ltd.. 

Chassis 

The chassis for this vehicle is a C.M.P. 
15-cwt., - x 4 = 101" W.B, e Code C15A = 

equipped with 9.00 x 16 tires. 

Description of Body 

The body is fabricated of 16 ga. aluminum 
sheeting rivetted to a formed ERB A, steel 
fl channel framework. The floor plate 
is 12 ga. H.R.B.A. steel plate,welded to a 
formed steel channel substructure of 6 -12 
ga. cross sills and 2 - 12 ga.1 tudinal 
sills having B.C.fir or hardwood fillers in 
order to give compression to the body bolts. 

The interior of the body is sheeted with 
1/4" firply and painted white -gloss finish, 
The floor is coated with "Dektred". 

Interior fitments supplied by the body 
manufacturer include a generator cabinet 
in the right rear corner of the body, to 
house two (2) 300 watt charging units. A 
table is bolted laterally to the floor, 
parallel to the front body panel on which 
is mounted the Wireless set, Two D.N.D. type 
folding seats are bolted to the floor plate. 
Battery crates are bolted to the floor at 
the right side of the body, while a stowage 
cabinet is set in the left rear corner of 
the body. A detachable table is stowed be- 
tween the front of the body and the cab,and 
is attached to the outside of the left side 
of the vehicle. A canvas penthouse extends 
over either side of the body,and all windows 
are provided with blackout blinds. Commnic- 
ation between the body and the cab is estab- 
lished by means of a communication hatch and 
a buzzer system. 
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3 TON HOUSE TYPE WIRELESS 

Function 

The function of this vehicle, and 
its adaptations, is to provide Wire- 
less, Teletype and Cypher facilities 
for Brigade, Division and Corps Head- 
quarters. The vehicle described here- 
to, is equipped with the basic body 
only. However, six (6) adaptations 
of the basic body were built - Wire- 
less "R", Wireless "I",Cypher Office, 
Cypher Office Modified,T.E.V. Div. or 
Corps, and Command L.P. - and photo- 
graphs of the interior of these bodies 
are shown on the following page. 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle ....248-1/2" 
" width “ bd “eee 95-1/2" 

” height " = — — 

Inside length of body ... ..... 159" 

e width e n" .*... .. .. 86" 

% height " ° ........ 62-3 /4" 

Weights 

Curd weight of vehicle with 
basic body .. (.. .. .. .. ... 12102 lbs. 

Gross weight of Wireless "R” 
including 8 personnel.... 15460 lbs. 

Gross weight of Wireless "I" 
including 8 personnel.... 15406 lbs. 

Gross weight of Cypher Office 
including 8 personnel.... 15384 lbs. 

Gross wt.of Cypher Office Mod. 
including 8 personnel.... 15420 lbs. 

Gross wt.of T.E.V.Div.or Corps. 
including 8 personnel.... 15960 lbs. 

Gross wt.of Command L.P. 
including 8 personnel.... 15890 lbs. 

References 

D.M.& 8. Schedule of Dwgs. = 

Basic ....... ......3-309030 

D. M.& 8. Pile No.- Basic ...73-B-9-3 

A.E.D.B. Photograph File ... E-7 

Body Code -Basic Body ....o. 55-D-1 

Wireless Ms 55-D-6 

Wireless a ea 55-D-5 

Cypher office ... 55-D-3 

" " Modified 55-D-4 
T.E.V.Div.or Corps. 55-D-7 
Command L.P. .... 55-D-8 

Pilot Model Approval No. ... Nil 
Experiments] Engineering Report E-547 
Maintenance Manual NO. ..... MB-C2 
Sources: -Chassis --General Motors Corp. 

Body - Brantford Coach and 
Body Ltd.. 

Chassis 

The chassis of this vehicle is a C.MP, 
3-ton, 4 x 4 - 158" W.B. extended frame, 
Code C60L,equipped with 10.50 x 20 tires, 

Description of Basic Body 

The substructure of the body comprised 
a floor sheet of 10 ga. steel, coated with 
Dektred, welded to ten (10 cross sills 
fabricated of 10 ga.H.R.B.A. steel formed 
channel and two (2) formed channel longi- 
tudinal sills with B.C, fir or hardwood 
sill fillers. 

The framework of the body was of 16 ga. 
H.R.B.A. steel formed flanged channel, to 
which the outside sheeting of 16 ga. 573 
1/4 H aluminum,was rivetted. The roof of 
the body was sheeted with 18 ga.57S 1/4H 
aluminum, the forward sheets overlapping 
the rear sheets,in order to weatherproof, 
1/4" hardwood slats were screwed to the 
roof to act as wear strips. The interior 
of the body was lined with 22 ga. galvan- 
ized iron sheets and painted white-gloss 
finished,while rock wool pads were cemented 
between the inside and outside sheeting in 
order to insulate the body. 

At the front of the left and right sides 
of the body were sliding doors,and a single 
hinged door at the rear, Sliding tubular 
steel ladders were provided at each door, 
for entrance to the body, and when not in 
use, were housed in the substructure. Two 
(2) "Edwards" pullman type windows were 
set in the left side, and one (1)"Edwards" 
pullman type window in the right side of 
the body. All windows were equipped with 
blackout slides or panels. A 12-volt motor 
driven ventilator was set in the front 
panel and a second ventilator in the right 
side panel at the rear pf the body. A 
generator cabinet was set in the left rear 
corner of the body, with ventilating doors 
opening in the left side and rear of the 
body, which were opened when the charging 
unit was in operation. 

Tubular steel,one piece guards, were pro- 
vided for the protection of the mteme bases 
and roof ventilators. The body was wired for 
two (2) sources of electric current,12-volt 
& 110-volt.The power for the 12-volt system 
was provided by a 300 watt char unit to- 
gether with two (2) 12-volt batteries which 
were housed in a steel,two (2) section box, 
suspended from the left side of the sub- 
structure. An outside source of power was 
necessary for the 110-volt system,and two 
(2) reels with 50 ft. each of cable were 
suspended from the substructure at the left 
& right hand sides of the body, for this 
purpose. 

A penthouse of #8 waterproofed duck,with 
—— ropes and pegs, completed the body. 

en not in use, the penthouse, ropes and 
pegs were stowed in a box mounted on the 
roof at the front of the body, while the 
poles were strapped longitudinally to the 
left side of the roof. 







3 TON HOUSE TYPE WIRELESS 
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3 TON SIGNALS GENERAL PURPOSE - HIGH POWER - LORRY 

Function 

Thisvehicle is used by Royal Canadian 
Corps of Signals as a general purpose 
house type vehicle for high powered wire- 
less sets. It is also used for Direction 
Finding equipment and for any other pur- 
pose which may call for a heavy house 
type vehicle such as Office, etc.. Four- 
teen (14) only of these units were built. 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle.........227" 
w width > 8 *eneeeeeee? 92" 

P height " m insistas A 

Inside length of body ............ 139" 
" width e ..... ... . .. he 85" 

w height n e . . 0 0 6.1U62% 0 4/4. M¿ 76" 

Weights 

Curb weight of vehiole......10480 1bs. 
Gross weight of vehicle ....10985 lbs. 
(including two (2) driver personnel. 

Maximum allowable weight of 
vehicle een lbs. 

References 

D.M.& S. Specification No.... 0.A. 269 
D.M.& S. Schedule of Drawings Si102576 
D.M.& 8, File No. ........... 75-L-56 

A.E.D.B. Photo File No. ..... F-3A 

Vehicle Code No. .. 60L-SIGL-CZ-1-MK. IV 

Body Codo WO. .ooro.....e.....o 5-J-7 

Pilot Model Approval WO s. o... P-230 

Maintenance Manual No. ..cece MB-C1 
Sources:-Chassis - General Motors Corp. 

Body - Lindsay 
Assembly & fitments - Chrysler 
Corporation. 

Chassis 

The chassis for this vehicle is a 3-ton 
C.M.P., 4 x 4 - 158" W.B. - Code C60L, 
equipped with 10.50 x 20 tires, 

Description of Body 

The body is a 12 ft. Lindsay steel house 

type construction, with substructure of 10 

ga. H.R.B.A. formed steel channel cross 
sills and longitudinal sills, and floor 

of 10 ga. H.R.B.A. steel sheet, coated with 

Dektred. The interior of the body is lined 
with 1/4" plywood and insulated with Thermo 
Craft paper, the plywood and Thermo Craft 
being treated with Copper Naphthenate sol- 

ution against rot and insect action. 

The body has two (2) outward swinging 
rear doors, with two (2) hinged screen 
doors fitted inside the main doors, swinging 
inward. Two (2) hinged windows are fitted 
into each side panel, the windows being 

equipped with removable screens of fine 

copper mesh, 

Two (2) 60 cycle, 110-volt A.C. venti- 
lators are provided, and an overhead lighting 
system - 110 volt - the source of power 

being an outside supply for which a Grouse 

Hinds condulet is installed in the rear of 
the body, with a 100 ft. length of 5 con- 
ductor cable for extension to the outside 
source. 

The only fitments supplied with the body 
were four (4) goose neck lamps and five (5) 
adjustable stools. 







90 CWT. STEEL G.S. CABLE LAYER 

Function Chassis 

The chassis for this vehicle is a 30- 
Cwt., G. V. P. 4 x 4 = 134" W.B. «a Codes 

F30 & C30 - equipped with 10.50 x 16 tires. 

Description of Body 

The body of this vehicle is a 10 ft. 
flat floor, all steel Budd type, gussetted 
construction body, with hard wood floor =- 
1-1/2" thickness. The substructure con- 

Overall length of vehicle ......198" sists of seven (7) cross sills of 10 ga. 
" . width * > „ser 98" formed H.R.B.A. steel channel, welded to a height " ° ...... 120" two (2) 10 ga. formed H.R.B.A. steel longi- 

tudinal sills with hardwood sill fillers to 
Inside length of body ..........120" provide compression for the mounting U- * width *°* * sr 80 bolts, 

"height " " to top 
of superstructure ....... 72-1/2" The forward section of the left andright 

side panels is hinged to drop dom in arder 
to permit loading of the cable reels which 

Weights are carried in the forward section of the 
body. ‘the front panel is extended 15" in 
height in order to mount three rifles. The 
spare tire is mounted in the body, at the 
left front, and is loaded and unloaded fron 
the left side of the body. Two (2) tool 
or chain lockers are located at the rear 
of the left and right side panels, and are 
accessible only from the outside of the body. 
Skids are provided on the floor of the body, 

This vehicle is used by line const- 
ruction companies of the Royal Canadian 
Corps. of Signals to transport cable on 
reels, and to pay out and lay cable by 
means of a power driven cable layer which 
is carried in the vehicle. 

Dimensions: 

Curb weight of vehicle ...... 10948 lbs. 
Payload *..... ... ... ......... 1106 lbs. 
Gross weight of vehicle ..... 12054 lbs. 
Maximum allowable weight .... 12600 lbs. 

References: 

D.M.& S Schedule of Drawings...S-11645 
D.M.& S File No. ee eee... .....75-B-16 

A.E.D.B. Photographic File No.. E=5 
Vehicle Code No, .......30444-M-CABL-1 
Body Code No. -...............:0 3H1 
Maintenance Manual No. ........ MB-F1 

& MB-Cl 
Sources:-Chassis - Ford Motor Company, 

General Motors Corp.. 
Body - Wilson Motor Bodies Ltd, 

and an observation platform is attached to 
the tailgate. Two (2) 9 ft. extension lad- 
ders are carried inside the lorry, strapped 
to the superstructure, while eighteen (18) 
16 ft. poles are carried in the substructure 
between the longitudinal sills and are held 
in place by a logging chain. Standard iron 
pipe superstructure and wrap-around tarpau- 
lin are also provided. 







30 CWT. COMPOSITE CARLE LAYER 

Function Chassis 

The function of this vehicle is the The chassis for this vehicle is a 30 
same as that of the 30 cwt. Steel G.S. cwt., C.M.P. O 4 x 4, 134" W.B. - Code 
Cable Layer, as described in previous P30 & C30, equipped with 10.50 x 16 tires. 
page of this volume, 

Description of Body 
Dimensions 

The body is a 10 ft. steel, and wood 
Overall length of vehlcle,.... 198" composite construction, the general design 

8 width " y ande MB being the same as that of the 10 ft. steel 
w height " ” e... 120" Cable Layer body - Code 3-H-1, 

Inside length of body ........ 120" The floor is of 1-1/2" hardwood boards, 
" width " “ú anne 7901/2" while the side and front panels and the 
" height" ” to top tailgate are of 3/4" B.c. fir or hardwood 

of superstructure ..... $9-1/2" boards, framed in 10 ga. H.R.B.A. formed 
steel channels, 

Weights 

The rear cross member of the body has a 
Curb weight of vehicle...... 9580 lbs. 19 ga. H.R.B.A. steel formed cover which 
Weight of equipment ........ 2900 lbs, has a cut-away in the middle to allow for 
Weight five (5) personnel the stowage of the poles in the aubatruc- 

O 240 lbs. ..ccccecese 1800 198, ture. 
Gross weight of vehicle „„.„.13680 lbs, 
Maximum allowable weight....12600 lbs. The equipment for cable laying, with 

reel racks, ladders, etc., is the same as 
References in the 30-cwt, steel Cable Layer, 

D.M.& S. Schedule of Drawings..S 34850 
D.M.& S. File ÑO. ..oo.o.o.o.... 73-B-16-=1 

A.E.D.B. Photograph File to ...so E-5 

Vehlcle Code Nos...0.....350444M-CARBL-2 
Body Code No. ......o... LpIoe.... oo š-K-1 

Experimental Engineering Report E-386 
Pilot Model Approval No. +...... F-118 

Maintenance Manual No...... MB-Fl & Cl 
Sources: Chassis - Ford Motor Co., 

General Motors Corp., 
Body - Wilson Motor Bodies Ltd, 









o TUN STEEL G.S. SIGNALS OFFICE LORRY 

J 39 se 

Function 

The purpose of this vehicle is to 
act as a Signals Office for Division 
or Corps staff of the Royal Canadian 
Corps of Signals. It is a G.S.adap- 
tation, with removable interior fur- 
niture and/or fixtures. 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle.....226-1/2" 
” width " w + s... 007 
" height e n 2 4 48.1 788 

Inside length of body ........119-1/2" 
e width n ” .....o. 79-1/2" 

" height " n top 
of superstructure...... 69-1/4" 

Weignts 

Curb weight of vehicle ..... 9670 lbs. 
Weight of furniture &fixtures 1255 lbs. 
Five (5) personnel @ 240 1bs.1200 lbs. 
Gross weight of vehicle.....12125 lbs. 
Maximum allowable weight....15700 lbs, 

References 

D.M.& S. Schedule of Drawings S-341450 
D.K. & S. File No. .......... 73-B-16<2 

A.E.D.B. Photographic File.. E-7 
Vehicle Code NO... oo... ...... SOL-OFF=-4 

Body Code No. .............. 5-H-3 

Pilot Model Approval No. ... P-252 
Exp. Engineering Report No.. E-470 
Maintenance Manual No. „. MB-Fl, MB-Cl 
Sources:=- Chassis - Ford Motor Co., 

General Motors Corp. 
Body - Wilson Motor Bodies 

Limited, 

> ss % 

Chassis 

The chassis for this vehicle is a 3-ton 
C.M.P., 4 x 4 = 158" W.B. = Codes F60L A 

C6OL - equipped with 10.50 x 20 tires. 

Description of Bod 

The body is a 10 ft. flat floor, all 
steel Budd type gussetted construction 
body, with hardwood floor - 1-1/2" thick- 
ness - the same basic body as used in the 
30 cwt, Steel G.S. Cable Layer. The spare 
tire, however, is mounted on the chassis, 
immediately behind the cab. A steel tool 
box - 64-3/8" x 9-3/4" x 16" - is mounted 
laterally on the chassis frame, between 
the spare tire and the front of the body. 
A superstructure with wrap-around tarpaulin 
and canvas penthouse also is provided. 

The furniture and fixtures supplied with 
the body, are as follows:- 

Wooden lockers are provided on either 
side of the body, runni longitudinally, 
the tops being in two (2) sections, and 
are fitted with padded cushions covered 
with #10 waterproofed duck, and padded 
back rests. A centre table runs longi- 
tudinally down the centre of the body with 
a D.N.D. type folding seat at the front - 
facing the rear of the vehicle. The table 
has a partition in the centre, from front 
to rear. Two (2) cupboards are provided 
at the front of the vehicle. Drop lights 
are provided for interior lighting. 
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3_TON TELEPHONE LORRY 

Function 
This vehicle was designed for use by 

line construction sections of the Royal 
Canadian Corps of Signals toerect cable 
on poles after the cable had been paid 
out by the Cable Layer vehicle. The 
vehicle is complete in itself in that 
all work pertaining to cable erection 
and telephone construction can be per- formed in the vehicle by the section. 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle ...... 218" " width " " 
.*. .. .. 95" 

a height w" » .....» 105-1/2" 

Inside length of body .......... 127-3/4" 
e width e — M E E .. 65" 

> height ” e * we... ... 62-1/2" 

Weights 

Curb weight of vehicle.........-13320 lbs. 
Stores & equipment AA 222 2680 lbs, Weight of 5 Personnel @ 240 lbs. 1200 lbs, Gross weight of vehicle ..r......17200 lbs, Maximum allowable weight .......16000 lbs, 

References 
—— nF — — 

D.M.& S. Specification NO. 000. O,A, 140 D.M.& S. Schedule of Drawings... S 341960 
D.Y.& 8, File No, ** ............75-V-s52-1 A.E.D.B. Photograph File Wa low E 28 
Vehicle Code No, .nor00....60444-N-SLC-1 Body Code No. .....n......000.... 4-K-1 
Pilot Model Approval No, '...... F-156 Maintenance Workshop Manuel ida MB-C2 Maintenance Manual for Body and 

Equipment “on 02.000.020... SB-27 Sources:-Chassis - General Motors Corp, Body - Smith bros. Motor Rody Wks. 

Chassis 

The chassis for this vehicle is a 3-ton 
C.M, P., 4 x 4, 134" W.R, = Code cé6os, 
equipped with 10.50 x 20 tires. 

Description of Bod 

This is a special steel body, built solely 
for the telephone lorry. The substructure consists of seven (7) 11 ga.H.R.B.A. formed 
steel channel crossmembers welded to two (2) 
2-1/2 x 5/6 x 3/16 rolled steel channel Imgi- 
tudinal members. The floor sheet is of 16 
a. H.R.B.A. steel plate, with whee lhouses. e front panel is of 16 ga. H.R.B.A. steel plate into which is set, on the inside, a 

locker running the full width of the body. 
The side panels are formed into specially 
designed bins, of 22 ga. H.R.B.A. steel, the 
bins being partitioned into variously dimen- sioned compartments in which are stowed the special stores, tools and equipment peculiar to the work which is carried out by the tele- phone construction section. 

The top is of telescopic design,and is di- vided into three sections - the forward sec- tion which is fixed, as well as the sliding rear section, is of 22 ga. H.R.B.A. steel plate, suitably reinforced, while the centre section is made of rubberized fabric tarpaulin, The centre and rear sections telescope into 
the front section. 

A power take-off winch, 10,000 lbs. line pull, is provided, together with telescopic middle pole type derrick. The winch is mounted inside the body at the front, with a remov- able cover, which forms a bench for the crew when the vehicle is in motion. A detachable cable reel may be affixed to and driven from the outer end of the winch drive shaft, 121 pike poles and 8' Spoons are carried on the riaht side of the body, while a 24' extension ladder is carried on the left side, Other equipment includes a simplex pole Jack, wheel chucks, a spindle for reels, and an angle bar guide for light zauge cable, 









3 TON EARTH BORING MACHINE 

Function 

This vehicle is used by line construc- 
tion companies of the Royal Canadian 
Corps of Signals to bore holes for tele- 
phone, or other heavy poles, which may be 
used along lines of communication. e 
boring head of the Auger is equipped with 
levelling mechanisms that permit quick 
adjustments in order to dig holes straight 
down, regardless of the position of the 
truck, or to dig holes at any angle. 

Dimensions 

Overall length of vehicle..... 235-1/2" 
" width " s ..... 69° 
* height " " ran Ir 

Inside length of body ........ 120" 
> wiáth n w „nennen ne 95" 

* height x " ... ..... 85" 

Welghts 

Curd weight of vehicle .......10250 lbs, 
Weight of Auger & equipment... 4585 lbs. 
Four (4) Personnel @ 240 lbs.. 960 lbs. 
Gross weight of vehicle ......15795 lbs. 
Maximum allowable weight .....16000 lbs. 

References 

D.M.& S. Specification No....e. O.A. 110 
D.M.% S, Schedule of Drawings.. S 306075 
D,M.& Se File No. es. or0000r..78-V-32-2 

A, E. D. B. Photograph File No. “eee E-28 

Vehicle Code No. ..... :20r...C6OS-AUGR-1 
Body Code No. e... . 0 0. ... ...... 4-M-1 

Experimental Engineering Report. E-412 
Pilot Model Approval No. 。。。。。。。 F-243 
Maintenance Manual No. ......... ¥B-C2 

Sources;-Chassis - General Motors Corp. 
Body - Gar Wood Co, Ltd. 
Auger - Highway Trailer Mfg.Co. 

Chassis 

The chassis for this vehicle is a 3-ton 
C.M.P., 4 x 4, 134" W.B. - Code C60S - 
equipped with 10.50 x 20 tires. 

Description of Body 

Tne body is an ali steel, all welded 10° 
body, with square wheelhouses, The sub- 
structure consists of front and rear cross 
sills of 6" standard rolled channel and 
nine (9) cross sills of 6" standard rolled 
I beam. The floor sheet is of 10 ga.H.R.B.A. 
steel plate, welded to the substructure. Two 
(2) I beams are welded to the underside of 
the rear of the body, on either side of the 
longitudinal members, with a base plate to 
which is attached an adjustable jack. The 
sides and front panel are of 10 ga. H.R.B.A. 
steel plate, 

A Continental (Buda) engine and the earth 
auger, including battery, transmission and 
coupling, are mounted as an integral unit on 
a steel skid frame on the floor of the body. 

Tool boxes are set into each side panel 
for stowage of the spare auger bits. Space 
has been provided at the rear of the body 
beneath the floor for stowage of saws. This 
space is closed at one end, with a door at 
the open end. The spare tire is mounted to 
the front of the left side panel. A stand- 
ard iron pipe superstructure and special 
tarpaulin complete the body. 
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ENGINEERS’ LORRIES 
——  — P 

GENERAL COMVENTS 

Certain types of bridging equipment 

used by the R.C.F. require specially de- 

signed bodies for transportation. This is 

due to the fact that floating equipments 

are easily punctured or otherwise damaged, 

and also because of their large size.Large 

all-wheel-drive chassis is essential as the 

vehicles may be called upon to transport 

equipment close to a bridging site where 

the ground is soft and the roads bad. 

Rritish drawings were received in this 

country for all the special types of bodies, 

and the design was modified to suit the type 

of chassis used. Folding Boat and Small Box 

Girder bodies were built and mounted on Ford 

6 x 4 chassis. It was found, however, that 

cross country performance of this unit was 

inadequate, and a decision was made to use 

heavier all-wheel-drive American built chas- 

sis. “he chassis subsequently selected was 

the Diamond T, 4-ton 6 x 6, 201" Wheel Base, 

with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

Six different types of bodies were 
built for mounting on Diamond T's, and 

two for other chassis. 

1. Pontoon Body, for transporting bridging 

pontoons and other components. 

2. Trestle « Sliding Bay Body, for transport- 

ing the landing stage portion of the pon- 

toon bridge. 

3. Folding Boat Equipment Body, for transport- 

ing the Folding Boats and all the necessary 

bridge superstructure components. 

4. Small Box Girder Body, for transporting the 

girders and other bridge components, 

5. 15' G.S. Body, for transporting Bailey 

Bridging. 

6. Crane Lorry. This is a standard Bay city 

Model 10 Crane with a goose-neck boom,mounted 

on a Diamond T 4-ton 6 x 6, 201" Wheel Base 

chassis. It is used to lift Heavy Bridging 

components. 

7, Crane-Shovel Lorry. This is a Dominion Hoist 

& Shovel Model 358 Crane mounted on a Mack 

NR 10-ton 6 x 4 chassis. ‘The unit may be 

used with shovel, trench hoe, clamshell,drag- 

line or crane attachments. It is used by 

R.C.E. Road Construction companies. 

n 

8. Engineers Winch *« Derrick Lorry:- This 

is a standard 3-ton CMP 158" 4 x 4 chas- 

sis with a 10' body, derrick poles and 

winch. Used for general lifting and 

winching work. 

she Small Box Girder Lorry and the 

Trestle Sliding Bay Lorry are now consid- 

ered obsolete, as it is possible to carry 

this equipment in G.S. types of vehicies. 

PFRFORMANGE 

Ihe performance of tne Bridging Equip- 

ment Lorries has been generally satisfac- 

tory, witn four minor exceptions. ‘These 

are as follows:- 

1. Stripping of the worm gear „inions in 

the lifting tower winches on the F.B.E. 

Pontoon bodies. This condition was cor- 

rected by replacing the bronze pinions 

with high strength alloy steel pinions. 

2, Ability to load Pontoon Body from top, 

using a crane. “his was corrected by 

hinging the towers at the bottom, which 

permitted them to be swung down out of 

the way. 

3, At the first of production, chain adjust- 

ment was obtained by shimming underneath 

the winch. A chain adjuster was subse- 

quently included in the design and sup- 

plied. 

4. The Engineers Winch and Derrick Lorry was 

originally designed to mount on a 30-cwt. 

chassis, with a chassis winch. Subse- 

quently, it was found necessary to change 

to a 3-ton chassis with tne winch mounted 

in the body. This change was made in order 

tə zive better winch performance and bet- 

ter load carrying capacity. 

FUTURE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The users have stated that they con- 

sider a winch essential on Pridging vehicles, 

as they are frequently called upon to oper- 

ate in soft ground. 

The Pontoon and the Trestle and Sliding 

Bay vehicles were so equipped, but it was 

found impractical to provide winches on the 

other units due to weight limitations. 



Function 

Used by Pontoon Platoon of H.U.A.S.C. 
Bridging Company to carry Pontoon 
Bridging. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length...o.oooo. 525" 
w" 7 width BEE 94" 

heidni <ecvoces 136" 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 

Curb .o.oooo.. 8280 9800 18080 
Laden ......... 8500 15500 25800 

References 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule,...1079043 
Nunitions & Supply File No,73-B-19-3 
Vehicle Code No.......-80661-C-PONT-1 
Body Code No, ...... s... ..... 8D1 
Waintenance Manual .....+..-C661-DT1l 
Spare Parts List ...ooooooo.. 969B-01 
Sources:-Body by Brantford Coach and 

\ Body Ltd., Chassis by Diamond 
T Motor Co., Chicago, U.S.A.. 
Vehicle boxed and drawings 
prepared by Chrysler Corpor- 
ation of Canada, Windsor. 

Chassis 

The Pontoon Lorry body is designed for 

mounting on a Diamond T, 4-ton,6x6, 201" 
N.B. chassis in accordance with U.S, 

auartermaster Specification No.LP-91-2011, 

except that the wheelbase is 201" instead 

of 172". The chassis was equipped with 

9.00 x 20 tires. 

Body 

The body is all steel welded construc- 

tion with 4 towers, one at each corner of 

the body. A wood catwalk runs along each 

side; this ts also used to s tow various 

items such as oars, boathooks, raft con- 

nectors, etc.. 

The towers each contain a hand winch, 

used for lifting up a pontoon in order 

that a second pontoon may be stowed under- 

neath, 

The body is capable of carrying two bow 

or two centre pontoons, 
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Punction 

Used by R.C.E. to transport Trestle 
and Sliding Bay components of the Pon- 
toon Bridge. 

Dimensions 

Overall Vehicle length..ccseseee 325" 
x " WIGEN ee BR 
w * DOLE AO SO. 

Wsights 

Front Rear Total 

VOLS anne 88S 3640 17855 

References 

A.Z.D.B. Drawing Schedule.....1079042 
Yunitions * Supply File No..73-B-19-4 
Vehicle Code No. ......B0661-C-TRES-1 
BOGT GOGE iia 8G1 
Maintenance VYanual ..........C0661-DT1 
Spare Parts List ...ccccccces 969B-01 
Sources:- Body By Brantford Coach & 

Body Co.. Chassis by Diamond 

boxed and drawings prepared 
by Chrysler Corporation of 
Canada, 

so TLE AND SLIDING 

— — 

T Motor Co., Chicago,Vehicle 

Chassis 

lhe body is designed for mounting on a 
Diamond T, 4-ton 6 x 6, 201" W.B. chassis 
in accordance with U.S. Quartermaster Spec 
No. LP-91-201F, except that the wheelbase 
is 201" instead of 172", The chassis was 
equipped with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

Body 

The body is of wood and steel composite 
construction. 

Gatwalks are supplied one on each side of 
the body, and are used to carry stiffening 
chesses, An inclined ramp is provided for 
carrying roadbearers and ribands. 

A well is provided underneath the ramp 
for carrying chesses and other components. 

Note;-The Trestle « Sliding Bay Lorry has 
been declared obsolete as it has been 
found that the various components may 
be carried in a G.S. type lorry with- 
out great inconventence, 
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Function 

A.S.C. Used by FBE platoon of H.C. 
=. Bridging. Bridging Coy. tce carry F.B. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ........ 3235" 
= " width 2:0 RM 6.6 8 6's 89" 

n ü height ,........ 136" 
Length overall with Folding 

Boats stowed ea ea Bea BB BB 4 400" 

We i gh t 8 

Front Rear Total 

Curd 700 9500 16900 
LOGON: ccc céicccss 8200 18000 26200 

References 

A.JE.D.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1079040 
Munitions *Y Supply File NNo..75-B-19-1 
Vehicle Code No. ...... 80661-C-FBE-1 
Body Code NO. -cecsecvcecosesess 8r1 
“Maintenance Manual ...ooo....C661-0T1 
Spare Parts List ..ooooooooo. YESB-Ol 

Sources; 

Rody by Brantford Coach & Body Company, 
Chassis by Diamond T Motor Co.,Chicago, 

DU. SoAss 

Vehicle boxed and drawings prepared by 
Chrysler Corporation of Canada. 

Chassis 

The FBFE body is designed for mounting on 
a Diamond T, 4-tor, 6 x 6, 201" W.B.chassis 
in accordance with U.5. quartermaster Spec. 
In, LP-91-2°01.", except that tre unas: lbu39 
is 201" instead of 172". The chassis was 
equipped with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

ayy 

The body is of all steel, welded construc- 
tion, with 4 towers, one at each corner of 
the body, ‘These towers are equipped with 
hand winches so that the boats may be ralsed 
and stowed one under the other. 

Provision ts also made for carrying the 
roadbearers, chassis, landing stage units, 
anchors and etc.. 







SYALL ROX GIRDER LORRY 
— — — — 

Function: Chassis: 

Used by R.C.E. to transport S. B. G. The SBG body is designed for mounting on 

Bridging. a Diamond T, 4-ton 6 x 6, 201" W.B. chassis 

in accordance with U.S. Quartermaster Spec. 

No. LP-91-201F, except that the wheelbase 

Dimensions: shall be 201" instead of 172". : 

The chassis was equipped with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

Overall "ehicle length .......... 323" 
" " 本 Body: 
" w helght e: 0-8... 0 9. 95" 

The body is of all steel welded construc- 

tion and actually ts a steel ramp on which 

Weights: the SRG sections are placed and held in 

Front Rear Total place with racking chains. 

Unladen .w.ceceee 7550 8840 16390 Four SBG centre or four Hornbeam sections 

may be placed on the body at one time. The 

launching noses and chairs are placed on top 

References; of the Hornbeam sections and held in place 

by racking chains. 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule..... 1079041 
Munitions & Supply File No...73-B-19-2 Note:- Early in the War the SBG vehicle was 
Vehicle Code NO. ....... 80661-C-SBG-1 =  declared obsolete as SBG Bridging 

Body Codo MO: esmas óseas 8H1 components readily lend themselves 
Maintenance Manual ....o.......C0861-DT1 to carriage in G.S. vehicles. 
Spare Parts List ....... . ..... 969B-01 
Sources:- * 
Body by Brantford Coach * Body Co., 
Chassis by Diamond T Motor Go., Chicago. 
Vehicle boxed and drawings prepared by 
Chrysler Corporation of Canada. 
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Functions: 

Used by K.C.A.S.C. Bridge Companies to 
transport Bailey and other bridging com- 
ponents. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length .......... 322" 
n " width 大 100" 

w m height De re ee Br * + * 130" 

Weights 

Complete Vehicle Front hear Total 

CUPS eu FR 10900 17770 
Laden ..oo.o.oo...o 9300 14500 26800 
Body only, c/w tool boxes, mudflaps, 
superstructure, 8fCl..oo.oo...»o. 3130 

keferences 

AJE.D.B. Drawing Schedule..... S 17176 
Body Code NO. .ooocooreoeon.ooo BAl 
Munitions & Supply File No.... 75-B-22 
Vehicle Code No, .......++ 80661-C-G5-1 
Pilot Vodel Approval ......... 11 
Vaintenance lanual...oooo.oo.. 1WW-3862, 

C661-DT1 
ES A sl 

Sources: 

this body was pilotted by Gar Wood Ind., 
windsor, and produced ‘n quantity at Motor 
Coach Industries, Winnipeg. 

ihe vehicle was boxed for shipment and 
drawings prepared by Chrysler Corporation 
of Canada, Windsor. 

Chassis 

This body is designed for mounting on a 
Diamond T, 4-ton 6 x 6, 201" «.B. chassis 
ín accordance with U.S. quartermaster Spec. 
No. LP-91-201F, except that the wheelbase 
ts 201" instead of 172". 
The chassis was equipped with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

Body 

The body is all steel, welded, Budd type 
construction, provided with 2 toolboxes and 

2 jerrican carriers, one on each side, 





CRANE LORRY 

Function: 

Used by R.C.E. for general lifting 
work in connection with bridging and 
other construction work, 

Dimensions: 

Overall Vehicle Length ......o... 323" 
" " Width Be ..*..0.006-U64.. 94" 

n n Height . . . . . . . .. . 132" 

Weights 

Front Rear Total 

Curb ,........... 8840 18530 27370 

References 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule .... 1081477 
Munitions & Supply File No...73-B-19-6 
Vehicle Code No. ..... 80661-C-CRANE-1 
Maintenance Manual ,......... C661-DT1 
Spare Parts List ......o......s. 969B-01 

Sources:- qe 
Crane by Bay City Shovels, Inc., Bay 
City, Michigan. Chassis by Diamond T 
Motor Co., Chicago, Ill.. 
Vehicle boxed and drawings prepared by 
Chrysler Corporation of Canada, 

WE sort 5 

Chassis: 

The base is designed for mounting on a 
Diamond T, 4-ton 6 x 6, 201" W.B. chassis 
in accordance with U.S. Quartermaster Speci- 
fication No. LP-91-201F, except that the 
wheelbase shall be 201" instead of 172". 
The chassis was equipped with 9.00 x 20 tires 

Crane 
Thé crane is a Standard Bay City Model 

10 Unit, with the following exceptions:- 

(1) The tail swing is reduced to 4'-0". 
(2) A special "Goose Neck" type of boom 

is provided in order to reduce over- 
all height. 

Following is a list of the lifting capa- 
cities of the Unit at various radii: 

Max. Lift obtainable over 

Radius Side Rear 

71.9" *eeeeete LO, 500# 13, 000# 

10! t. itooo 6, 500 11,500 

13* — — 4, 000 8,500 
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CRANE SHOVEL LORRY - DOMINION 358, 5/8 Yd. O HACK 10 TON NE-4 
o 

Function 

This vehicle 1s used by R.C.E. Road 
Construction Units for general lifting 

Chassis 

The crane base is designed for mounting 
on a Mack NR, 10-ton 6 x 4, 200%" W.B. 

and shovel work. chassis, with 1100 x 24 tires all round. 
Duals on rear, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ......41'-10" Crane 
e a width ..o..s.. 日 1~ 6" 

= " height ......15'= 6" The crane is e standard Dominion 358 
Crane, 5/8" yard capacity. 

Weights 

Front Rear Total The base ts a welded built up steel 
structure, designed so that the chassis 
frame is relieved of all stresses resulting 
from a lift, when the outriggers are used. 
The bull gear casting is welded directly 
to the top of this structure. 

DD reinen BEBO 37035 48275 

References 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule...... 34480 
D.M. & S. File No. .........73-B=1927 
PORT LOTO Wis eure 9C1 
Parts List (Chassis)........TW10-1544 
W.D. Technical Manual....... TM9-818 Ancillary equipment, such as holdfasts, 
A.=.D.B. Specification......0.A. 267 erow-bars, sledges, slings, shovels, ete., 
Ordnance Proving Ground Reyrt DVAS-245 are supplied. 
E.E.Garaze (D.M.& S.) Report, E 476 

A trench hoe, dragline, clam shell and 
shovel equipment is supplied with each unit, 

Sources: Crane Manufactured x installed 
on chassis by Dominion Hoist & Shovel Co, 
Lachine, Wue.. 

Chassis by Mack Manufacturing 
Corp., Allentown, Penn.. 







miGTNEER4S WINCH AND DERRICK LORRY 

Function 

Used by R.C.&. for bridging operations, 

for recovery work; also, used in Ordnance 

and Engineer Field Parts to lift varlous 

equipment. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ...ooooooo... 219" 
nm 

" width .L.LEO.,BÓDO. 600.006. O. OOO 84" 

w w BE ee De 

Weights 
Front kear Total 

Curb 。oeoeeeeeeeeseeweee DEN 5670 10900 

Laden ...oooooooo.... 6200 9500 15700 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification...0.A. 42, 51 & 59 

A.E.D.B. Drawinz Schedule.340300, 340340, 
340350, 340360 

D.M. Xe Se File No, .*. (€. (et 4 ea ea. 73-D-1 

Body Code No。 。。。。。。。。。。*。。。。。。 4Ho to 4H6 

Parts List, Chassis ..ooose... P505-01 
Maintenance Manual & Spare 

Parts List ....... SB-25 

Sources:- Body and equipment (Derrick Poles 
and Winch) supplied by Gar Wood 
Industries Ltd., Windsor,Ontario; 
chassis supplied by Ford Motor 
Company. 

Chassis 

The body is designed for mounting on 

a Ford 3-ton 4 x 4, 134" W.B. chassis, 

with 10.50 x 20 tires. 

Body 

The body is all steel construction, 

10* long, with a full length wheelhouse. 

Nodels 4H1l and 4H2 have hinged sides; 

the models 4113 and 444 are semi K.D., 
bolted, and the models 4H5 and 4H6 have 
fixed sides, all welded construction. 

A superstructure and tarpaulin are 
provided and the tire carrier is mounted 
Inside the body, on the K.H.wheelhouse, 

Telescopic rear jacks are provided. 

Winch & Derrick squipment 

The winch is a Gar Wood Model SK, 
driven from the transfer case Power 

Take Off. 200' of 1/2" steel cable is 
supplied and the winch has a pulling 
capacity of approximately 10,000 lbs, 
on the first layer of rope. A univer- 
sal type of sheave block is provided 
to lead the cable over the rear of the 
body. 

The derrick poles are adjustable and 
may be extended to handle a pole with 
a maximum length of 45'. Three posi- 
tions of the centre leg are possible. 

The maximum lifts obtainable at these 

three positions are 1600, 3000 and 

4500 1bs.. 







Funetion: 

l'his body hes been designed as a light 
weicht pluminum structure to be ussd by 
Field Coys. R.C.N., to be employed either 
as a 5.5. body or a Class VI Pontoon, 

Used in the body role, tt fta to be cap- 
able cf carrying 12 men, with tools and 
equipment. 

Raft, connectors and roadhearers sre pro- 
vided so that two pontoons may be connected 
in tandem and connected together tn form a 
Class XII raft. 

Dimensions: 

1. Platform: Length ...o.ooo. 180-1/2" 
Width . . . . . ... .. 93" 

Outside width... BA" 

w leneth.. 162" 
Height of sides, 37-3/4" 

2, Pontoon: 

3. Complete Overall length.. 272" 
Vehicle: ” width... 93" 

ñ height., 119" 

Nalghts: 
Complate Vehicle Pront Rear Total 

Ourb ,.......... 5049 6518 11567 

Pontoon k Fittings 

Pontoon only @' © ® e e eee... 0.0 0 4.0 8304 

Rnadbearers (12! length)l...... 297% 

References E 

A.E,D,B. Drawirg Schedule..... 310500 
D.F, & S. Specification.......0.A. 245 
Munitions & Supply File No...75-5-19-8 
Body Code NO. soeeeeeeesaeeeeewe 5531 

E.E. Test Report ........ ..... E 509 

Additional Notes: 

The platform on which the Pontoon rests 

is an adoption of the standard 12 ft. 511 
flat floor body. The construction is all 
steel, welded with the length and width 

increased. 

When the Pontoon its off-loaded, a flat 
steel platform 13'6" in length and 8'-0" 
in width is provided, Stake racks, which 
are also used as protection for the pon- 
toon floor, may be installed and the vehicle 
used as a cargo carrying stake truck. 

Sources: 

The pletform and body were built and 
fitted to the chassis by Geo, W. Reed 
Go., Ltd., Montreal. 

The platform is designed tc fit a Ford 
or Chevrolet C.W.P.3-ton 4 x 4,158" W.P. 
chassis, 

Description: 

Two pilot bodies only were built which 
differ slightly in construction,One body 
had aluminum ribs mads in the form of a 
"top hat" section; the other body had ribs 
made from an "H" section aluminum extru- 
sion. 

The skin was 0.064" ACS57S-# sheet, and 
thə gunwales were 6" channel extrusions 
of AC26S-T slloy, Rivette construction 
was employed throughout, and a cement 
known as "Heldite” was used to seal the 
lap joints. The tailgate seal was ā sponge 
rubber strip, approximately 1" x 3/8" in 
section. 

The bodies, when used as pontoons, could 
be coupled back to back,using standard Mk Y 
Pontoon Deck Couplers. 

lhe roadbearers are made of two (2) 8" 
AC265-T channels with 2" Y section cross 
mombers 17" long. 

3teel splice plates and pins are pro- 
vided for connecting the roanbearers together, 

The pontoon, or raft, may be propelled by 
means of oars or an outboard motor.4 special 
hracket must be provided when a motor is 
used, 

A superstructure and tarpaulin are pro- 

vided. The superstructure fastens to the 

platform and is independent of the pontoon, 

which may be loaded or off-loaded with the 

superstructure in plac®. 

This body was experimental only. However, 

in trials a uma, Arizona, emonstrated 

that the principle for which it was intemed 

was sufficiently sound to result in a re- 

quest from l!.S. engineers that A.2.D,B.develop 

pilot bodies for 2-1/2 ton 6 x 6. “his 

latter project was started, but was can- 

celled on cessation of hostilities. 







e . .. at 

ALUMINUM AMPHIBIOUS TRUCK ROY OR FONTOON 

METHOD OF UNLOADING PCNTOON DUVI Udb AN FSnoUNNEL UANKILERK 

FROM PLATFORM ROLE. TAILGATE DOWN. 

PONTOON LOADED WITH I2000# OF TWO PCNTOONS JOINED TC FORM A 

PIG LEAD PLUS 3 MEN . RAFT. SHOWN WITH ROADBEARERS 
IN PLACE PLUS 24000# OF PIG LEAD 

METHOD OF LCADING TRUCK ON 3 TON 4X4, 179" W.B., C.M.P. 

TWO PONTOON RAFT, TRUCK ON TWO PONTOON RAFT., 
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BREAKDOWN LORRIES 
LIGHT BREAKDOWN LORRY (HAND OPERATED) ___ 2222222 - 35 
LIGHT BREAKDOWN LORRY (POWER OPERATED)______ Da a nn nn 36 
MEDIUM BREAKDOWN LORRY\___________L_LLLLLLLL LLLLLLLLLL 37 
HEAVY BREAKDOWN LORRY (POWER OPERATED) 



BREAKDOWN LORRIES 

Geners] Description 

Mere have beer. several different types 
Breakdown vehicles develope d in Canada, 

from which 4 main types emerzed and were 
produced. These types differ from one 
another in the liftinse capacitles of the 
crane unit and in the chassis to which the 
cranes are fitted. The capacities of the 
cranes riven below are for a lift on a 
sinrle boom and with two booms locked to- 
gether at the rear, usirs two part lines 
In both cases, The flrures riven are for 
a static lift, and do not mean that the 
vehicle 43 capable of movement with this 
weirht suspended from the booms. 

of 

The four main types are as follows:- 

l1.Hand Operated Ureakdowm - Mounted on GF. 
& Ford 3-ton, 158" 4 x 4 — Gar 
Wood CAS Crane, 2-1/2 and 5 tons 

2elizht Breakdown (Power Operated) - 
Mounted or G.M. 3-ton, 134" 4x4 chassis 
Gar Wood CASP * Holmes W-45CT Cranes, 
2-1/2 and 5 tons. 

5.Yedium Rreakdown (Power Uperated) - 
Younted on a Diamond T 4-ton,172" 6x6 
chassis. Holmes W-45 Crane, 2-1/2 and 
S tons. This ls an American vehlcle, 
built to U.S. 
Specifi 

wuartermaster Corps 
cations, 

4. (a) Heavy Rreakdown (Power=0perated) - 
Younted on a Mack, 6 ton, 169" 6x4 
chassis. Gar Jood CASP Crane, 8 and 
15 tons, 

(b) Heavy Breakdown (Power Openeted) - 
Mounted on a Leyland "Terrier",6-ton 
156" 6 x 4 chassis,'lolmes J-45CD Crane, 
8 and 15 tons. 

Wreckinr Cranss 

All the types of cranes meiutioned above 
are of the same general type, and have 
proven satisfactory in service with the 
exception of the paying-on of the cable 
on the winch drum. This problem, however, 
is not confined to wreckinr cranes, and is 
always present wherever winches are used 
on vehicles. é4hs problem, which does not 
admit of an easy solution, is discussed 
more fully under the following heading. 

NN 
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Jinches 

Recovery winches were provided d on two of 
the different types:- (1l.e., Yeäalum and 
Heavy “reakdown Lorries. 

Ihe Medium (Diamond T) Breakdown is 

h a front mounted winch which 
thə disadvantage of being in- 

a pull to the rear. 

equipped wit 
suffers [rom 
capable of 

[he Heavy Sreakdown Lorry is equipped - 
with a winch mounted behind the cab immed- 
lately to the rear of the wrecker mast.This 
vehicle is equipped with fairleads for a 
front and rear pull, and has an obvious ad- 
vantare over the front mounted winch. 

All winches, whether on Rreakdown, Trans- 
porter or other hecovery vehicles, suffered 
from the uneven payinr-on of the cable on 
the winch drum ihe problem may be mini- 
mized to a preat extent by meticulous care 
on the part of the operators. ‘Iowever, this 
aim is difficult, if not impossible, to 
attain in Service for a variety of reasons. 

Considerable research, therefore, has been. 
done on this continent and in England on the 
problem. Various schemes have been tried, 
such as lagzing the winch drum,level winding 
devices of the archimedeon Screw type, Tapered 
rollers and the rendulum paying-on device. 
All have proven unsatisfactory, with the ex- 
ception of the Pendulum type. Several satis- 
factory installations of this gear have been 
made. ‘ihe device is simple and sturdy, but 
has the atsadvantage of requiring a small 
fleet angle, which means considerable dis- 
tance between the winch drum and the fair- 
leads. This device is covered by a patent, 
and has not been fitted to production vehicles 
in Canada due to the fact that it was per- 
fected at a late date. 

Fipures 1 and 2, It is illustrated in 







BREAKDOWN LORRIES (CONTINUED) 
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Winches (‘ont'd., ) 

In order to avoid Cable breakage, 
it was found necessary to limit, in 
some way, the torque input to the winch. 
This was accomplished by incorporating 
a shear pin or a spring loaded torque 
limiting device in the drive line. This 
latter device shuts off the engine when 
the torque reaches a predetermined fig- 
ure, and has the advantage of being ad- 
jJustable, whereas a shear pin is not 
adjustable, snd requires replacement 
after each failure. 

In light of the above, it would 
appear that the recovery winch on a 
Breakdown vehicle should be mounted 
to the rear of the cab, and should have 
(1) a torque limiting device of the 

motor-shut-off type, 
U) a paving-on gear, 
(111) fairlead provision so that a pull 

may be made to the front or to the 
rear, 

SHEET TWO, 

Towbars 
At the start of the development of 

the Breakdown Lorries, a standard Holmes 
type of towbar, as used for Commercial 
Automotive work, was used (See Fig. 3). 
It was found that this was not suitable 
for Army vehicles, and a second type was 
developed. (See Fig. 4). This type was 
suitable for the front and rear towing of 
C.M.P. vehicles but, subsequently, was 
found unsuitable for the towing of certain 
American and British built vehicles, 

A third type (Firs. 5 & 6), was then 
developed, and is the closest approach to 
a universal type produced to date in this 
country. Due to the lateness of the com- 
pletion of design, this type has not been 
in production, and hss not received Service 
use. 

Fowever, consicerable testing has been 
completed without failure, 
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BREAKDOWN LORRIES 

SILET 

Anctllary Equipment 

The equipment as supplied for these 
vehicles has proven satisfactory in 
service with the exception of the match 
blocks and shackles. Quite frequently, 
the blocks and winch cable are so ar- 
ranged that s mechanical advantare of 
several times the winch pull is obtained 
This imposed loads on the tackle much 
greater than it was designed for. It was 
found necessary, therefore, to supply 
heavier snatch blocks and shackles. 

Future Design Considerations 

None of the various chassis to which 
wrecking cranes were fitted were designed 
for the purpose. This was unavoidable,as 
they were the only types available. A 
special design would have taken a compar- 
atively long time to develop. When trans- 
porting a load suspended from the booms 
the result was a load distribution that 
was not ideal. 

However, with a specially designed chassis, 
the equipment could be re-arranged and the 
forces acting on the chassis frame more 
equally distributed to provide a greater 
"lift and tow performance for a given tire 
capacity. the following is offered in the 
spirit of academic discussion, and it is 
realized the ideal may not easily be at- 
tained. 

Fig. 7 brings out the point clearly. 
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Comments: 

ONTINUED) 

THREES 

Puture Desirn Considerations (Continued 

In this system, consider the moments 
about the rear wheels when the load W is 
such that the front wheels Just begin to 
leave the ground. 

It may be seen that three forces tend to 
resist the overturninr moment due to welt 
W (a) the weight of the vehicle acting 
through the centre of gravity; (b) the 
vertical component of the force in the 
boom AB; (c) the vertical component of 
the force in the stiff leg CD. 

If the chassis were redesigned so that 
the crane could be moved forward, it is 
obvious that a greater proportion of the 
welicht ij wou. he imposed on the front 
wheels, thus increasing the "Lift and tow" 
sb!lity of the vehicle, With the correct 
type of chassis, it would, in fact,be pos- 
sible to place the crane so that the cor- 
rect proportion of the load W would et all 
times be transmitted to the front and rear 
wheels. 

On the present designs of Breakdown 
Vehicles,the "lift and tow" performance is 
always limited by the lifting of the front 
wheels from the ground. 

Another point to be borne in mind for 
future design is the provision of tele- 
scopic booms, A longer *com would increase 
the number of uses to which the vehicle 
could be put, such as lifting an engine 
from a tank, The crane on a Wack Heavy 
Breakdown Lorry wes actually modified in 
this manner in England and proven satisfac- 
tory. f 

Extract of Report, dated September 25, 1945, from the Director-General, 

A.E.D.B., to Major-General Brunskill, B.A.S., referring to conversation held with 

Canadian Army personnel in the field, reading as follows: 

"As these men were the ones responsible for the use of breakdown 

lorries, their opinion was asked regarding the different types. They 

unhesitatingly stated that the light lorry was relatively useless, but 

that the medium and heavy breakdowns were very good. They pointed out, 

and this was subsequently confirmed by Army Service Corps and other 

Users, that the system of having breakdown recovery points along the 

roads had worked out extremely well and that this was largely due to 

the medium and heavy breakdown equipment. It is the opinion of all 

those with whom we talked in the Canadian Army that a reasonably plenti- 

ful supply of breakdown untts of good quality, stationed at strategic 

points, is of far greater value than the equipping of individual vehicles 

with means of extricating themselves from trouble, this comment is based 

on the operations in Italy and North West Europe." 
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The funetion of thi 
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Dimensions 
———— RA C 

vehicle is to re- 

ane aa vehicles 

Overall vehicle length carac ASA 
“ width 2:2 672 0 a B A REO 96" 

" " hetcht er Loe” 

jelzhte 

Front Rear Total 
Taden welzht(fully 
equipped, 2 men 

in cab) w s 5:0 0:00. /0 5584 5216 11900 

“aximum zross 
PATIN ae 6 

pecifitcati 
a f 8 No, . . 
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t Yodel Approva 

Naintenance 

'echnirs]l Equipment 
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C f 121 > Doo. ...e..o 

500 19700 16000 

ON ven DA, 92 
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Maintenance 

Manwual.... 
spare 

arts List SR33-0] 
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948 & 343549 

35 
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351 

3.33 
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Sourres 
— — 

built, by both Gen- 
on their respective 

Ts model has bee: 
eral Motors a:d Ford, 
ch6es3is. 

° Body 
— lin 

Gomposite wnod and steel construction 
with two Stowage lockers - ons on each a 

Ihe body and equipment is designed for 
mounting on both G.N. and Ford 3-ton15R" 
wheelhase, 4 x 4 chassis. 

.. 

Main Items of z: ulnment 

l. Wrecking crane, Gar Wood CAS or Holmes, 
with a static lift capacity of 2-1/2 
tons on one boom and 5 tons on two 
booms, using two part lines. Hand 
operated “eeRee lifting winches, with 
100" of 1/2" 6 x 37 cable. 

Towing frame, with attachments for CWP 
vehicle bumpers. 

tà . 

ö. Superstructure and Tarpaulin. 

4. Various small items of wrecking equip- 
ment such as axes, picks, shovels, tow 
ropes, shackles, ground anchors, snatch 
blocks, and etc.. 







- 

Function: 

The function of this vehicle is to 

recover light types of wheeled vehicles 

from the field. 

Dimensions: 

Overall vehicle Lengthisscscscees 222" 
width eee eeneeeoee#ee#e 96" 

height ........112-Y2" " " 

eighte: 
Front Rear Total 

Curb weight „.... 5975 8135 14130 

References: 

Yunitions & Supply Specification 0.4.91 
Munitions & Supply File No....73-VelZ-2 
Vehicle Code “Yo. .60444-M-BRKD-1,2,3,% 4. 
Chassis Maintenance "enual CY... YRC] 

Body Code Noe cccccecccccceses 491 A 4G2 
D.M. % S. Drawing Schedule... 17799 

* 17800 

Equipment Maintenance Manual. SB-35 
Spare Parts List (Technical 

Equipment). SB-35-01 

LIGHT BRIAXDOM: LORI (POW SR OPERATED) 

—————— um 一 

Deseription of Body: 

Mhe body is of all steel, welded const- 

ruction with 4 toolboxes, 2 on each side, 

Two chain lockers, one on either side, are 

provided at the rear corner3 of the body. 

Hold down clamps and saddles are pro- 

vided on the floor of the body for stire 

one acetylene and one oxygen bottle. 

Provision is made for carrying spare 

fuel, oil and water by means of a carrier 

attached to the wrecker 'A' frame with 

lugs. 

Descriptton of Chassis: 

The body and equipment is designed for 

mounting on a General Motors 3-ton 4 x 4, 

144" W.B. chassis, with 10.50 x 20 tires. 
, 

Mein Items of Squlpment: 

l. Wrecking Crane, Gar «ood CASP or Holmes 

W-45-CE with a static lift capacity of 
2-1/2 tons on one boom and 5 tons on two 

booms using two part lines. Crane,winch 

drums have a capacity of 150' of 3/8" 
6 x 19 cable. 

2, Under body winch with rear fairleads. 
Winch drum has a capacity of 120! of 
6 x 37 5/8" cable. 

3. Towing frame, with attachments for CMP 

vehicle bumpers. 
4, Superstructure and tarpaulin. 

S. Oxy-acetylene welding & cutting outfit. 

6. Various small items of wrecking equip- 

ment such as axes, picks, shovels, tow 

ropes, shackles, ground anchors, snatch 

blocks and etc.. 







Funetion Rody 

Tre function of this vehicle is to All steel welded construction. Two (2) 
recover Medium - Heavy types of wheeled stowage lockers nrovided, one at each side 
vehicles and some types o” A.”.V,'a, 

Dimensions Chassis 

Overall vehicle length ..........286" Body and equipment Iis designed for mountin > A ` ' — — VLOTA: siones 00" on a Diamond T,Model 969R, 4-ton 6 x 6,151" 
® * 和 W.B. chassis, with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

heichts 
— —— — 

“ront Rear Tatal Main Items of Equipment 

Curb weight .... 1975 15630 23605 l. Wrecking Crane,Holmes,W-45 with a static 
lift capacity of 5 tons on one boom and 

keferences 10 tons on two booms,using 2-pert lines. 
The crane winch drums heve a capacity of 

U.S. Q/M. Spectficatton.,...LP-91-801P 200' of 1/2", 6 x 19 cable. 
Munitions & Supply File No, 73-V-12-3 2. Front mounted pulling winch with a cable Vehicle Code No....... 80661-C-BRKD-1 capacity of 300! of 5/8" 6 x 19 cable. 
Pilot Model Approval....... 50 5. Air Compressor and receiver mounted under- Chassis Maintenance Manual. C661-DTl neath the crane."a" frame. This unit has a 
Spare Parts List „.........TM-10-1296 capacity of 1-1/2cuble feet ver minute, at 
Sources:- 150# /sq. in. pressure. 

This vehicle was butlt and equipped 4. V-type tow bar. 
to U.S.Army Specifications, by Diamond 5. Towing ~istance Bar with a universal clamp. T Motor Car Co., Chicago. 5. Superstructure and tarpaulin. 

7. Oxy-acetylene weldinr and ceuttin> outfit, 
Several items of equipment were added P. Various small items of wrecking equipment, 

to the vehicle to bring it up to War such as axes, pic’s, shovels, two ronea, 
Office requirements, Supply of this shackles, ground anchors, snatch blocks, 
equipment and stoware was worked out and etce. 
at Chryslers, who sunnlied this extra 
equipment and the necessary instruction 
Grawings, as a kit; one for each vehicle. 







HEAVY RRSAKDOWN LORRY (POSER OP RATED) 
EE —— EEE nm EEE EEE 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to re- 
cover heavy types of wheeled vehlcles and 
certain types of A.F.V.'s. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ......... 325" 
n width DAR ZERA UJE., go" 

n n height Be 8 8 8 898  % 129" 

Neights 
Front Rear Total 

Laden weight (curb 
plus driver & mat@l0520 19540 300604 

References 

Wunitions * Supply Spectfication 0.A.186 
Yunitlons & Supply File ...... 75-V-12-4 
Vehicle Code NO. +.....».-.200646-C-PRRKD-1 
Pilot Model Approval...o.o..o.». 70 
Chassis Maintenance Manual... C646-MAC 1 
Chassis Spare Parts List....MACK-LMSW-O1 
Technical Equipment 

Maintenance Nanual.......... PRED-0"-1 
Mock Mfg. Co. Chassis 

Specification... LMSW 7431 
Fody Ccde No. “seeeee ee eee eeee 6G2 

D.M. * S. Drawing Schedule.... 1053715 

Snurce:- The supply and installation of 
the wrecking equipment has been perform- 
ed br Chrysler Corporation Ltd.,Windsor. 

— o ls 

Body 

The body is all steel welded construc- 

tion with 6 stowage lockers, 3 on each 

side. Provision is made for carrying two 

Revolt batteries in the L.H. locker. 

Chassis 

The body and equipment sre designed for 
mounting on a Wack LMSW, 166-1/2 inch W.B 
4-ton, 6 x 4 chassis, equiivoed with 14.50 
x 20 tlres. 
Main Items of Fauipment 

1. Wrecking Crane, Gar Wood, CASP, with a 

static lift capacity of 8-tons on one 
boom and 15-tons on two booms, using 2 
part lines. The crane winch drums have 
a capacity of 125" of 1/2", 6 x 37 
cable. 

2. A pulling winch, mounted at the rear of 
the cab. This is a Gar Wood model 5M 
with a capacity of 300' of 6 x 37 3/4" 
diameter wire rope. The torque control 
is set at 18,000#. 

3. V-type tow bar. 
4. Superstructure and tarpaulin. 
5. Oxy-acetylene welding and cutting outfit. 
6. Two slave batteries, carried in the L.F, 

body compartment, | 
7. Various small items of wracking equip- 

mant such as axes, picks, shovels, rope, 
cround rollers, ground anchors and etc.. 

Comment:- At the request of the Department 
“— of National Defence, 12 Leyland "Terrier" 

5x4, VNediur Artillery tractors were re- 

conditioned and fitted with Heavy ‘wrecking 
cranes., ‘The crane is the 8 and 15-ton 

type, and ls Illustrated above. Six only 
of these units were complcted before can- 

cellation. 
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STORES LORRIES 

The first Stores Lorries produced, 
yere the 5D series for Ministry of Supply 
account which were built and equipned by 
the Ford Motor Co. The bodies were built 
by Brantford Coach and Body Ltd. and had 
20" fixed sides, front panel and tallrate 
and were of all welded, all steel con- 
struction. However, after the Budd type, 
mussetted construction, all welded all 
steel flat floor G.S. body - SE series - 
was designed, it was decided to use the 
SE body converted to a Stores body, the 
sides and front panels and tailgate, 
however, to remain 20" in heirht, as was 
the 5D2 Stores body. This was the 5E2 
Stores body, mounted on Dodre and Ford 
Modified Conventional 4 x 2 - 156" and 
160" W.B. chassis. A further amendment 
later was made to the body by increasing 
the number of cross sills to nine (9) in 
order to provide additional sunport to the 

floor. These were kncwn as the SE6 and 
5E7 bodies, 

When the SU series body was desirned, 
tn order to conserve shinning space, the 
5112 adaption was produced. The 5U bodies 
were of bolted, all steel construction, 
and were designed to pack "completely 
knocked down" - C.K.D. These hodies all 
vere mounted on Modified Conventional 
chas sis . 

The 5U3 body was an adaptation of the 
5U2 body and was desirned to be mounted on 
a G.M.P. Š ton 4 x 4 ng 158" V.B. chassis. 

However, the dimension between the back of 

the cab and the centre line of the rear | 
axle on the Modified Conventional chassis 
is considerably less than the same dim- 
ension of a C.M.P. chassis - (Dodge 
Modified Conventional, 86" - C.M.P.,110"). 
Therefore, it was necessary to relocate 
the cross sills of the body to allow for 
the necessary wheel clearance, 

& K K 

In addition to the lorries mentioned 
above, two (2) types of Stores lorries 
were designed and produced for D.N.D. 
account. The first units were the 
Machinery Lorry Type "Stores" the body of 
which was a house type, and the Machinery 
Lorry Type "Stores MK II", whose body was 
a General Service Tyre, similar to the 
5U3 Stores Lorry. 

The Machinery Lorry Type "Stores" 
with house type bodv was mounted on 
zeneral Motors 3 ton 6 x 6 - 160-1/2" W.D. 
chassis equipped with 10.50 x 20 tires. 
The body was a Lindsay, all steel, 14 ft. 
body, the same as the other house type 
bodies in the Machinery Lorry prorrarne, 
complete with canvas penthouse. 

A double door wes provided at the 
rear of the bedy, and detachable steps 
were provided with checker plate treads 

for entrance to the body. The steps, when 
not in use, were stowed in the left rear 
corner of the body. Two lichting systems 
were installed in the body - a 110 volt 
system which required an outside source of 
current and an auxiliary 6 volt system 
which was operated from the vehicle 
battery. This latter system, of course, 
sas operated only when no outside source 

-f electricity was available. The spare 
tire was stowed inside the body at the 
front, 

The house tvye Stores lorry, however, 

had a number of drawbacks, chief of which 

were its excessive weirht and restricted 

manoeuvrability. It was decided, there- 

fore, to produce the %.S. converted type 
of Stores lorry which was known as 
Machinery Lorry Type "Stores MK II". The 
basic body used for this adaptation was 

the SF Series 12 ft. all welded all steel 

%.S. body, with flat floor and was known 

as the 5F11. The spare tire was mounted 

at the riecht front, in the substructure, 

and an inside heater was provided at the 

front, ahead of the front bins, occupying 

that space where the spare tire had been 

stowed in the MK I house tyne body. In 

this manner, no additional aisle space 
was taken up. Wire mesh screens were used 

to enclose the upner portion of the body, 

with wrap around tarpaulin. Again, 8 

110 volt lirhtinr system was installed for 

operation from an outside source of direct 

current, and an auxiliary 6 volt system 

which operated from the vehicle battery. 

The ladder when not in use, was stowed 
hetween the longitudinal sills. In all 
cases, the bins used were of standard 

desipn, X, Y, Z, type, complete with 

padlocks. 

USERS COMMENTS 

Users comments, in general, have been 

rood and, in fact, no complatnts were made 

regarding the vehicles supplied for 

Ministry of Supply account. However, 

D.N.D. stated that the payload of stores 

seemed to be low as compared with the 

cross weight of the vehicle, and its 
gross rating, This referred particularly 

to the MK II G.S. type Stores Lorry, the 

navload being 2720 lbs. as compared with 

the pross weight of the vehicle (excludine 

stores) of 13,280 lbs. and the maximum 

cross rating of the vehicle of 16,900 15s. 

In an effort to relieve this shortcoming, 

it was decided to redesign the interior 

fitments. A project was started to build 

the bins of aluminum instead of steel but 

the project was cancelled when the war 

with Japan came to a close. However, it 

is estimated that by building the bins of 

14 pa. aluminum (.064 B. & S.) a saving of 
approximately 750 lbs. could he made. In 

this manner, the payload of stores would 

be increased to 3470 lbs. Other weight 

saving measures also considered, were 

fabricating the screens and frames of 

aluminum instead of steel, which would 

rive an estimated additional stores pay- 

load of 250 lbs. It is considered that a 

satisfactory stores payload should be 
approximately 4,000 lbs. and it is 
helieved that this objective could be 
achieved without sacrificing any portion 

of the basic design. 
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Function: 

The purpose of this vehicle is to 

supply general workshop supplies in the 

field, and is operated in conjunction 

with the G.S. Workshop Lorry. The 

Stores Lorry contains a supply of all 

materials that might be reouired for 

service operations within the scope of 

the workshop unit. The vehicle was 

designed for Ministry of Supply account, 

and was in two (2) stages: (a) the 
5-U-2 body tc be mounted on Dodge and 

Ford Modified Conventional 4 x 2 - 158" 

and 160" W.B. chassis, and (b) the 

5-U-3 body to be mounted on Ford and 
General Motors C.M.P. 4 x 4 - 158" W.B. 
chassis, both chassis being equipped 

with 10.50 x 16 tires. 

Dimensions of Body: 

Outside length of body...... 150" 

Outside width of body....... 87-3/8" 
Outside height of body proper 44-3/8" 
Outside height of body and 

superstructure. 88-7/8" 

Inside length of body....... 141-1/8" 
Inside width of body........ BO" 
Inside height of body proper 30-1/4" 
Inside height of body and 

superstructure.. 72-1/4" 

Height from ground to top 
of superstructure.. 120" 

Weights: 

Weight of chassis and 
cab complete........ 5245 lbs, 

Weirht of body complete..... 4455 lbs 

Weirht of stores as per 
Specification 0.A.26..... 1552 lbs 

Gross weight of vehlcle.... 11052 lbs, 

Relerences: 

D.M. & S. Schedule of 
Drawings....... S-340575 

D.M. & S. Specification No.. O.A. 26 

D.M. € S. File NO. .....ooo ° 75-W-1 

Body Code No. See ER 

Vehicle Code No. ........ DSOL-STOR-1 

Sources: Chrysler Corporation. 
Pord Motor Company. 
General Motors Corporation. 
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Description of Body: 

The body is a standard 12 ft. General 

Service gussetted construction bolted 

steel bodv - Code 5-U-1 - with 30" fixed 

sides and a flat floor with the spare 

tire housed at the right front of the 

substructure. The grille was deleted 

from the front panel and the longitud- 

‘nal wear strins were deleted from the 

floor plate, Steel stores bins are 
fitted to the interior of the body for 
accommodating the stores. The body is 
equinned with a G. S., type standard iron 
pipe superstructure, and heavy wire 

screening - 3/16" x 2" mesh - is pro- 
vided to enclose the front, top and 

sides. Two wire screen swinging doors 
are provided at the rear, complete with 
hasp, staple and padlock. A single 
tarpaulin extension support is installed 

at the rear top centre of the super- 
structure. A portable rear step of 
steel construction is attached to the 
tailgate when the tailrate is in the 90° 
open position, flush with the floor of 

the bodv. 

Jerrican carriers, oil can carrier, 
and tool boxes are provided as in the 
G.S. body., Rear wheel splash shields 
are provided fore and aft of the rear 
wheels. 

Typical stores provided in the lorry, 
include Powdered Borax, Bowden cable, 
Carborundum paste, Emery cloth, Steel 
rods of various diameters, Glue, Size, 
Graphite, Solder, Wire nails, Cotter 
pins, Wood screws, Fricton tape, > 
assorted Lumber, Shellac, Hack saw 

hlades, Lieht bulbs and Dry Batteries, 
Blectric cable of assorted sizes, Bolts 
and nuts, Rivets, Washers, Flat steel in 
assorted gaures, and other items of 
ceneral use in repair and maintenance, 







MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "STORES VK. II" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 

carry M.T. Spares in the field, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length....... 227” 
" 3 A BOn 
” A heisht: susare IE 

Overall body length ......... 144" 

>; ” width 2.0208 ER MM s g8-1/2" 

" " height (less | 
superstructure) 39-1./4" 

Inst3e body length .......... 145-1/2" 
” we width ...<.<..0..... ao" 

= a headroom .. o... .. e 74" 

Clearance (ramp at zross 
weight) at Wuffler........ 7/8" 
(Minimum at gross weight) 

Tail ”Ipe. >: 8.9 g e: 16-7/8" 

Angle of Approach ..57° Limiting Point 
.. Towing Eyes 

Anzle of Departure..40°” Limitin?z Polnt 
.. Pintle Hook 

Weights 
Front kear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel).... 57\'5 7005 12800 

Personnel ,...oo..o..o 5 175 480 

Gross (not including 
Stores)....... 00:30 7180 13280 

Payload (Stores)... .ooooooroonor.. 2720 

Yaximum Gross Kating. 5509 9500 16000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Speciflcation....... VAs 156-2 

A.E.D.®8. Drawing Schedule.... 1102494 

Munitions *& Supply Fille...... 73-L=50 

Vehicle Code NO. s.s..  F6OL-STUR-1-EK.O 
Body Code Mo, ............... 5F11 

Chassis Model No. ...ooooo..»o FEOL 

Pilot Yodel Approval Now eee. F237 

Ordnance Proving Ground Keport 

ca TN: A Project: : 25682 

Chassis Maintenance Fanual.... J 

Sources:- Chassis by “ord “otor, body by 
S.B.¥.A.,.equipment installed 
by Chrysler Corporation, 

Chassis 

Me body and equipment is designed for 

mountinr on a Ford, C.M.P. 4 x 4,158" wheel- 

base chassis with 10,50 x 20 tires. 

Hody 

jeneral Service vpe, 12', all steel body, 

flat floor, Codes 311, complete with tubular 

steel superatrweture completely screened with 

wire mesh. à tarpaulin and rear opening 

blackout curtain are provided. A standard 

vehicle tool box, jerrican carriers and oil 

can carriers are mounted underneath, and stow- 

age for the ladder 1s provided between the 

longitudinal sills. 

Yain Items of squipment 

1. Overhead Lighting, one 6-volt circuit 

operatine from the vehicle battery,and 
a 110evolt circuit for operation from 
an outside source of direct current. 

2, Standard bins - 6 "Y" type and 2 "Z" 
type. 

3. Kardex System. 

4. Filing Cabinet. 

5. Portable Desk and Stool. 

6. liifle Clips, 
and Lamps. 

fire extinzulshers and 









YPE "STORES" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 

carry Crdnance Stores. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle lLength..cee- 250" 

" > Mat ns -ST 

u " height .. .... 124-5/8" 

Inside body length .....o... 165" 

" " width *“*eeeeeeee 87" 

g © Hates. nee FO" 

Weights 

Front Rear Total 

Curb (Complete vehicle? 

less personnel). 5520 10155 15495 

Payload (Personnel) 290 190 480 

GOSS ses........ DOJO 10345 15975 

Maximum Gross Rating7000 14000 20000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification Wo.... 0.A. 156 

A.E.L.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1077254 

Munitions + Supply File No... 73-L-34 

Vehicle Voie No. 22 2..60860-M-STORES-1 

Body Code ................... 8L11 

Chassis Model ............... 60660-Y 

Chassis Maintenance Manual ....M660-C1 

Sourcas:- Chassis by General Motors, 

body assembled and equipment 

installed by Chrysler. 

Mote:- This model superseded b 

Chassis 

The body and equipment ts designed for 

mounting on 2 General Motors, 3-ton,6 x6, 

160-1/2" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 20 

tires. 

Boay 

Lindsay, all steel, 14' hody, with drop- 

aside workbenches. A canvas penthouse and 

accessories, vehicle tool box and P.0.W. 

carrters are supplied. Double entrance 

doors are located st the rear. The interior 

te Pitted with a spare tire carrier, A 110- 

volt lighting system (which requires an out 

aide source of direct svrrent), a 6-volt 

lighting system operated from the vehicle 

battery, and rifle clips. 

= 

Yaln Theme of “quipment 

1. Two "x", four "Y" and two "Z" type 

steel bins with shelves above. 

2. Cartons for "X" type bins. 

3, Folding Table 

4. File board. 

5, Fand Lamps, Interconnecting Cable. 

Stores NK.II 3 receding pare, 
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WATER AND PETROL TANKERS 
——— 

General 

1, Water Tankers: 

There have been, in all, 3 differ- 
ent types of Water Tankers produced in 
Canada. These are the 200 gallon, 350 
gallon and the 450 gallon capacity. 
Large quantities of the 200-gallon and 
the 450 gallon size have been produced. 
A pilot model only of the 350-gallon 
unit was built. 

These vehicles have proven satis- 
factory in Service, the clearest indic- 
ation of this being the number of re- 
orders. Considerable difficulty was 
experienced with thewater filters at 
the start of production. This was due 
to the trouble encountered in maintaining 
tolerances in the manufacture of the 
filter rings, which make up the filter 
"candle". This resulted in the formation 
of an uneven bed of filter powder on the 
candle, which, in turn, caused slow and 
indifferent filtering. The problem was 
finally solved by using a special die 
and a coining press to emboss the rings. 
Before a solution to the filter ring 
problem was found, a considerable amount 
of test work was carried out with ceramic 
elements, with a good measure of success. 
The best type of filter "stone" tested 
was formed of "Alexite", which is com- 
pounded of a carborundum material, and 
is quite a dense and heavy material, and 
will stand up to severe mishandling. The 
test results obtained were excellent, the 
turbidity count of the filtrate being lower 
at higher pressures than with the Meta- 
filter. 

A filter using an Aloxite element 
could be built at much less cost than 
the Metafilter type. However, by the 
time test work was completed,many hund- 
reds of vehicles were in the field and 
it was felt that the advantage of having 
all filters interchangeable outweighed 
the advantage of having an improved type. 
All during this period, considerable test 
work was carried out at the Ontario Dept. 
of Health Laboratories in Toronto on the 
various types of filter elements. The 
filtrate was t ested for turbidity and bac- 
teriological counts. With the best types 
of elements it was found possible to re- 
move 98% of the bacteria, with no visible 
turbidity. 

At the start of production, and for 
a considerable time thereafter, pressure 
gauges were fitted to the filters to give 
an indication of when back flushing was 
necessary. In the interests of simplicity, 
it was later decided to remove the gauges 
and lower the setting on the relief valve; 
the need for back flushing would then be 
indicated by the blowing of the relief 
valve. 

In addition to the above, a 15-cwt. - 
180 gallon Water Tank Trailer was built, 
particulars of which may be found in Trefler 
Volume of this series. 

At the Users' request, a superstructure 

and tarpaulin were added to all models 

for camouflage purposes. 

One 350 Gallon Tanker was modified 

so that it could be used for fighting 

grass fires. This involved removal of 

the filters, and a re-routing of the 

piping so that water could be pumped 

from the Tanker. This unit did not prove 

successful, due to the small capacity 

of the water pump. 

2. Petrol Tankers: 

Two types of Petrol Tankers have 

been produced in Canada in quantity. 

They are the 800 Gallon Unit,mounted 

on G.M., Ford and Dodge chassis and a 
1500 gallon Semi-Trailer Unit. Five 

Tankers, with a capacity of 750 gal- 

lons and a pilot model 600 gallon unit 

were built, but were considered to be 

of insufficient capacity. 

After the 800 gallon unit was in 

production for some time, it was decided 

to simplify the design by eliminating 
the bucket box at the rear of the tank 
and replace the two rotary hand pumps 
with one semi-rotary type of hand pump. 
Discharge hoses were stowed on the cat- 
walks and the semi-rotary hand pump was 
affixed to a bracket underneath the L.H. 
catwalk, A carbon dioxide (FPoamite) type 
of fire extinguisher was added to the 
vehicle equipment and stowed between cab 

and tank. 

Superstructures and tarpaulins have 
been standard from the start of produc- 
tion. 

No design defects were encountered 
in Service with the 800 or the 1500 gal- 

lon units. One complaint that arose, 
and perhaps worthy of mention, was in 
connection with discharge hoses.Aviation 
fuel containing aromatics was dispensed; 
with the ordinary type of hose supplied, 
it was found that the linings quickly 
deteriorated. This condition was cor- 
rected by supplying hoses with aromatic- 
resistant linings. 



Puncttion 

The function of this vehicle is to 
transport anà store filtered and steril- 

ized water in the field. It is equipped 
to pump and filter water from rivers, 
ponds, wells, etc.. 

It should be noted that the steritliz- 
ation process its carried out by the n.C. 
A.M.C., or by the Unit Water Orderley, 
as a separate operation. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehlclə length .......... 172" 
" = ” width *“eenreee eeee ag" 

w helght ...ooooo.o.o 90" 

Tank Length (including 
stores compartment)......... 81" 
Section *eeeeeeteeeeeee ee + 30" x 45" 

weights 

Dodge 4x2 
Front Rear Total 

Curb 让 SOLT 4074 6891 

Pavload (Water and 
Personnel) 372 2108 2480 

GOSS cssescesesese 31809 GIOS 9371 
Maximum Gross Rating 3000 5750 8750 

G.M. 4x4 
Front Rear Total 

Curd cccccccccscscese 3010 3735 6743 
Payload (Water and 

Personnel). 708 1951 2659 
Goes cecccecccccess 3718 5684 9402 
Maximum Gross Rating 3400 5100 8500 

Refarences 

A.E.D.3. Specification......- O.A. 124 
A,2.D.B. Drawing Schedules: 

On G.V. Chassis,old type filters 34459 
Am Dodge * y > " 16350 
On G.M. = ‚new " = 309530 
On Dodge " © u Q 302530 

, 

Munitions % Supply File No... 73-T-9 
Vehicle Code Numbers:- 

G. V, Chassis..,....... 15A-WATR-1,2,3 

Dod e Chassis se... 0 ee“ DIS-WAT -1 

Body Vode Numbers:- 
GoM. Chassis ............ * 231, 2ES 
Dodge Chassis 。。。。。。。。。。。 2722, 254 

Chassis Yrdalsı G.N...o 000. 15A-N-T 
Dodge...... D15 

Maintenance Manuals:- 
C.Y. Chassis... YR-02 
EFquinment...... SB-7 

Dodge Chassis.. 42-01 
2quipment...+... WATR-DI 

Sources:- Chassis by General Wotors 
and Chrysler Corporation, tank and 
equipment by S.5.¥.A. 

Chassts 

The tank and equipment is designed for 
mounting on # Dodge, 4x2, 15 cwt,,129-1/2 
wheelbase, or a General Motors C.YM.P.,15- 
ewt., 4 x 4, 101" wheelbase chassis, with 
9,00 x 16 tires. 

Tank and “quipment 

The tank ts elliptical in shape and 
constructed of hot rolled mild steel with 
a capactty of 200 Imperial gallons. It is 
equipped with removeable baffles, manhole 
cover and a sump fitting with drain plug, 

A duplex piston pump, driven from the 

vehicle power take-off, at approximately 
300 r.p.m., is supplied for filling the 

tenk, and as a standby two differential 
type hand pumps are supplied, The former 
is protected by a relief valve, set at 

90#/sq. inch. 
Two filters of the "Metafilter" type 

sre mounted one on each side near the front 
of the tank. ç 

A metal stores compartment is located at 
the rear of the tank for stowage of suction 
hoses, tan cleaning brush, filter powder, 
sterilization equipment, spare parts., etc.. 

The vehicle is also fitted with a super- 
structure and tarpaulin, jerrican or P.0.W. 
can carriers, and vehicle tool boxes, 

Note:- On early models Canadian design fil- 
ters were used and on more recent 

models a British destgn was used, 

Pump Performance 
The power pump, under normal filtering 

conditions, ean ftll the tank in twenty to 
thirty minutes. 

The hand pumps will deliver approxim- 
ately two gallons per minute each at nor- 
mal operating speed. 
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*metion 

The function of thts vehicle ts to 

transport and store filtered and steril- 

ized water in the field, It is equipped 

to pump and filter water from nav avall- 

erie source. 

The sterilization process *s carried 

out by the R,C.A.N.C. CS A sepnrate oper- 

ation, or by the "nit Water Orderly. 

Dimensions 

Overe]l Vehicle Length .。。。。。。。。。， 206" 

w u Width eeeeeveeeee O gA" 

e " 时 ee SS. 

Tank Length (including 

gtores compartment) ....-. 122-1/4" 

fenton ra Ge Ree 

Weights 
Front Fear Total 

CUPD sevecscenvecas 4965 4610 9575 

Payload (Water and 
Perscnnel) 835 3145 3980 

Srose ...o.o........b.-. 5800 7755 13555 

Yaximum Gross Rating 7000 10700 16000 

References 

Ae E.w.B. Specification. 
“ee e... .. Osis 126 

A.E.D.B., Drawing Schedul®.....!.R.5847A 

Munitions + Supply File No.... 73-T-71 

Body Code ÑO. ..eoo..e..........o 551 

Chassis Model NO, ooooooroooos. C60L 

Yaintenance Vanual ) Pilot 

Chassis )VYodel only 

Tank & Equipment) built. 

Sources:- (hassis by Genere]l Votors, 

Tank « equipment by 5.P.!". As 

Chassis 

The tank and equipment is designed for 

mounting on a General Yotors, C.oN.Po35-ton 

4 x 4, 158" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 

x 20 tires. 

Tank and squipment 

The tank is elliptical in shape and 

ronstructed of hot roiled mild steel with 

a enpacity of 350 Imperial gallons. (The 

tank will actually hold approximately 409 

gallons to allow for expansion.) It is 

Pitted with removable baffles, manhole 

cover and a sump fitting with drain plug. 

A Auplex piston pump, driven from the 

vehicle power take-off at approximately 

600 r.p.m., 153 supplied for filling the 

tank, with two 4ifferential type hand pumps 

for use tn case of power pump fallure. 

Two filters of the "Metafilter" type 

are mounted on each side, near the front 

of the tank. 

A metal stores compartment is attached 

to the’ rear of the tank for stowage of 

suction hoses, tank cleaning brush, fil- 

ter powder, sterilization equipment, spare 

parts,wrenches, @tc.. 

The vehicle is fitted with a superstruc- 

ture and tarpaulin, jerrican or P.O.W.Can 

carriers, and vehicle tool boxes. 

Pump Performance 

The power pump, under normal filtering 

conditions, can fill the tank in twenty to 

thirty minutes. 

The hand numps will deliver anproxim- 

ately two gallons per minute each at nor- 

mal operating speed. 







ATER TANKSR 

Function: 

The function of this vehicle is to 
transport and store filtered and steri- 
lized water in the field. It is equipped 
to pump and filter water from ary avail- 
able source. 

The sterilization process ls carried 
out by the R.G.A.M.C. or bhy the Unit 
water Orderly, as a separate op3ration, 

Dimenstons 

Overeal21 vehicle length....oooo.. 255" 
> " A 
" P holeaht sino 9O* 

Tank length (including 
stores compartment)........ 130" 
SOGULON: ¿adicionar 31” x 49" 

Weizhts 

Front Rear Total 

Gross ANAL Ara DOLO 97241 13400 

Naximum Gross Rating..Al50 10300 14450 

References 

A.E, D, B. Specification..cccce OQ: 246 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule,...M.R,4131A 
VYunitions: * Supply File No... 73-T-87 
Vehicle Code NO. ..ooooo.. DGOL-WATR=1 
Body Code No. eee 0? 0 0 @ @ @ 0 ? 0 0 00 O 0 @ STi 

Chassis Model NO. ....oooooo. TILO-L=5 
Pilot Model Approval TUE NS 150-P 

Valntenance Vanual .....o.o.o C0420=D2 
Spare Parts List ....oooooo.. WN-3929 
Operating & Spare Parts 
Manual (Tank * Equipment)... 450WT-D1 

sources:- Chassis by Chrysler Corp., 
Tank & equipment by S.R.M.A. 

Chassis 

The tank and equipment is designed for 
mounting on a. Dodge, 3-ton, 4 x 2, 158" 
wheelbase chassis, with 10.50 x 16 tires. 

Tank and Equipment 

The tank is elliptical in shape and 
constructed of hot rolled mild steel with 
a capacity of 450 Imperial gallons. (Actual 
capacity its in excess of this to allow for 
expansion). It is fitted with removable 
baffles, manhole cover and a sump fitting 
with drain plug, 

A duplex piston pump, driven from the 
vehicle power take-off, at approximately 
600 r.p.m., is supplied for filling the 
tank, with two differential type hand pumps 
in case of power pump failure, 

Two filters of the "Netafilter"type are 
mounted on sach side of the tank, near the 
front. 

A metel stores compartment is attached to 
the rear of the tank for stowage of suction 
hoses, tank clesring brmish, filter powder, 
sterilization equipment, spara parts., etc.. 

The vehicle is fitted with a superstructure 
and tarpaulin, jerrican or P.0.™”. carriers, 
and vehicle tool boxes, 

Pump Performance 
— — — — — — 

The power pump will, under normal fil- 
tering conditions, fill the tank at the 
rate of ahout 15 zellons per minute. 

The hand pumps will deliver approximately 

two gallons per minute each at normal oper- 

ating speed, 
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Used by R.C.A.S.%. General Transport 

Coys. for the bulk transport of petrol 

in Operational Areas. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length 。.。。。。，。。 230" 

" » width ...£o00e.. . oe e O > ag" 

> * height ......... 92" 

Weigt ite 

Front Rear Total 

Corbisisssircss 4980 4420 9400 

Teen. ««s008020, DEU 9890 15850 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification...... O.A., 190 

A.F, D.R, Drawinzg Schedule... MR 4450A 

Munitions * Supply File No.. 75-B-15 

Vehicle Code No... ....650448B-1-GAS-1 

Naintenance Manual( Tank only) SB-11 

Body Code No... seo soo se ne0e.« 5K4 

Spare Parts List (Chassis)... C60L-02 

Sources:- 

Body by Metallic Roofing Co. and W.D. 

Beath. Chassis by Ford, General Yotors 

and Chrysler Corporation. 

Chassis 

he A00 Gallon Petrol Tanker is designed 

for mounting on either of the following 

chacrselsı- 

1. GM. 3-ton, 4 x 4, 158" W.B, 

2, Ford Z-ton, 4x 4 (or 4 x 2), 158" W.B. 

3. Dodge 3-ton, 4x2, 160" W.B., 

Tank 

The tank shell is fabricated from 12 ga. 

W.S. sheet, and is divided into two (2) 

compartments. 

A semi-rotary hand pump ts provided, which 

ts mounted underneath tke L.H. catwalk. A 

spare tire, tool box and fire extinguisher 

ts mounted between cah and body. 

3everal hose lengths are provided for 

gravity discharge and for can filling pur- 

poses. 
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MACHINERY LORRIES, 

1. Ceneral 

The follnwinr pages describe the 
varlous types of Wachinery Lorries, 
(Yobile Workshops) produced in Canada. 
The introductory remarks are applicable 
also to Yachinery Trailers and Gener- 
ator trailers described in the Trailer 

Volume. 

As the modern Army became more 

and more mechantzed in this war ofmoe- 

ment the matntenance and repair facil- 
{ties had to take to wheels in order 

to "keep the Army rolling". This require- 
ment created the problem of carrying 
tnto the field, on wheeled vehicles, 
equipment usually found in modern ma- 

chine shops, garages, carpenter shops, 

electrical repair shops, etc.. Further- 
more, this equipment had to be able to 

function where no outside source of 

power was available. To accomplish 

the latter, some types of vehicles were 

equipped with engine-driven generating 
sets, either self-contained units or 

ones driven through power-take off 

from the vehtcle engine; others not 

so equipped obtained power from other 

lorries or generating trailers tn the 

same formation. 

The early history of Machinery 

Lorry production for the Canadian Army 

goes back to 1940 when it was decided 

to develop this type of vehicle at the 

Ordnance ijorkshops in Kingston. Xequire- 

ments increased to the point where the 

Workshops could not handle the johb,and 

after tryins to carry on at a small corr 

tractor's in Nontreal, the contract was 

finally given to the Chrysler Corporetin 
of Canada. Later additional contracts 
were issued sovering similar vehicles 

for the U.S.S.R., with the addition of 

equipment to enable them to operate un- 

der arctic conditions. 

In the development of both, the 

following reneral procedure was used:- 

(a) The contractor was supplied with 

a preliminary specification cover- 

ing the required matertal, and a 

layout showing the general arrange- 

ment of equipment in the lorry. 

(b) The pilot was developed by the con- 

tractor under the supervision of 

A.=.D.B. engineers. 

(c) Reliability and functional tests. 

(d) General Staff Inspection. (Canaiian 

Army Lorries) A.=.D.R. Inspection 
of vehicles for the 1,.5.5.R.. 

(e) Contractor made any changes resulting 

from the tests and inspection, and 

completed the drawings. 

(f) Formal approval by A.@.D.B. for pro- 

duction. 

While this procedure was fairly clear 

cut, difficulties developed which made 

progress slow in the early stages of the 

program. There was considerable indeci- 

“sion on the part of military authorities 

as to the need for certain equipment, and 

as much of the equipment, especially 

machine tools, was of U.S. manufacture 

and obtainable only on a high priority 

basis, any such delay seriously affected 

material deliveries. In addition, A.Z.D3, 

specifications procedure did not permit 

the contractor to substitute equipment 

which might be more easily obtained,with- 

out formal authority from A.Z.D.B.. To 

eliminate delays and the paper work in- 

volved, the specifications were ultimate- 

ly written in such a manner that the con- 

tractor could purchase equivalent articles 

to those specified, where interchange- 

ability was not affected, «Mere the lat- 

ter was affected, however, control was 

reteined by A.2.D.2.. Perhaps most of 

I. General (Cont'd.) 

the delay was caused by the desire of 

all those concerned, to develop machin- 

ery lorries which were near perfect. 

ixperience has shown that supplying a 

pood useful vehicle at first, and im- 

proving it as production proceeded, paid 

atvidends in faster delivery. 

As can be readily seen, an enor- 

mous amount of drafting work was re- 

quired. In the earlier stages, tne 

contractor was required to draw up So 

many details that months elapsed between 

the time the pilot was approved and & 

set of production drawings was completed. 

The number of drawings required was re- 

duced as experience was gained, until 

only assembly and sub-assembly drawings 

were subject to A.Z.D.B. approval, 

details were practically eliminated. 

Where required for more economical pur- 

chasing, the contractor drew them up in 

the form of sketches which eliminated 

the need for approval by A.E.D.B. 

With reference to the lorries de- 

veloped for the U.S.S.R., the problem 

was further complicated by the require- 

ment for "Areticized" vehlcles. First, 

it was necessary to provide arcticized 

equipment which would permit operation 

of the engine-driven generating sets, 

sompressor sets, etc., to operate in tem- 

peratures down to -405F。 Also, bodies had 

to be insulated and heated to permit machine 

tool operation when outside temperatures 

ranged down to -40°F.. ‘hile some "cold 

weather" equipment was available, a con- 

siderable amount of "cold room" testing 

was carried out before installations 

adaptable to machinery lorries, were 

developed. Furthermore, addition of 

the aroticizing equipment imposed greater 

loads on the chassis which were already, 

tn most cases, up to the maximum permis- 

sible. In order to hold loads within the 

permissible ratings it was finally decided 

to remove certain equipment from the over- 

loaded lorries. This equipment was shipped 

in special packs and presumably carried in 

other vehicles in the field. 

In conclusion, experience showed 

that where so many types of lorries were 

involved, only a large manufacturer had 

the space, the engineering, planning and 

purchasing facilities to handle the pro- 

gram satisfactorily. Close liaison work 

between the contractor, design agency and 

government inspection group is also very 

necessary to keep development work and 

production moving with a minimum of delay. 

II. Equipment 
With respect to the types of chassis, 

bodies and equipment chosen for these 

vehlcles the following points are worth 

notinr:- 

(a) Chassis 

Normally the Machinery Lorry travels 
on roads, but it must be capable, in 

emergencies, of travelling over more 
difficult terrain. For these reasons 
a sliphtly greater load may be imposed 
on a given chassis than when the latter 
ts used as a straight General Service 

vehicle;but an all-wheel drive vehicle 
was found necessary in order to cope 
with the emergencies mentioned above. 

The standard existing military chassis, 
which would best meet these conditions, 
was always chosen if at all possible. 

Thus parts supply and vehicle mainten- 

ance were simplified. Power take-off 

equipment is usually an important part 

of chassis equipment for this use. 



MACHINERY LORRIES, (MOBILE WORKSHOPS) 

(CONTINUED) 
— — — 

II. Zquipment (Cont'd.) 

(b) Podles 

The bodies chosen were limited to: 

(1) All-steel house type, Lindsay 
construction, but fitted with 
special substructures to carry 
the heavy machinery. 

(11)All-steel, G.S. type with super- 
structure, tarpaulin, drop-side 
workbenches and, in most cases, 

6 inches wider than standard 

load-carrying G.S. types. 

Advantages may be found for both. 

The house type body lends itself 

exceedingly well to the Machinery 

Lorry role. It provides better pro- 

tection against weather and dust,.It 

can be heated easily. It can be pr- 

vided with windows. Blackout equip 

ment can be readily used.It provides 

facilities on walls and ceiling for 

the mounting of equipment. It can 

be locked up. From the point ofview 

of workshop alone, the house-type 

body is vastly superior. 

On the other hand, the G.S. body 

offers the advantages of less weight, 

less cost, is more easily obtained, 

more easily repaired, possesses low 

silhouette, requires smaller pack 

for shipping, and has no special ap- 

pearance to draw enemy attention. 

(c) Tools and Equipment 

The various tools and equipment 

required in each type of vehicle 

were, of course, governed by the 

function of the vehicle, and ex- 

perience in static workshops indi- 

cated the more common types of 

machinery required. This inform- 

ation is now available in D.N.D. 

scales of Mobilization Equipment. 

Since most machine tools are not 

designed for mobile use, especially 

under weather and dust conditions 

encountered in field service, the 

best commercial equipment available, 

consistent with simplicity and rur- 

gedness, was specified.Slectric pen- 

erators and motors were in most cases 

tropically wound, and experience 
showed that the simpler types of 
W.T. test equipment stood up best 

in service. 

Installation and mountings for 
this equipment were designed to pro- 

tect the equipment, as far as possible, 

from road shock, body distortion, dust 

and weather. 

As mentioned previously, both self- 

contained generating sets and power 
take-off generating sets were used. 
The advantages of the latter are in 

weight and space saving and the fact 

that no flexible couplings, with the 

possibility of mis-alignment, are re- 

quired, On the other hand, vehicles 

engines must be serviced and replaced 

more often where they carry out 8 

double role, 

Another important factor is inter- 

changeability. As the spare parts 
situation in the fiela was always 
acute, tools and equipment in the 
various types of lorries were stand- 

ardized as much as possible, and a 

kit of fast wearing parts for each 
component was supplied in each vehicle. 

ITI. Modifications 

Generally speaking, most of the 

modifications on Machinery Lorry equip- 

ment were of a minor nature. However, 

some serious faults developed, and, in 

order to indicate the type of trouble 

which can be encountered, 4 few repre- 

sentative changes are outlined below:=- 

(a) Flexible Couplings 

(1) Reports were received that Chrys- 

ler flexible couplings used on en- 

gine-driven generator sets were 

failing due to misalignment between 

the engine and generator. 

fo correct this condition the 

Chrysler coupling was progressively 

improved and gauges were developed 

which permitted more accurate align- 

ment. Ultimately, all the affected 

lorries and trailers in Canada and 

all the .S.S.R. jobs were equipped 

with the improved coupling,and little 

difficulty has been reported since. 

to replacements were sent Overseas, 

however, as D.D.E.M. arranged to 

supply a "Silent-bloc" coupling manu- 

factured in the U.K. as replacement 

units, with the claim that this aupling 

permitted greater latitude in parallel 

and angular alignment. This‘ coupling 

was not tested here to substantiate 

this claim. However, failures of the 

"Stlentbloc" coupling were reported 

from the N.W.E. Theatre early in 1945. 

(14) With the original type of flexible 

coupling used on the engine-driven 

compressor set on the Type "J"lorry, 

it was not possible to disconnect 

the compressor from the engine for 

startinz. It was found that when 

starting the engine in cold weather 

the additional resistance of the 

compressor unit may throw such a 

heavy load on the starting motor 

that the crankine speed would be 

too slow to start the engine. 

To eliminate this trouble, the 

original coupling was changed to 

a Rawson centrifugal clutch type, 

the engagement of which is con- 

trolled by the speed of the engine. 

This permits the engine to be started 

and run at low engine speeds without 

driving the compressor, the clutch 

automatically engaging when the en- 

gine ts speeded up to the governed 

speed. 

(b) Lathe Mountings 

%ne of the most difficult problems 

in the desirn of these vehicles was the 

installation of pedestal type Lathes,as 

these were not designed for mobile use. 

In order to eliminate the possibility of 

damage from sudden starts and stops, or 

the joltinr when travelling over rough 

roads, it was decided to use spring- 

loaded mountings at doth the headstock 

and tallstock ends. It became apparent 

when the vehicles went into service, how- 

ever, that the rouch usage caused bending 

and fracturinr of the hold-down bolts,and, 

in some cases, cracking of the lathe 

castings. 

It was then decided to eliminate the 

flexible mounting at the headstock end 

and increases the síze of the mounting 

bolts. Since introduction of this method 

of mounting there have been no further 

complaints. 



MACHINERY LORRIES, (MOBILE WORKSHOPS) 

(CONTINUED ) 
— — — — 

III. Yodifications (Cont'!d,) 

(c) Reversed Polarity in Generators 

Cases were reported of generators 
with reversed polarity. The cause of 
this complaint was traced to improper 
use of resistance battery charging equip- 
ment, which permitted current from the 
batteries on charge to flow in a reverse 
direction. 

To make the system "fool proof" a 
reverse current relay, or automatic 
switch was incorporated in the series 
resistance battery charging panel. If 
any reversal of current occurs this 
safety device will automatically break 
the electrical circvit and prevent the 
current reaching the generator windings. 
When the generator is started and the 
current generated flows through the 
panel in the normal manner the switch 
automatically closes the circuit to 
the battery charging outlets. 

IV. Users Comments 
Up to this time, no official re- 

ports have been received from users on 
these vehicles. Unofficially, however, 
reports have been good. H.C.5.M.E. 
officers in the field have indicated 
to visiting officers of A.E.D.B. and 
D.N.D. that the lorries have performed 
their function in a very satisfactory 
manner, and are superior to similar 
British types. 

V. Additional Notes 

It should be noted that the foregoing 
remarks refer most specifically to lorries 
built for the Canadian Army and the U.S.S.R. 
However, they are also applicable in many 
respects to Light D Workshops built by the 
Ford Motor Company and General Motors of 
Canada for the Ministry of Supply. 

In addition, several vehicles are 
shown which were built for Research Enter- 
prises Limited (R.E.L). Both house type 
and General Service type bodies were de- 
veloped, and while not fitted with equip- 
ment other than special bins and lockers, 
close liaison with K.&.L. personnel wes 
necessary to ensure suitable installation 
for their functional role. 



MACHINZRY LORRY_TYPE "A" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 

vide facilities for General Turning, 

rilling, Grinding and Rattery Charging 

in the field. 

Note:- This lorry provides power only 

for battery charging. Power for 

other overations must be obtained 

from an outside source,110-volt 

D.C.» 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle lJength........248" 

" " width oo...» 92" 

w " height ...... .12B-1/2" 

Outside body length ..........168" 

a E: We UE 
m " height .......... 84-1/2" 

Inside body length Ss ae an 

” " width ............ 89" 

9 " headroom (centre 
Line) eccscceoes 77-1 /2" 

Weights 
Pront Rear Total 

Curb ` (complete vehicle — 
less personnel).. 6000 ` 14450 20460 

Payload (Personnel) 355 110 480 

A o 14560 20940 

Maximum Gross Rating7000 14000 20000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification ...... O.A. 162 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule ... 1077626 

Munitions * Supply File ..... 75-L-25 

Body Code c....0.... 0.1. 0040..0.....O. 8L4 

Chassis Model ...ooooooooo.... 60660-N 

Vehicle Code No. .....60660-M-MACH-A-1 

Pilot Wodel Approval No...... 112P 

Ordnance Provinz Ground 
Report....DVA 6 Project 256 G 

Chassis Maintenance Mamal... M660-Cl 

Vaintenance Manual & Spare Parts 

List for body * eq'pt....... "W 3830 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 
body assembled and equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.. 

Note:=- This model superseded b 

Chassis 

The body and equipment is designed for 

mounting on a Genera) Motors, C.E.P., 5= 

ton, 6 x 5, 160-1/2" wheelbase chassis, 

with 10,50 x @ tires. 

Body 

Lindsay, all steel, 14' body, with drop- 

side workbenches and canopies. Duck pent- 

houses, poles, etc., vehicle tool boxes and 

Jerrican carriers are supplied. The inside 

of the body is fitted with a spare tire 

carrier, tool cabinets, workbenches, rifle 

clips and fire extinguishers. A 110-volt 

overhead lighting system is supplied, equip- 

ped with white and blackout bulbs, the 

former controlled by a blackout switch on 

the entrance door located on the left side. 

Matn Items of Equipment 

1. Lathe, 17" swing, 54" centres, pedestal 

type and equipped with a 1-1/2 h.p. motor. 

2. Drill Press, bench type, 1" capacity, 

complete with 3/4 h.p. motor. 

3. Bench Grinder, 10" bench type, l hepe» 

4. Portable Drill, 1/2", complete with stand. 

5. Portable Drill, 5/16". 
6. Battery Charging Set consisting of a 

7-1/2 volt generator and Briggs & Stratton 

engine. 

7. Wain Distribution Panel. 

8, Battery Charging Switchboard with ten 

6-volt outlets. 

9, Battery Charging Cables, Interconnecting 

Cables, lland Lamps, Cell Testers, etc.. 

10. Lathe Tools, sets of drills, grinding 

wheels, and vises and other hand tools. 

ll. Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 

ment. 

A WK. II - see following page. 

An areticized version of Type A, built for the .5.5.K., 

is described on page 87 
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The function of this lorry is to provide Chassis br Ford Motor Co., body by 3.B.X.A,, 

facilities for genera) turning ana drilling enutoment installed by Chrysler Corp. , !indsor 

w j Š juip 

in the field. 

Chassis 

Dimensions 
[he body and equipment are designed for 

Overall vehicle length ,....... 242" mounting on a Ford Motor, C.M.P.. S-ton 4x4 

$ " J 14" wheelbase chassis, with 10.50 x 20 tire,. 

" = height “eee eeee 118-5/8" 

Outside body length . ..w.I... .... 144-1/2" 
ody 

" E are: BRC | 

s * Height ccceeseceses 7O” G.S. type, all steel, 12' body, Code SF10, 

with dropside workbenches, tubular steel 

Inside body length ...... . ..... 144" superstructure and tarpaulin, vehicle tool 

tu w WAYS seen’ Ser box, jerrican carriers, penthouses, etc., 

P E — TAEAPONA: RN are supplied. The interior is fitted with 

< workbenches, stowage breckets, rifle clips, 

—— (at Bene Drun): —M etc., and a 110-volt overhead lighting system 

Zamp at gross weight .«+-e-e. 7 一 号 / 

tenimum at gross welght...... 16-5/4" 
Vain Items of Equipment 

Angle of Approach 56° Limiting Point 
...tTowin» Eyes 1. Generator, 7-1/2 K.W., llS-volt 4.C., 

Angle of Departure 38° Limiting Point V-belt driven from the Chassis Power 

...Pintle Hook Take-off. 
2, Control Panel, 7-1/2 K.WW. 
%. Resistance Battery Charging Panel. 

4, Lathe, 16" swing, 33-1/2" centres,screw 
Wel gnts 

Pront Rear Total cutting. 

Curb (complete vehicle 5. Portable Drills, 1", 1/2", 5/16". 

less personnelB275 9285 15560 6. Crinder, bency type, 10". 

Payload (Personnel) 280 165 465 7, Lathe tools, sets of drills, etc., 

GFOSS ..... ........ S999 9450 16025 8. Hand Lamps, Interconnecting Cable, Bat- 

tery Cell Testers, vises, etc.» 

Yaximum gross rating. 6500 10700 16000 9. Spare parts kits, 

References 
Note:- This lorry with the addition of a 

En power hacksaw and a gas welding 

A.E.D.B. Specification ...ee. OA. 162-2 trailer will replace’ the 1.E.7-1/2 

A.£.D.RB. Drawing 3chedule.... 1101292 (Section I). 

Wunitions U Supply File ..... 75-L-42 

Vehicle Code Yo. P6OL-M-VAC'I-A-1L1-VFKJII 

Body CONS 。eeeeeeeeeee6s5ee2ee S5i'10 

Chassis Kodel ...... s. ....... PR6UL 

Pilot Yodel Approval ........ P236 

Ordnance rrovineg Ground Report — 

© 4-29 .,8 DVA A P Yr ject P236 Gl 

Chassis Yatntenanc®e Yanual. “ee VB-F] 

q e e > 
Tz ` 

了 = 

“alntenance Manual x Spare Parts 

List for body *£ tec? esuin't 3230 
„ham w s. 

1 

"nr 

Note:- This model supersedes Type A" described on the previous pare. 
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The function of this vehicle 13 t 

vide facilities for Villinr, Drilling and 

Grinding operations in the field, 

O pro 一 

Note:=- Zlectric power to operate the techn- 

nical equipment must be obtained 

from an outside source of 110-volt 

direct current. 

e e 
„Imensions 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 

Overall vehicle length ...........248" 

S = WEAGH A Oe 

w u height ...«c......129" 

Outside body length a a hawun 从 

" he width .. +... .. 4.4... . 0 £ 92" 

n 9 height . .. . .. . .. ... .. 84.5" 

Inside body length a a PESAN 

= " width ..... ... ... ..... gg" 

s» ” A 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): 

Kamp at gross weight ............. 9" 

Sinimum at gross weight .......... 20-3/4" 

Angle of Approach 790 Limitinz Point 
„Pront Bumper 
Limitinz Point 
...... 20 HOOK 

Angle of Departure 45° 

Wel ghts 
Pront Rear fotal 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)... 6505 13015 19490 

Payload (personnel) 295 175 480 

GOSS cceccccccecee S800 13190 19970 

14000 Vaximum gross rating 7000 20900 

References 

A. S. D.B. Specificatlon....... Vette 163 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1080582 

Yunitions * Supply File ..... 73-L-24 

Body Code no. ........ 12.4... .0 8L5 

Chassis Yodel No. ..... ...... NM-60660C 

Vehicle Code NO.... +». -60660-1-MACH=B-1 

Pilot Model Approval No...... 101-F 

Ordnance Proving Ground Report 

tri OO DYA 6, 23611-1 

Chassis Maintenance Manual... NS60-C1 

Combined Maintenance Manusl * Spare 

Parts List for body * technical 

equipment .................. ww 3852 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 

body assembled and equipment 
installed by the Chrysler 
Corporation. 

Note:- This model superseded by E yK. 
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The body and equipment is designed for 

mounting on a General Wotors, C.M.P., 5-ton, 

6 x 6, 160" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 

20 tires. 

Rody 

Lindsay, all steel, 14', house type body 

with dropside workbenches and canopeis.Duck 

penthouses, poles and spreaders, vehicle 

tool boxes, and jerrican carriers are sup- 

plied, The inside of the body is fitted 

with a spare tire carrier, tool cabinets, 

shelves, and rifle clips. A 110-volt lighting 

system is mounted on the ceiling and is fit- 

ted with "white" and "blackout" bulbs. An 

automatic switch mounted on the entrance 

door may be cut in under blackout condi- 

tions to “douse” the white lights when the 

door is opened. 

Wain Items of uipment 

1. Switchboard, 7-1/2 K.W., 110 volt D.C. 

2. Interconnecting Cable for hook-up to 

outside source of power. 

3, Milling Machine, (van Norman #2), com- 

plete with coolant pump, 3 H.P. motor 

and controls. 

4. Drilling Machine, pedestal type, (Buffalo 

#16) 7/8" capacity in mila steel,complete 

with 1 h.p. electric motor and controls. 

5, Grinder, bench type, 8", 1/2 H.P. motor 

and controls. 

6. Miscellaneous tools and accessories for 

the milling machine, drill and grinder. 

7. Hand tools such as Vises, calipers, oil 

cans, €fC.. 

8. Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 

ment. 

TI - see followin 









ACHINERY LORRY TYPE "B" MK, LT 

Function 

"he purpose of this vehicle is to pro- 

vide facilities for Willing, Drilling and 

Grinding operations in the field. 

Note:=- Power for operation of the mach- 

inery must be obtained from an 
outside source of 110-volt direct 

current. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length...o.ooo. 227-1/2" 
" ” width ........© 90" 

z n helght........ 120-5/8" 

Overall body length .....o..... 144” 
" A width iocossocsas 90" 

" helrht .......... 89-5/8" 

w > width .. . 4t4+44..+..:0 87" 

> " neadrooM ........» 74-1/2" 

Clearance (st Yand Brake Drum): 

‘Hamp at gross weight ........ 9-1/4" 

Yinimum at gross weight ..... 18-1/4" 

Angle of Approach 60° Limiting Point 
.. Towing Byes 

Angle of Departure 42° Limiting Point 
.. Pintle Hook 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)ä20 9335 15425 

Payload (Personnel) 305 160 470 

Gross s 4 as. . .. 089 9495 15895 

Yaximum gross rating 6500 10700 16000 

References 

A,E.D.B. Specification ..... O.A., 165-2 
A.Z.D.3. Drawing Schedule... 1100751 
Yunitions % Supply File..... 73-L-45 

Vehicle Code NO.» s» eee FG60L-MACH-B-1-MK.0 
Rody Code "O. ..oo.oooer....... 5J10 

Chassis Wudel ...ooooooo..... F60L 

Pilot Model Approval ....... 213F 

Crdnance Proving Ground 

Report ..... DVA 6 Project 256 Nl & 2 

Chassis Valntenance Yanual... WB-F1 
Vaintenence Yanual *& Spare Parts 

List for body % tech. equip't.\m 3852 

Sources:- Chassis by Ford Motor, body 
assembled and eruipment fin- 
stalleo by Chrysler Corpee 

Note:- fhts model supersédes Ty; 

Chassis 

The body and equipment are designed for 

mounting on a Ford Kotor, C.M.P., ¿-ton, 

4 x 4, 158" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 

x 20 tires. 

Rody 

Lindsay, all steel, 12', house type body 

with one dropside workbench on the right > 

side and entrance doors at the rear. A 

vehicle tool box and jerrican carriers are 

mounted under the body. The inside is fit- 

ted with tool cabinets, shelves, blackout 

shields for the windows, spare tire carrier 

and a 110-volt D.C. overhead lighting s3ys- 

tem. 

Main Items of Equipment 

l. Kain Distribution Panel, 7-1/2 K.W. 

2, Interconnecting Cable, Hand Lamps, etc.. 

3. Milling Machine, Universal, (van Norman 

#2L.U.) with coolant pump. 

4. Portable Drill, heavy duty, 1" complete 

with stand. 

5, Bench Tool Grinder, 7". 

6. Milling tools and accessories, sets of 

drills, vises and miscellaneous hand 

tools. 

7. Spare parts kits. 

described Di syevious pare. 









KACHINERY LORRY TYPE "C" 

Function 

The function of this 

provide facilities for 

thread-cutting down to 

tnch, metal sawing and 

vehicles is to 
general turning, 
3 threads per 
drilling in the 

field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ....+- 250-1/4" 
" w width. BB RA, 90-7/8" 

" "o helght ...... 124-5/8" 
eo 

Outstde body length u s... 15 i 

A " width ..oooooo.oo 92" 
' 

ne / 

" k: SAO ee. Dt" 

Inside body length ......... +. 155" 

@ > width ........”—.6eo a7" 

= " headroom .ccccses 77-3/4" 

eights 
Front Rear Total 

cw — — 

Curb (complete vehlcle 

less personnel).. 5850 11705 17645 

Payload (personnel) 290 190 480 

从 11895 18125 

Yaximum Gross Kating7000 14000 20000 

a 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification.....-.- 0.4, 164 

A.E.D.8. Drawing Schedvle.... 1980930 

vunttions £ Supply File No... 73-L-25 

Body Code NO, ............... 8L6 

Chassis Model NO. .......o... S0660-¥ 

Vehicle Code No. .... 60660-M-MACH-C-1 

Pilot Vodel Approval .+....... 102P 

Chassis Maintenance Manual... Y660-C1 

Maintenance Manual * Spare Parts 

List for body * eq'pt....... WM 3853 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 

body assembled and equipment 

installed by Chrysler Corpse 

Chassis 

The body and equipment is designed for 

mounting on s General Motors G.M.P., S-ton, 

6 x 6, 160-1/2" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 

x 20 tires. 

Body 

Lindsay, all steel, 14' body, with dropside 

workbenches and canopies, ventllator doors 

for the generator set and an opening for use 

when lone stock is being turned on the lathe. 

Duck penthouses, poles, etc., vehicle tool 

boxes, and jerrican carriers are supplied. 

The inside is fitted with a spare tire car- 

rier, tool cabinets, workbenches, and rifle 

clips. A 110-volt lighting system is mounted 

overhead. Double entrance doors are located 

at the rear. 

Wain Items of 3 ulpment 

l. Generator, 3 K% 110-volt D.C. driven 

by a Briggs * Stratton atr-cooled engine. 

o. main Distribution Panel. 

s. Lathe, 17" swing, 30" centres complete 

with coolant pump. 

4. Power hacksaw with cutting speeds of 60 

90 and 130 ft./min. and a capacity of s" 

stock. 

5. Portable Drill, 1 

6. Portable Drill, 1/2" complete with stand. 

7. Bench Grinder, 10". 

8. Intercomecting Cables, Hand Lamps. 

9. Lathe tools, sets of drills, vises, fire 

extinguishers, hand tools. 

10, Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 

ment. 









MACHINZRY LORRY TYPE "oz 

Punction 

The function of this lorry is to provide 

facilities for testing, maintaining and 

repairing radio equipment in the field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ...... 249-1/2" 

width ........ 90-3/4" 

= ” height ....... 125" 

Qutside body length .......... 168" 

” " width ...o....... . 90-3/4" 

w € height ...ocooo... 86-5/8" Chassis 

Inside body length +........... 165" The body and equipment is designed for 

. BE WE anne OF... mounting on a General Motors, C.M.P.,3-ton, 

" " headroom ....... .. 77-374" e >, 160" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 

Po tres. 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): | 

Ramp at gross weight ........ 8-7/2" 

Yinimum at gross weight ..... 20-3/2" Body 

Angle of Approach 64° Limiting Point Lindsay, all steel, 14' house type body 

. ee Towing Eyes with two pullman type windows on each side, 

Angle of Departure 44° Limiting Point and entrance door at the rear. Ventilator 

«ee Pintle Hook doors are provided at the right front cor- 

ner for a ventilating fan. Vehicte tool 

boxes and P.0.%W. carriers are suspended fram 

Weights 
the substructure, The inside of the eS 

Front Rear Total la fitted with a spare tire carrier, shelves, 

workbenches and a 110-volt lighting system. 

Curb (complete vehicle : 

less personnel).... 6200 10065 16255 

Payload (Pérsonnel). 260 195 510 Main Items of Equipment 

Gross eee eoveeeeeeeee 6460 10260 16745 

1. Generator, 3.75 K.V.A., 120-volt, 60 

Maximum Gross Rating 7000 14000 20000 cycle, single phase, V-belt driven by 

a 6 H.P. single cylinder, air-cooled 

gasoline engine. 

References 
2, Wain Distribution Panel, 3 K.V.A.,110- 

volt A.C.. 

A.E.D.B. Specification........ 0.A. 184 3. Power supplies, 110-volt primary, 300 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule .... 1085706 volt secondary. 

Yunitions * Supply File ...... 73-L-36 4. Transformers, filament, 10 amp., 110- 

Vehicle Code No. .... 50660-M-MACH-CZ-1 volt primary, 6.5 volt secondary. 

Body Code NO. +.oooororoonooo.. 8L16 5, Power system including bus bars, test 

Chassis Model o A panela, etC.. 

Pilot Model Approval ......... 148F 6. Portable Drill, 5/8". 

Chassis Maintenance Manual .....M660-Cl 7. Portable Drill, 5/16". 

Yaintenance Manual % Spare Parts 8. Bench Grinder, 6". 

List for body & tech. equip't. WM 3859 9. Hand lamps, sets of drills, set of taps 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, and dies, hacksaws and cther hand tools. 

body assembled and equipment 10. Kits of spare parts. 

installed by Chrysler Corp.. Note:-Stands and boxes are provided under 

the workbenches for stowage of test 

equipment such as Signal Generators, 

Valve Testers, etc., supplied at 

destination by R.C.0.C. 

Note:- This model superseded by CZ “K.II - see following page. 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "OZ MK, 上 

Punction 

The function of this lorry Is to pro- 

vide facilities for raintatrinr, tostln 

and repairing radio equipment in the 

field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length «eee. Dr e 

" ss widtr. s... burre BL” 

> u heil“ .. lwl-2 4" 

Overall body length 。。。。。。。。。 144" 
" " wt jth 

>, " 

" " q > 

hetant ... ...... bit) 

Inside body lenpth 。。。。。。。。。。 141-12" 

w ” width. ....... .... are! qn 

e Ñ headroom +.......o 1523/4" 

Clearance (at Hand ‘rake urum): 

Ramp at pross welght ......- 3.7 /a" 

*4nimur at gross welsht .... 17-7 A" 

Angle of Approach 60° Limitin» Point 

+ „owiri 2703 

Angle of Departure 45 Timttine Point 

pear {ntle "oox 

selgnys 
Front ear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 

less personnel)... 6075 ERTO 12950 

Payload (personnel) 330 160 485 

Gross .............. o 6405 7930 14435 

“aximum Gross Rating 6500 10700 15000 

References 

A.2.D.B. Sperification. „.. 0.A。 184-2 

A.EB. D. B. Drawing “chedule. É 1101114 

Wunitions * Supply File.... 73=L 47 

Vehicle Code No. . PBOL-VACH-02-1="XK. 11 

Body Code NO. ....... .. 0.000 5J1š 

Chassis Yodel .... .. ... ww... »60L 

Pilot Model Approval ....+.. F239 

Ordnance Proving Ground Report 

„euere. DVYA 8 Project 236 V 

Chassis Maintenance Vamal.. Yk-P1 

Yaintenance Wanual * Spare Parts 

List for body & tech.eq'pt. vw 3859 

Sources:- Chassis by Ford Motor Co., 

body assemhlef and equiprient 

installed by Chrysler Corp... 

Shassis 

The body and equipment ts designed for 

mounting on a Ford, C.M.P., 3-ton, 4 x 4, 

15a" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 20 

einen 
1110930. 

hody 
— 

Lindsay, all steel, 12' house type body, 

with a dropside workbench on the right side. 

‘wo windows are fitted on each side, and 

these are screened with 3/8" mesh, and boards 

are provided for blackout usé.Double entrance 

doors sre located at the rear. A jerrican 

carrier and vehicle tool box are mounted 

under the body. The inside is fitted with 

workbenches, shelves, racks, spare tire 

carrier, etc.. A 110-volt D.C. lighting 

system is mounted overhead. 

Vatn Items of Equipment 

l. Generator, 3 K.Y.A., 110-v01t,60 cycle, 

single phase, V-belt driven by a 6 H.P., 

single cylinder air-cooled gasoline en- 

gine. 
2, Yatn Distribution Panel, 3 K.V.A., 110- 

velt, A.C. 

3. Power Supplies, 110-volt primery, 300- 

volt secondary. 

4. Transformers, filament, 10 amp. 110-volt 

primary, 6.5 volt secondary. 

5, Power System including bus bars,recep- 

tacles, test panels, etc.. 

6. Portable Drills, 5/8" and 5/16". 

7. Bench Grinder, 7". 

8. Hand Lamps, sets of drills, sets of taps 

and dies, hacksaws and other hand tools. 

9. Kits of spare parts. 

Note; Stands and boxes are provided under 

—" the workbenches for stowage of test 

equipment such as Signal generators, 

valve testers, etc., supplied at 

destination by K.C.0.C. 

Note:- This model superseded type "oz" described on previous page. 

"cZ" types were ultimately removed from C.A.0. establishments 

and reworked into "Z" types. ' 









MACHINERY LOWRY TYPE "D" 

Function 
The purpose of this vehicle is to pro- 
vide facilities for precision turning 
and drilling in the field. 

Note:- Power to operate the technical 
equipment in this vehicle must 
be obtained from an outside 
source of 110-volt direct cur- 
rent. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length....... 250-1/4" 
> width 0. 6.0009 90-7/8" 

= * height CIRKS E, 124-5/8" 

Outside beay Length siseses 108" 
% width *“e .. . .. . .. 92" 

” “ height ..o.oo.... .. 36-3 /4" 

Chassis 
Inside A A a — 

"MIDA .ncecoracin: ER The body and eq ipment is designed for 

w " headroom (centre mounting on a General lotors C.N.P. S-ton, 

ER e 6 x 6, 160- an wheelbase chassis with 10.50 
x 20 tir s 

Height, ground to floor at rear 
(curb weight) .cccccsceceseees 46-5/8" Body 

Clearance (at ‘and Rrake Drum); Lindsay, all steel, 14' body, with dropside 

Ramp at gross weight ....... 8-3/8" workbenches nnd canopies. Duck penthouses, 

Minimum at gross weight .... 20-3/8" poles, etc., vehicle tool boxes and ‘errican 
carriers are supplied. Me inside of the 

Angle of approach 63° Limiting Point body is fitted with a spare tire carrier,tool 

....Towinr Eye sablnets, workhanches, [lre extiuguishers and 

Angle of Departure 43° Limiting Point rifle clips. „ 110-volt overhead “lighting 

...Pintle Hook system ts supplied. he entrance door is fit- 
ted with a "black-out" switch to extinguish 

Weights the white lights in the system and leave on 

Front Rear Total only the blackout bulbs when the door is 
opened. 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)...5900 12160 18040 'atn Items of Equipment 

Payload (personnel). 290 190 520 
OFOBS «oia raros. ¿0100 12350 18540 l. Matin Jistribution Panel, 3 K.w,, 

Y Lathe, precision tool room, 10" swing, 

Yaximum Gross Rating7000 14000 20000 26-3/4" centres, 1" collet ' capacity with 
3/4 h.p. motor. 

Refsrences de Drill Press, bench type, sensitive, 3/8" 
capacity, wit: 1/2 H.P. motor. 

A.E.Q.P. Specification “eee ee OA. 165 4. Bench Grinder, 1/2 H.P... 

A.=.D.B. Drawine Schedule ... 1077651 5. Lathe, watchmaker's, 4" swing, 10" *o 12" 

“unitions * Supply File No... 73-L-21 bed complete with 1/10 H.P. motor. 

Body Code No. ............... BL7 6. Portable drill, 1/2" heavy duty. 
Chassis Model ............... 60660-YV 7. Hand Lamps, Interconneeting cabie, vises, 

Vehicle Code Vo. .....60660-V-VACH-D-1 sets of drills, lathe tools anü miscel- 
Pilot Model Approval 。。。。。。。。 125P laneous hand tools. 

Irdnance Proving “round Report 8. Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 

s... . ..... DIA 6 Project. 256D ment. 

Chass's Yaintenance Manual... 660-C1 
“aintenance hanual < “pare Parts 
List for body & equi pran t... WF 3855 
Sources: - Chassis by General Fotors, 

body assembled and equipment 
installed by Uurvsler Corp... 

- - - -= wiew ¿ode ..io y ¿tes= án arcticized verslo 

ts described on pare 
— — ee L — — — 
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MACHINERY LORRY TYrz "D1" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 

provide facilities for Instrument. Re- 

pair in the field, 

Note:-Power for lighting and operation 

of machinery must be obtained from 
an outside source of 110-volt 

direct current, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ...... 278" 

: = 本 

ü m height um. e 122-1/2" 

Overall body length ......... 144" 
" e CA rasca ME Me body and equipment is designed for 

. w" DOES ima BO” mounting on a General llotors, C.Y.P. S-ton 

| 4 x 4, 15" wheelbase chassis, with 10.50 

Inside body length ...oo..... 141-1/4” x 20 tiras. 

” ° width DEA 0000 O 87-1/4" 

> "  headrooM ..oooo.o. 77-1/4" 
Rody 

Weights Lindsay, all steel, 12' house type body 

with double antrance doors at the rear. Two 

Front kear Total vehtcle tool poxes and two jerrican carriers 

Curb (complete vehicle are suppifed. “he Inside of the body is fit 

less personnel).. 5390 6875 12425 ted wlth metal workbenches, cabinets,a spare 

Payload (personnel) 345 165 480 tire euprter, window blackout curtains, flre 

GrOSS seseesesecsece 5735 7040 12905 extinguishers and rifle clips. A 110-volt 

lighting system wlth blackout and white lights, 

Yaximum Gross Rating 5400 10700 16000 and controlled by an automatic door switch, 

ls supplied. 

References Nain Items of Zquipment 

A.E.D.8. Specification...c..e. O.A. 166 l. Vain Distribution Panel, Š K.W... 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule ... 1077098 2, Lathe, precision, bench type, 9" swing 

tunitions « Supply File No... 73-L-22 20" centres, with 1/2 H.P. Motor. 

Vehicle Code No. ... .60448-!*-1/ACP =D1-1 3, Lathe, watchmaker's, 4" swing, 10" to 

Body Code NO, .... oo .o....... 5J2 12" bed, with 1/10 H.P. motor. 

Chassis Wodel ..cccccccccceee 6044B-W 4. Drill Press, bench type, sensitive,3/8" 

Pilot Model Approval ........ 126P capacity, with 1/2 !i.P. motor. 

Chassis Maintenance Yanual .. YB-C2 5. Bench Grinder, 8", 1/2 R.P. 

Waintenance Manual * Spare Parts 6. Drill, portable, 5/16" with stand, 

List for body * tech. eq'pt. WW 5855 7. Interconnecting cable, hand lamps. 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 8. Lathe tools, sets of drills, vises and 

body assembled and equipment miscellaneous hand tools. 

installed by ührysler. 9. Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 

ment. 
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Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 
provide facilities for veneral repair 
of automotive electrical equipment and 
machinery lorry electrical equipment in 
the field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length...... 249" 
WEGE QG Aa 90-1/2" 

" w hetent „une 127" 

inside body length ..oooooooes 165 
" 

” width . . . . . . . . . . 37" 

" " headroom ...... . 75" 

Weights 

Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehtcle 
less personnel).. 6030 12325 18145 

Payload (personnel) 2°5 175 480 
GFOSE ivecsccccsvecee Goeo 12500 18625 

"aximum Gross “ating 7000 14000 20000 

References 

A.E.D.P.Specification........0.A. 168 
A.£.D.E. Drawing Schedule ... 1082353 
Munitions & Supply File ..... 73-L-30 
Vehicle Code No. ....60660-M-MAC'-P-1 
Body Code .ccccccesccecevceces BL12 
Chassis Yodel .*...... . .. ...... 60660-M 

Pilot Model Approval ........ 145F 
Ordnance Proving Ground 

Report .. .. á r... DVA 6 Project 236- 

Chassis Maintenance Manual .. M660-C1 
Maintenance Vanual & Spare 
Parts List for body %& tech- 
nical equipment ...ooo.oo.o... WV 3856 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 
body assembled and equip- 
ment installed by Chrysler 
Corporation, 

Note:- This model superseded FP. MK. 

Thaessts 
u — — — 

The body and equipment ts designed for 
mounting on a General Motors, C.M.P. 3-ton, 
6x6, 160-1/2" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 
x 20 tires. 

Rody 

uindsay, all steel, 14' body with venti- 
lator doors for the generator set, 4 lift- 
type windows and double entrance doors at 
the rear. The inside of the body is fitted 
with a steel generator housing, workbenches, 
spare tire carrier, a 110-volt overhead 
lighting system, blackout blinds,rifle clips, 
etc.. 

Vain Items of Equipment 

l. Generator, D.C., 7-1/2 K.W. 115-volt 
driven by a Willys, 4-cylinder, zasoline 
engine. 
Power Panel, 7-1/2 K.W. 
Battery Charging Switchboard. 
Universal Electric Servicer. 
Commutator Lathe and Undercutter. 
Generator and general purpose press. 
Drying oven, electric, 110-volt,complete 
with thermostatic control. 
Drill Press, bench type, 1/2" capacity, 
complete with 1/2 H.P. motor, 
Bench Grinder, 7". 
Yagnetizer, growlers, interrupter, coil, 
condenser and circuit tester, volt-amp. 
tester, insulation tester and battery 
service kit. 

ll. Interconnecting cable, hand lanps, two 
6<-volt batteries, vises, sets of drills, 
screw-cutting tools, soldering irons,etc.. 

12, Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 
ment. 

oO OD NAMA IO > 

II - see followin 

An arcticized version of this vehicle is described on page 88. 
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> LORR TYPE ATS 
dis Fas 

— —— — 
er WK. II” 

Punction 

The function of this vehicle Is to pro- 
vie facilities for mainta'ninr, testing 
and repairing automotive electrical equip- 
ment in the field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle lenzth........ 228" 
" " wt ate 10 ; 

w1atr ...... a. 49=1/2 

" " t 4 + 1, 
height „oo on. seed 

< Overall body lenrth 144” 
" q width “eee .. 

" ° " helrht . . . . . . . . ‘6 R7" 

naide heady — 
" " width a's .@° 2 Brit Ss 87” 

" " headro 了 | Sean ann Te - 1 /: 

Clearance (at Hand Prake Drum): 
Ramp at rross weight......ee. 7-2 4" 
Yinimum at gross weight ..... 16-1/2" 

Limiting Point 
‚Front Bumper 
Limiting Poirt 
. eerintle Yook 

Anele of Approach 60° 

Angle of Departure 48° 

Weights 

Front hear Total 
Curb (complete vehicle 

less personnel)... 6160 8435 14530 
Payload (personnel). 340 145 480 
Gross ..en.. o ...on.. . . 6500 8580 15070 

Yaximum gross rating 6500 10700 16000 

References 

As Se D. B, ~pecification En: ci 158-2 

A.=.D.R. Drawine Schedule ... 1100751 
Wunitions * Supply “Lle No... 73-L-44 
Vehicle Code No....FP60L-MACH-F-1-!'™%, II 
Body COO- Noi. seconvseceesecs 5J11 
Pilot rodel Approval siseses #248 
Ordnance Proving Ground 

Report ..... DVA 6 Project 2364-1 
Chassis NWalntenance Yanual .. vR-P] 
Valntenance anual * Spare Parts 

List for body * equip't.... WM3856 
Sources:- Chassis by Ford Yotor, Nody 

assembled and equipment instal- 
led by Chrysler Corporation, 

Note:- This model supersedes e ">" described on 

Chass!: 

The body and equipment is designed for 
mounting on a “ord, C.K.P., S-ton, 4X 4; 
158" wheelbhse chassis with 10.50 x 20 tires. 

Body 
Lindsay, all steel, 12* house type body 

{th one drooside workbench on the left 
side, and double entrance doors at the reen 
« vehicle tool box, and Jerrican carriers, 
are mounted under the body. “he inside is 
Pitted with cabinets, workbenches, spare 
tire carrier, blackout shields for the 
windows and a 110=-volt J.c. overhead lighting 
avstem. 

Vain Items of Equipment 

l. Generator, 7-1/2 K.W., 115-volt D.C., 
¿“belt driven from the chassis Power 

2. Power Panel, 7-1/2 K.W. 

3. Resistence Pattery Charging Panel. 

4. "and Lamps, battery jumper cables, etc.e 

5. Generator Test Stand, 110-volt. 

5. Press, renerator, starter and general 
purpose, 

7. Lathe, commutator and undercutter, 

8. Drill press, bench type, 5/8" capacity 
in cast iron. 

9. Rench Grinder, 7". 

10, Oven, dryinr, 2.1 K.¥. 110-volt with 
thermostatic control. 

11. Yametizer, growlers, interrupter, coil, 
condenser and circuit tester, and other 
automotive test equipment. 

12. Seta of drills, accessories for lathe, 
press, etc.. 

13. Taps and dies, soldering trons, expend- 
able stores, etc.. 

14, Spare parts kits for teahnical equipment. 

revious parc. 







MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "H" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle 1s to 

provide facilities for heavy turning 

and screw cutting in the field. 

Note:- Electrical power to operate 

the technical equipment must 
be obtained from outside sauve 
of 110-volt direct current. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ...... 326-12" 

" " width: ç oz u. 1005179" 

" " height ...... 130-3/4" 
Chassis 

Outside body length ......... 182" 

w 本 
TT A OE 

[he body and equipment is designed for 

mounting on a viamond T, 4-ton 26, DUI" 

wheelbase chassis, with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

Inside body length .......... 178-1/4" 

" E o 

= " headroom .cceseee 7721/2" Rody 

G.3. type, 15'3", all steel body, Code 

ACl, with dropside workbenches, a tubular 

superstructure and tarpaulin. Penthouses, 

vehicle tool boxes and P.0O.W. carriers are 

supplied. The inside of the body is fit- 

ted with eabinets, rifle clips, etc., and 

a 110-volt D.C. lighting system overhead. 

Clearance (Running Board Nanzer): 

Ramp at gross weight ....... 3/4" 

Minimum at gross weight .... 16-3/4" 

Angle of Approach 40” Limiting Point 
..Pront Bumper 

Angle of Departure 40° Limiting Point 
...Kear Bumper 

Wein Items of Equi nt 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 1. Main Vistribution Panel, 7-1/2 volt. 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)... 8505 19920 27555 2, Lathe, pedestal type, 18"/32" gap 

Payload (personnel) 145 245 27485 bed, 4'11" centres. 

Orosa 19165 27820 
3. Pench Grinder, 8”. 

Maximum Gross Rating 8135 18265 26400 
4. "and Lamps and Interconnecting Cable. 

References 
5. Lathe tools, vises, etc.. 

A.E.D.B. Specification....... 0.A。 169 6. Spare parts kits. 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1082554 

Yunitions % Supply File ..... 75-L-27 

Vehicle Code No. .....80661-C-MACH=H-1 

Body Code Ho. ............... 8C1 
Chassis Model ...o. ........... 80661-C 

Pilot Wodel Approval ........ 122P 
Oránance Proving Ground 

Report .......... DVA 6 Project 256H 
Chassis Maintenance Yanual...C661-DT 1 
Yalntenance Nanual % Spare Parts 
List for body * tech. equip't.WM 3857 

Sources:- Chassis by Diamond T. Corp., 
body by S.B.M.A., equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.» 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "I" AND "OFP BATTERY CHARGER" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle ‘s to pro- 
vide facilities for charging 6-vclt and 
l2-volt storage batteries by the constant 
potential and modified constant potential 
methods. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ......243-1/2" 
m e width .....s os. 93-3/4" 

> w height ..... .115-3/4" 

Inside body length ..........144" 
n w BEE > a SE 

headroom (at 
eentre line).... 75" 

" " 

Angle of Departure 27° 
Limiting Point...Pintle Hook 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel). 5680 10320 16010 

Payload (personnel) 295 175 480 
Gross cccccecoocooo 5975 10495 16490 

Maximum Gross Rating 5400 10700 16000 

References 

A.E.D.P. Specification...... O.A. 165 
A.E.D.8. Drawing Schedule... 1055002 
Munitions & Supply File....73-L-14-15 
Chassis Model No. .......... 60448-M 
Body Code No. . o . . . . . . .. . +... 5F7 

Vehi cle Code No. .... ‚50448-V-VACH-I-1 

Pilot Yodel Approval No....-- 71 
Ordnance Proving Ground Report 

eocccvcece DVA 6 Project 256-0 
Chassis Maintenance Manual .. MB-C2 
Combined Maintenance Manual & 
Spare Parts List for body & 
technical equipment ........ WM-3842 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 
body by S.B.M.A., equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.. 

Chassis 

The body and equipment is designed for 
mounting on a General Motors, C.M.P., S- 
ton, 4 x 4, 158" wheelbase chassis with 
10.50 x 20 tires. 

Body 

G.S. type, 12', all steel body, Code 5F7, 
with dropside workbenches covered with sheet 
lead (or Dektred). A tubular steel super- 
structure with wire mesh screening, tarpaulin, 
tool box and P.O.W. carriers is supplied. A 
steel cabinet, a rack for batterles and a 
steel container for mixing electrolyte are 
also provided. A 12-volt lighting system is 
suspended from the superstructure. Rifle 
clips and fire extinguishers are also fitted, 

Main Items of Equipment 

l. 7-1/2 K.W. 7-1/2/15 volt, 1000/500 amp. 
D.C. generator driven by a Willys 4- 
cylinder gasoline engine. 

2. Control Cubicle for 7-1/2 K.W.generator. 
3. Lighting Distribution Panel, l5-volt, 
4. Terminal Box for Interconnection. 
5. Bus Bars, cables and connectors. 
6. Rattery Charger Leads and Fixed Resist- 

ance Charging Units. 
7. Sulphuric acid, and distilled water con- 

tainers, cell testers, battery service 
kit, stand-by lighting batteries, ther- 
mometers, rubber aprons, etc... 

8. Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 
ment. 

Note:- An arcticized version of this type, built for 
the U.S.S.R., ts described on page 89 
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MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "1-30" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 
vide facilities for charrirr approximately 
fifty 12-volt and twenty-five 24-volt bat- 
teries at one time in the field, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ........ 243-1/2" 
w > Width .coooooo.. 93-3/4” 
w s height ...oooo.o 115-3/4* 

Inside body length .....ooooo.. 144" 
" " WRD eu A 
> " headroom (at centre 

idas (“TSS 

Weights 

Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)... 6875 9340 14215 

Payload (personnel). 295 175 480 
GOSS cscocccecccecese 5170 9515 14695 

Maximum Gross Rating 5400 10700 16000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification ........0.%. 170 
A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule...... 1080942 
Munitions & Supply File No. ... 73-L-31 
Chassis Vai el No, ...o...o..... os 60448-M 

Body Code No. e*eeeeeve#eeeeeeeeeee 5F8 

Vehicle Code No. ...60448M-MACH-I-30-1 
Pilot Model Approval ....ccccoe 100F 
Ordnance Proving Ground Report 

coccecsececeeeDVA 6 Project 256 

Chassis Yaintenance Manual .... MB-C2 
Maintenance Manual & Spare Parts 

List for body * tech. eq'pt.. WM 3843 
Sources:= Chassis by General Motors, 

body by 5.B.M.A., equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.. 

— FIT TT eee 

fhe body and equipment is designed for 
mounting on a General Motors, C.WY.P., 3- 
ton, 4 x 4, 158" wheelbase chassis, with 
10.50 x D tires. 

Body 

S.S. type, 12", all steel body, Code 5F8, 
with dropside workbenches covered with sheet 
lead (or Dektred). A tubulsr steel super- 
ctructure with wire mesh screening, tarpaulin, 
vehicle tool box, jerrican carrier, and two 
canvas penthouses are supplied.The interior 
is fitted with a steel cabinet, a steel work 
bench over the generating set, a steel con- 
tainer for mixing electrolyte, rifle clips, 
and a 12-volt overhead lighting system. 

Main Items of Equipment 

1. 7-1/2 K.W. 15/30 volt, 500/250 amperes, 
D.C. generator driven by a Willy's, 4 
cylinder gasoline engine. 

2. Control cubicle, for 7-1/2 K.W. generator. 
3. Lighting Distribution Panel, 15-volt D.C.. 
4. Bus bars, cables and connectors, 
5. Battery Charging Leads and Fixed resist- 

ance charging units. 
6. Sulphuric Acid and distilled water con- 

tainers, portable ammeter, cell testers, 
battery service kit, stand-by batteries 
for lighting, and rubber aprons. 

7. Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 
ment. 
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Function 

The function of this vehtcle ts to 
provide facilities for charging steel 
reservoirs with dry compressed air at 

a pressure of 18300 lbs. per square Inch 
these reservoirs to be used for re- 
charging recuperators on artillery 
equipment. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ......241-1,/4" 
n 8 width “ee eevee 90" 

" " heirht ......116-1/4" 

Inside body length ..........145-53,//4" 
n WEAGK 3 oie wus sane (OOF 

" w headroom (centre 
a o ee 70" 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum); | 

Ramp at pross weight ....... 11-1/4" 

Yinimum at gross weicht .... 20-1/4" 

Angle of Approach 62°Lim{ting Point 
„...Towinr Eye 

Angle of Departure 28°Limiting Point 
‚Rear l!‘ulruard 

“eights 

Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)..5730 9410 15145 

Payload (Personnel) 395 100 500 
GOSS ..ooooo..o.o....8125 9510 15645 

Yaximum Gross Rating5400 10700 16000 

References 

A.Z.D.B. Specificati0N....oo. 0.A. 171 
A.@.0.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1077612 
Yunitions * Supply File ..... 73-L-17 
Chassis Model No. ..o... . ..... 60448-M 

Body Code No. ............... 5F6 

Veh icle Code No. “ee ee .60443-V-NACH- J- L 

Pilot Wodel Approval ........ P-85 
Ordnance Proving Ground 

Report .....DVA 6 Project 236 
Chassis Maintenance Manual .. MB-C2 
Maintenance Manual *« Spare Parts 
List for body & tech.eq'pt. WH 3815 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 
body assembled and equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.. 

Chassis 

The body and equipment are designed for 

mounting on a General Motors, C.M.P., ð- 

ton, 4 x 4, 158" wheelbase chassis with 

10.50 x 20 tires. 

Body 

G.S. type, 12' all steel body, Code 576, 

with a drop panel on each side. A tubular 

steel superstructure with wire mesh screming, 

tarpaulin, penthouses, vehicle tool box and 

Serrican cerriers are supplied. The inside 

ta fitted with racks for stowage of compres- 

sed air and acetylene cylinders, spare parts 

box, a 6-volt overhead cargo lamp, fire ex- 

tinzulsher and rifle clips. 

Vain Items of Equipment 

l. Air Compressor, Ingersoll Rand Model 
303, 3-stage, delivery of 10.5 C.P.Y. 
at 600 r.p.m. operating pressure 3500 
1bs./sq. in., V-belt driven by a 4- 
cylinder gasoline engine. 

2. Aftercooler and purge. 

3, Piping Harness complete with manifold, 
valves, gauges, etc.. 

4. Hand Lamps, thermometers, wrenches. 

5. Spare parts kits for all technical equir- 
ment. 







MACHINERY LORRY TYPZ "KL" 

Punction 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 
vide facilities for electric welding in 
the field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ....... 167-1/4" 
Š & width “ee eevee 86-1 /4" 

height “ese @ eee 91-1/2" 

Overall platform length ...... 86" 
"Ó "Q" 

width ...o... . 86-1/4" 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)... 3935 6145 10070 

Payload (personnel). 295 195 480 
Gross eee eee eeeeaeeore 4230 6340 10550 

Maximum Gross Rating 5000 5800 10000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification........ 0.A. 87 
Munitions & Supply File....... 73-L-10 
Vehicle Code No.(F orC) 15A-MACH- KL-1 
Chassis Model NO. .+..ooooooooo. (F)1SA 
Pilot WYodel Approval ......... F4 
Chassis Maintenance Manual-Ford WB-F1 
Maintenance Marual & Spare Parts 

List for equipment ......... SE-l67A 
Sources:- Ford Motor Company. 

Chassis 

The platform and equipment is designed 
for mounting on a Ford, C.M.P., 15-cwt., 
4 x 4, 101" wheelbase chassis, with 9.00 
x 16 tires. 

The platform is constructed of structural 
channel with non-skid floor-plate, and is 
complete with superstructure and tarpaulin. 
Carriers for 2 jerricans and two one-gallon 
oil cans, and two vehicle tool boxes are 
mounted under the platform, 

Wain Items of Equipment 

1. Slectric Arc-Welder, Lincoln, 300 amp., 
directly connected to a Ford V-8, 95 
H.P. engine, complete with metal housing. 

Welding accessories, folding table and 
screen. 

Portable Grinder, 5". 

Swivel base vise, 5". 

Spare parts kits, 

Note:- An arcticized version of this vehicle was built for 
the U.S.S.R. - the chassis arcticized in accordance 
with A.E.D.B. specification 0.A. 111, and the gener- 
ator engine in accordance with 0.A. 87-3. 

Type KL lorry superseded Electric Welding outfits 
mounted on 2-wheel, 15-cwt. Trailers, seven of which 
were produced. One was a 200-amp. Lincoln, one a 
500 amp. Hobart and A were 300 amp. Lincoln. 







MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "L" 

Function 
The function of this vehicle is to pro- 

vide facilities for general woodworking 
in the field. 

Note:- Electric power to operate the 
equipment must be obtained from 
an outside source of 110-volt 
direct current. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle ae 250" 
TIGER . oe. ME” 

" " boit ¿v a... 191-3/4° 

Inside body length ...oooo.o.. 163" 
" away 和 
" " headroom ..... soe, Thala" 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): 
Ramp at gross weight „...... ~3-1/4" Chassis 
Minimum at gross weight .... 19-1/4" 

Ine body and equipment are designed for 
Angle of Approach 67° Limiting Point mounting on a General Motors, C.M.P.,5<ton, 

....Towinr Eye 6 x 6, 160" wheelbase chassis, with 10.50 
Angle of Departure 45° Limiting Point x 20 tires. 

...Pintle Hook 

Weights Body 
Pront Rear Total 

G.S. type, 14', all steel, Code 8El, with 
Curd (complete vehicle = two dropside panels on each side which form 

less personnel).. 6430 14010 20425 a working platform. A tubular steel super- 
Payload (personnel) 295 175 480 structure, tarpaulin, penthouses, vehicle 
GrOSS ceecesecesees 6725 14165 20905 tool boxes and P.O.W. carriers are supplied. 

The interior is fitted with a spare tire 
Yaximum Gross Rating7000 14000 20000 carrier, workbench, rifle clips and a 110- 

(Above gross reduced by approx. 500 lbs. volt overhead lighting systen. 
on production units by use of lighter 
gauge floor plate). 

Main Items of ulpment 

References 
1. Distribution Panel, 9 K.W.. 

A.E.D.B. Specification....... O.A. 172 2. Woodworker Machine with surfacer and 
A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1100276 thicknesser 16" x 9", arranged to rip, 
Munitions & Supply File No... 73-L-32 cross cut, plane, rabbet, chamfer,mould, 
Chassis Model NO, .......or.oo 60660-M thickness, tenon, groove, bore, grind 
Body Code NO. ccccceccececccs 8El planer knives and set saws. 
Vehicle Code No.......60660-M-MACH-L-] Complete with 8 H.P. motor and starter. 
Pilot Model Approval No...... 183P 3. Interconnecting cable, hand lamps, wood- 
Ordnance Proving Ground Report worker's vise. 

ecseseceoe DVA 6 Project 236 P 4. Spare part kits for woodworker. 
Chassis Maintenance Manual.... M660-C1 
Maintenance Mm ual & Spare Parts 
List for body & tech. eq'pt. WM 3858 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 
Body by S.B.M.A., equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.. 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "M" 

Chassis 

The body and equipment is designed for 
mounting on a Diamond T, 4-ton 6 x 6, 201" 
wheelbase chassis, with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

Body 

Lindsay, all steel, 15'3" house type body 
with dropside workbenches and canopies. 
ventilating doors are provided for the 
charging sets and compressor.Canvas pent- 
houses, vehicle tool boxes and P.0O.W. car- 
riers are supplied, The interior is fitted 
with workbenches, shelves, cabinets, spare 
tire carrier, etc... A 110-volt lighting 
system is installed overhead with a black- 

Function out control switch on the rear entrance doors. 

The function of this vehicle is to 
provide facilities for M.T. maintenance Main Items of Equipment 
in the field. 

l. Generator, 7-1/2 K.W., 115-volt, D.C. 
directly driven by a Willys Model MB. 

Dimensions gasoline engine. 
2. Main Distribution Panel, 7-1/2 K.W. 

Overall vehicle length ...... 326" 
e wLash ....... 100=1/8" 3. Generator, 1260 watt, 7-1/2 volt battery 
" height ..... . 130" charging äriven by a 5 H.P. air-cooled 

gasoline engine. 
Outside body length ......... 182-1/4" 

» = E AA A 4. Generator, 1260 watt, 15-volt battery 
> " height cccusecse BI” charring driven by a 5 H.P. air-cooled 

gasoline engine. 
Inside body LOngth e es... .... 180" 

BEE espana ME 5, Battery Charging Board, constant poten- 
u Ó. Kesdroom <ceccccae TAY tial, 7-1/2 volt and 15-volt combination. 

6. Resistance Battery Charging Panel, 
Weights š 

Front Rear Total 7. Lathe, bench type, 10" swing, 26"centres. 
Curb (complete vehicle 

less personnel).. 8355 18105 26270 8. Drill Press, Bench type, 1/2" capacity 
Payload (personnel). .295 195 480 in cast iron. 
Gross LE OE E E 8650 18300 26750 

9, Bench Grinder, 8". 
Maximum Gross Rating8135 18265 26400 

10. Portable Drill, 1/4". 

References 11. Portable Drill, 5/8". 

A.E.D.B. Specification ...... O.A. 173 12. Valve Refacer, wet grinding, 5/8". 
A.&.D.B. Drawing Schedule ... 1077981 
Vunitions & Supply File ..... 75-L-12 13. Valve Seat Grinder. 
Vehicle Code No. .... 80661-C-MACH-M-1 
Body Code NO. ccoccccccceccces 8K2 14. Pin Hole Grinder. 
Chassis Model No, ........... 975A 
Pilot Wodel Approval ........ 124F 15. Brake Reliner Combination. 
Ordnance Proving Ground Report 

s.s.. DVA 6 Project 236F 16. Air Compressor. 
Chassis Maintenance Manual .. C660-DT1 
Yaintenance Wanual & Spare Parts 17. Tools and accessories for the above 

List for body * tech. eq'pt. WW 3862 equipment. 
Sources:- Chassis by Diamond T. Corp- 

oration; body assembled and 18. Hand lamps, interconnecting cables, etc.. 
equipment installed by Chrysler 
Corporation, 19. Spare parts kits for the above. 

Note:- This model superseded by M VK. II ~ see following page. 

An arcticized version of this vehicle is described on page é 

PAGE 7! 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "M UK. II" 

Function 

The function of this lorry is to pro- 

vide facilities for general l1.T.service 

and repairs in the field, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length....... 245" 
" , width ... . 4. 4... 94" 

AT asss. 34868 " " 

Outside body length 。。。。。。。。。 
> 5 AA carr A Chassis 

> * height *........ 83-1/2" 

The body and equipment is designed for 

mounting on a Ford Wotor, C.M.P., S-ton, 

4 x 4, 158" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 

x 20 tires. 

inside body length .......... 
时 ” width 大 36" 

a " headroom +........ 76-1/2" 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): 

Ramp at gross welght........ 9-3/8" Body 

Yinimum at gross weight .... 13-3/8" 
G.S., all steel, 12' body, Code 5F12, 

with dropside workbenches, tubular steel 

superstructure and tarpaulin.Vehicle tool 

box, jerrican carriers, penthouses, etc., 

are supplied. The inside is fitted with 

Angle of Approach 61-1/2°Limiting Point 
. e Towing =yes 

Angle of Departure 38-1/2°Limiting Polnt 
„Tail lights 

workbenches, rifle clips, stowage brackets, 

etc., and a 110-volt D.C., overhead lighting 

Weights system. 

Front Rear Total ` 

Curb (complete vehicle | 

less personnel).... 6090 8740 14825 Wain Items of Equipment 

Payload (personnel). 310 165 500 

站 8905 15325 1. Generator, 7-1/2 K.W. 115-volt D.C. 

V-belt driven from the chassis Power 

Maximum Gross Rating 6500 10700 16000 Take Off. 

2. Control Panel, 7-1/2 K.W.. 

3. Resistance Battery Charging Panel. 

References 
4. Lathe, bench type, 9" or 10" swing 26" 

centres. 

A.E.D.B. Specification ..... O.A. 173-2 5, Drill Press, bench type, 3/8" capacity 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule ... 1100567 in cast iron. 

Munitions & Supply file ..... 73-L-40 6. Bench Grinder, 7". 

Vehicle Code No..... S6OL-MACH-M-1-MK.II 7. Portable Drills, 1/4" and 5/8". 

Body Code NO. ............... Srl2 8. Valve Refacer, 5/8 wet grinding. 

Chassis Model NO. +....o....... P6OL 9, Valve Seat Grinder. 

Pilot Model Approval ........ 201F 10. Brake Reliner Combination. | 

Ordnance Proving Ground 11. Air Compressor, (Brunner H-Z-AS). 

Report .......DVA 6 Project 236 Fl 12. Spark Plug Cleaner and Tester. 

Chassis Maintenance Manual .. MB-F1 13. Tools and accessories for the above. 

Maintenance Mammal * Spare Parts 14. Hand Lamps, arbor press, vises and ` 

List for body * tech. equip't. WN 4060 other hand tools. 

Sources:- Chassis by Ford Motor, body 15. Spare parts kits. 

by S.B.M.A., equipment instal- 
led by Chrysler Corporation. 

Note:- This model supersedes "Type KM" described on previous page. 









MACHINZRY LORRY TYPE "OFP BATTERY STORAGE" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 

vide facilities for storing and trans- 

porting 6-volt and 12-volt batteries in 

the field. It is also equipped to supply 

approximately fifty of these with a fresh- 

ening charge, without removing them from 

the lorry, by interconnection to a Type 

"I" or "OPP Battery Charging Lorry". 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length........ 255" 
" q width ...... . . 88- 

n ” height ..... a... 200" 
Chassis 

Inside body length ........... 143-3/4" 

el A u o The body and equipment is designed for 

" " headroom(at centre mounting on a General Motors, C.K.P. 3-ton, 

146801. a. TQ" 4 x 4, 158" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 

š 20 tires. 

Angle of Departure ... 42 
Limiting Point.....Pintle Hook 

Body 

Weights G.S. type, 12', all steel body, Code SFS. 

Front Rear Total A tubular steel superstructure with wire 

Curb (complete vehicle mesh screening and a tarpaulin are supplied. 

less personnel)....5605 §515 12140 Two vehicle tool boxes, two P.C0.W.carriers, 

Payload (personnel).. 295 175 480 and a spare tire carrier are mounted under 

TOSO cccccsecccsoes «9900 6690 12620 the body substructure. 

Maximum Gross Rating 5400 10700 16000 A double titer battery rack ls provided on 

each side of the body, and a steel cabinet 

{a mounted at the front. A 3-conductor bus 

References bar is suspended ¿rom the superstructure over 

ench battery rack and wired to a terminal 

A.E.D.B. Specification........ O.A. 161 box mounted on the forward panel of the right 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule .... 1054262 side, 

Munitions & Supply File No. .. 73-L-16 
Vehicle Code No. .....60448-N-MACH-BS-1 
Body Code No, ................ 5F3 Wain Items of zquipment 

Pilot Model Approval No. ss... 73 

Ordnance Proving Ground Report l. Battery Charging Leads. 

ccccccccccceDVA 6, Project236C 2. Battery Condition and Capacity Tester 

Chassis Maintenance Manual.... MB-C2 or a Cell tester. 

Combined Maintenence Manual & 3. Battery Service Kit. 

Spare Parts List for body and 4, tubber Aprons. 

technical equipment ......... WM 3845 
Chassis Model No. ............ 60448-M 
Sources:+ Chassis by General Motors, body 

by S.B.M.A., equipment instal- 
led by Chrysler Corporation. 
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MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "Q.M.G. W.T, MAINTENANCE" 

Chassis 

The body and equipment are designed for 

mounting on a Diamond T, 4-ton, 6 x 6,201" 
wheelbase chassis with 9.00 x 20 tires. 

Body 

Lindsay, all steel, 15" 3"house type body 

with dropside workbenches and canopies. Venti- 

lating doors «re provided for the battery 

charging set. Canvas penthouses, vehicle 

tool box, and 2.0.W. carriers are supplied. 

The interior is fitted with shelves, work- 

benches, cabinets, spare tire carrier, etc., 

and a 110-volt lighting system is installed 

overhead, with automatic blackout control by 
a switch on the rear entrance doors. 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 

vide facilities for M.T. Maintenance (H.C. 

A.S.C. Workshop). 

Vain Items of Equipment 

1. Generator, 7-1/2 K.W., 115-volt, D.C. 
directly driven by a Willy's model MB 

Note:- To complete this equipment a 4- gasoline engine. 
wheeled auxiliary «.Y.G, M.T.traller 

described in Trailer Volume, ts 2, Wain Distribution Panel, 7-1/2 K.W.. 
provided, 

3, Generator, 1260 watts, 7-1/2 volt bat- 
tery charging, driven by a 5 H.P. air- 
cooled gasoline engine. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ....... 320" 
' " 

width ........100-1/2 4. Battery Charging Board, constant poten- 
height. A o 

Outside body length ..........182-1/4" 
” s width ........... 99-3/4" 

” " height se .. . .. . ... 81" 

Inside body length ...........180" 
w " width .....o.. ... «. a 97" 

tial, 7-1/2 volt. 

Resistance Battery Charging Panel. 

Lathe, bench type, 10"swing, 26"centres. 

Drill Press, bench type, 1/2" capacity 
in cast iron. 

s ® Headroom .....ooo. 74" 
8. Bench Grinder, 8". 

Weights 9. Portable Drills, 1/4" and 5/8". 
( Front Rear Total 

Curb (comple te vehicle 10. Valve Pefncer, 5/8" wet grinding. 
le ss personnel).. 8255 18255 26270 : — 

Payload (Personnel) 295 195 480 11. Valve Seat Grinder. 
Gross ..... . . .. .... B550 18450 26750 

12. Pin Hole Grinder. 
Yaximum Gross Rating 8135 18265 26400 

13. Cylinder Hone Grinder. 

References 14. Brake Reliner combination. 

A.E.D.P. Specificatlion........0.4%. 157 15. Borin Bar. 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule..... 1051503 ° 
“unitions * Supply Pile....... 73-L-18 16. Welder, 200 amp. belt driven from t 
Vehicle Code No. .....80661-C-MACH-Q-1 Willy's SR 
Body Code No. 大 8K1 

Chassis Model No. — 222222222 975A 19, Tools and accessories for the ab 

Pilot Yodel Approval No. “eee 64F equipment. mE 

Oränance Proving Ground Report R 
cocceccceeDVA 6 Profect 256-I 18. "and Lamps, battery service kit, inter- 

Chassis Waintenance Mennel.... C661DT1 connecting cables, hand tools, etc.. 
Yaintenance Manual & Spare Parts l 
List for body * tech. eq'pt. WU 3829 19. Spare parts kits for all technical equip- 
Sources:- Chassis by Diamond T Corpor- 

ation, body assembled and equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corporation, 

ment. 
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MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "R.C.A.F. MAINTENANCE" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 
provide fac!lities for repairing air- 
craft and other R.C.A.F, equipment in 
the field, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length.......248" 
x” * . 2" 
n n height ......128-1/2" 

Outside body length .........168” 
" n width 天 92" 

” ” height ...ccccce 85-1/2" 

Inside body length ..........167" 
" " width or @ Pe eeee eee ag" 

" " headroom ........ 77" 

Weights 
ae: Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)..6075 11875 17940 

Payload (personnel) 295 175 480 
GROSSE 77— 12050 18420 

These weights do not include miscellaneous 
equipment which K,T.A.F, supplied at des- 
tination. 

Yaximum Gross Rating 7000 14000 20000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification....... 0.A. 197 
Munitions * Supply File ..... 73-L-38 
Vehicle Code NO. ........R.C.A.F. MT=1 
Chassis Modal .............. .M-80660-C 
Chassis Maintenance Manual... 1660-C 
Maintenance Manual * Spare Parts 
List for body & tech.eq'pt.. WM 3924 

Sources;- Chassis by General Motors, 
body assembled & equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.. 

Chassi 

The body and equipment are designed for 
mounting on a General Motors, C.M.P., 3-ton 
6 x 6, 160" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 
20 tires. No blackout lighting is supplied, 

Body 

Lindsay, all steel, 14’ house type body with 
dropside workbenches and canopies,and entrance 
door near the front on the left side. Venti- 
lating doors for the generating set are pro- 
vided in the right front corner of the body. 
Canvas penthouses, P.0O.W. carriers and a vehicle 
tool box are supplied. The inside of the body 
is fitted with a spare tire carrier,cabinets, 
workbenches, and a 110-volt D.C. overhead 
lighting system. 

Main Items of Equipment 

l. Generator, 7-1/2 K.W.110-volt D.C. directly 
driven by a Willys, Model MB, gesoline en- 
ine, 

2. Main Distribution Panel. 
5. Lathe, 10" swing, 26"centres with 1/3 H.P. 

motor. 
4. Drill Press, bench type, 1/2" capacity in 

cast iron. 
5. Bench Grinder, 8", 
6. Alr Compressor, (Brunner model H-7), single 

stage, 150 lbs. working pressure, 
7, Arbor Press, S-ton, 11" to 12" ram travel. 
8. Motorola heater, 40000 B.T.U. 
9. Lathe tools, interconnecting cable. 

10. Spare parts kits for above. 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "R.E. 7-1/2 K.W. (E & M)" 

Function 

The function of this vehlcle is to 

provide facilities for the repalr of 

Engineers' equipment in the field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length .......248" 
> " ME 

" n height .......128-1/2" 

Outside body length ........-.168" 
n BEE une BO” 
” * height ..oooo.ooo.. a5-1/2" 

Inside Body length .........-.167" 
% WLGER.cccoccocoesee ag" 

" Y. KOSSOSSON Q sss... Tr 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)....5830 13710 19660 

Payload (personnel).. 295 175 480 
GOSS ..o.ooooooo.......B12D 13885 20140 

Maximum Gross Rating 7000 14000 20000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification ....... 0.A. 167 
A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule .... 1078924 
Munitions & Supply File ...... 73-L-26 
Vehicle Code No.......60660-M-MACH-E7-1 
Body Code No. ....... ......... 818 

Chassis Yodel No. heketea aa SE GAS. 

Pilot Model Approval ......... 127F 
Chassis Maintenance Manual .....M660-C1 
Yaintenance Manual % Spare Parts 
List for body & equipment..... WM 3851 
Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, body 

assembled and equipment instal- 
led by Chrysler Corporation. 

Chassis 

The body and equipment is designed for 

mounting on a General Motors, C.M.P.,5-ton, 

6 x 6, 160" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 
20 tires. 

Body 

Lindsay, all steel, 14' house type body 

with dropside workbenches, entrance door on 

the left side and ventilator doors for the 

generator set. Duck penthouses, poles, 

vehicle tool box and jerrican carriers are 

supplied. The inside is fitted with a spare 

tire carrier, tool cabinets, workbenches 

rifle clips, etc... A 110-volt lighting 

system, blackout equipped, is mounted over- 

head, 

Main Items of ul nt 

1. Generator, 7-1/2 K.W. 110-volt D.C. 
driven by a Willys, Model MB, gasoline 

engine. 
2. Main Distribution Panel. 
3. Lathe, 16" swing, 45" centres, with 

1-1/2 H.P. Motor. š 
4. Pandsaw, metal cutting, 5" x 10" capa- 

city, with 1/3 H.P. Motor. 
5. Bench Grinder, 10". 
6. Portable Drill, 1" with stand, 
7. Interconnecting cables, hand lamps,etc.. 
8. Lathe tools, sets of drills, vises and 

other hand tools. 
9. Spare parts kits for technical equipment. 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "R.E. 25 K.W." 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 
effect heavy repair of Engineer's equl 
ment. 

Note:- Power for this vehicle is sup- 
plied by a 2-wheeled R.=. 25 
K.W. Trailer, described in Volw 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length .......324-1/2" 
WIEN zamanana HUSO Chassis 

" ” height .......130-5/8" 
The body and equipment are designed for 

Outside body length ..........186" mounting on a Diamond T, 4-ton, 6x6, 201” 

x — width ........... 99-1/4" wheelbase chassis with 9.00 x 20 tires. 
” 和 

Inside body length ...........179-3/4" Bod 
= * width PETE TEN — 32 == 
s "  headro0m ...ooo.o.. 72-1/2" G.S. type, 15' all steel body, Code BBl, 

with dropside -workbenches, a tubular super- 

Clearance (channel under fender); structure and tarpaulin. The rear corners 

Ramp at gross weight ........ 1-1/2" are fitted for screw type jacks for use when 

Yinimum at gross weight ..... 17-1/2" moving the saw in or out. Dropside black- 
out curtains, vehicle tool box, and P.O.W. 

Angle of Approach 39° Limiting Point carriers are supplied. The interior is fit- 

..Front Bumper ted with cabinets for tool stowage, rifle 

Angle of Departure 40° Limiting Point clips, etc., and a 110-volt D.C. overhead 
Pintle "ook lighting system. A monorail structure is 

located at the rear for loading and unloading 
the saw. 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 

Main Items of uipment 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel).. 8165 18765 27075 1. Main Distribution Panel, 3 K.W.. 

Payload (personnel) 290 360 550 2, Lathe, pedestal, 17" swing, 30 centres 
Gross ... .......... . 8455 191 25 27625 with coolant pump. 

3. Grinder, bench type, 10", 
Maximum Gross Rating8135 18265 26400 4. Portable Drill, 1" complete with stand, 

5. Circular Saw, 32". 
6. Chain Hoist, spur gear, 1-1/2 ton capa- 

References city. 

7. Lathe tools, sets of drills, vises, etc.. 

A.E.D.B. Specification .......0.A. 174 8. Hand Lamps, Interconnecting cables, 
A,E.D.B. Drawing Schedule..... 1078666 9. Spare parts kits for above. 
Yunitions # Supply File ...... 73-L-28 
Vehicle Code No.....80661-C-MACH-E25-1 
Body Code No. cccccccccccsccces 8B1 
Chassis Hodel NO. ............ 975A 
Pilot WYodel Approval.......... 104P 
Ordnance Proving Ground Report 

se... .......DVA 6 Project 236R 
Chassis Maintenance Vamrua8l.... C661DT1 
Maintenance Manual & Spare Parts 
List for body * tech. equip't.WM 3846 

Sources:- Chassis by Diamond T. Corp- 
oration, body by S.B.M.A., 
equipment installed by “hrysler 
Corporation. 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "R.T, 96 K.W, WK. II" 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 
effect heavy repair of Engineer's equip- 
ment. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length........245" 
" " width “ee #*# eee 94" 

" " Keisht ¿oç a .123" 

m Outside body length ..........148" 
w width .o.t........:50. 94" 

e ” height ...... .. .. 86-3/4" 

Inside body length ...........144" 
” " SEA isa M" 
” " 有 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): 
Ramp at gross weight ....- sco. ALI" 
Minimum at cross weight ..... 12 

Angle of Approach 55° Limiting Point 
..Front Bumper 

Angle of Departure 33/2 Limiting Point 
.oooo. Jack Leg 

Weights - (with steel body) 

Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel).. 5805 10455 16250 

Payload (personnel) 295 175 480 
GrOoS® cecccceccecss 8100 10630 16730 

Maximum Gross Rating 6500 10700 16000 

Weights - (with aluminum body) 

Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel).. 5555 9425 14970 

Payload ........... 295 175 480 
GPOSS .ooo.orr..o..o.o.. 9850 9600 15450 

Maximum gross rating 6500 10700 16000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification .....0.A. 174-2 
A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule... 345050 
Yunitions & Supply File No, 73-L-55 
Vehicle Code Yo. :; 

(steel body)....60L-MACH-E25-1-MK.II 
(aluminum " )....60L-MACM-525-2-MK. TI 
Body Code No.:(Steel)....... 55C1 

(Aluminum).... 55C2 
Chassis Model NO. +...... roo. P60L 
E.S. Report NO. cccccccccccs 2595 
Chassis Yaintenance Yanual.. YR-P] 
Sources:- Chassis by Ford Motor, body 

and equipment installed by 
Cusson Bros.. 

Chassis 

The body-and equipment are designed for 
mounting on a Ford, 3-ton, 4 x 4, 158" 
wheelbase, long frame chassis with 10.50 
x 20 tires. 

Body 

(1) G.S. type, 12', all steel welded,Code 
55C1, with dropside workbenches, tubular 
steel superstructure and tarpaulin. 

(2) G.S. type, 12', aluminum rivetted 
construction, Vode 5502, with drop- 
sida workbenches, tubular aluminum 
superstructure, and tarpaulin, 

Roth types equipped with a screw type 
jack for off-loading the saw, vehicle 
tool box, jerrican carriers, penthouses, 
etC.. A swinging crane with a 1/2 ton 
chain hoist is provided for off-loading 
the saw, 

Yain Items of Equipment 

l. Generator, 3 K.W. 110-volt D.C., V- 
belt driven from the vehicle power 
take-off. 

2. Welding Generator, 200 amp., V-belt 
driven from the vehicle power take- 
off. 

3. Overhead Lighting System, 110 volt D.C.. 
4. Lathe, pedestal type, swing centres, 

equipped with 3/4 H.P. motor & controls. 
5. Bench Grinder, 10". 
6. Portable Drill, 1", withs tand. 
7. Rip Saw, 32", driven by a V.E.4, Wis- 

consin, air-cooled gasoline engine. 
8. Tools and accessory for the above 

equipment, 
9, Hand lamp, vises, fire extinguishers, 

etC.. 

10. Spare parts kits. 









r MACHINERY LORRY, TYPE "15 CWT. SLAVE BATTERY CHARGER" 

> 

Function Chassis 

The function of this vehicle is to The unit is designed for mounting on a 
provide power for startin7z cold vehicles, C.M.P., l5-cwt., 4 x 4, 101" wheelbase 
particularly A.F.V., in order to con- chassis. 
serve vehicle batteries, and for charrinre 
a limited number of 6, 12, or 24-volt Body 
batteries in tho field. 

General service, Code 2H2 body comple te 
with superstructure and tarpaulin.Carriers 

Dimensions for two 4-callon jerricans and a 1-gallon 
of! can are mounted under the body. A 

Overall. vehicle length .......168" vehicle tool box is locared under the spare 
a ” wach ce BER tire carrier between cab and body. 
" > BOTE. «aura Y" y 

Vain Items of Equipment 

Overall body length ..oo..oooo.. 81" 
"K" < l SPY anp ias 0 Ç 4 l. Battery Charging Generator, 30-volt, 
” ae 1260 watt, 42 Amp. directly driven by 

a 6 H.P. air-cooled gasoline engine, 
Inside body length ....ooooo.. 789” 2. Control Panel for above. 

= Y” WIEN cn OLS 3. Battery racks and distilled water car- 
” d BO” riers. 

4. Cables, batteries, charging leads, bat- 
Clearance (minimum) at front tery kit, engine tools. 

axle drain plug ...oooooooo. 8-3/16" 5. Spare-parts kits. 

Angle of Approach 54° Limitine Point References 
. Front Rumper 

Angle of Departure 42° Limiting Point A.E.D.B. Specification. .ceccceee OA. 138 
eeePintle Hook A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule for 

> 

body and equipment .......... 541907 
Munitions & Supply File No..... 73-L-51 

Weights Vehicle Code ..e.seeeeeee(FOrc) 15A-BC-1 
Front Rear Total Chassis Nodül wccccccecessesese (O) 254 

Experimental Engineering Report E 492 
Curb (complete vehicle Chassis Yaintenance Yamual..... MB-C2 

less personnel)... 3875 4455 8290 Sources:- Body by S.B.M.A., Chassis and 
Payload (personnel). 195 295 480 equipment installed by General 
BE een EEE 4730 2770 Notors (pilot only built). 

Vaximum Gross Rating 5000 5800 10000 







MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "Z" 

Function 

The purpose of this vehicle is to pro- 
vide factlities for maintaining, testing 
and repairing Wireless equipment in the 
fleld. 

Note:- Electric power is supplied by a 
generating set carried in the lorry but 
operated outside and Interconnected to 
a receptacle in the lorry body, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length...eo... 2443-7/8" 
" width ...oo.o. 90" 
s height „oo... 125” 

chassis 
Outside body length ......... 168" 

" Width. cccscvecess JOT The body and equipment are designed for 
@ = HeLant:..<cccs<esse 86" -ountinzg on a General Motors, C.M.P.,5-ton, 

6 x 6, 160" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 
Inside body length ........oo. 151-1/4” 20 tires. 

a * width ........... B2-1/4" 

" headroom .eccceee 74-5/8" 
Hody 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): 
Ramp at gross weight ..... ae B=1/4" Lindsay, all-steel, 14' house type body 
Minimum at gross weight .... 20-1/4” with two pullman type windows on each side. 

The latter are screened and equipped with 
Angle of Approach 64° Limiting Point blackout blinds. Ventilation doors are 

..Front Pumper provided at the right front corners for a 
Angle of Departure 43° Limiting Point ventilating fan, and double entrance doors 

eeerintle Hook are located at the rear. Vehicle toolboxes 
and jerrican carriers are supplied. The in 
side of the body ts fitted with a spare tire 

Weights carrier, metal shelves, wooden workbenches; 
Front Rear Total and the aisle is covered with wood flooring. 

Curb (complete vehicle A 110-volt overhead livhtine system is sup- 
less personnel).. 6050 11019 17090 olied. 

Payload (personnel) 295 175 480 
Gross LE E E ——— ———— ——— 6345 11185 17570 

Main Items of Squipment 

1. Generator, 2000 watt, 110-volt, single 
phase, 60-cycle, a.C. direct driven by 

Maximum Gross Rating 7000 14000 20000 

References a 2Qecylinder gasoline engine complete 
A with control panel and skid base. (Onan 

A.E.D.B. Specification ...... Ors 185 model OTC44E). 

A.E.D.8. Drawing Schedule ... 1083955 2, Distribution Panel, 110/220 volt, 60 cycle. 
Munitions * Supply File ..... 73-L-33 3, Battery Charger, selenium type, 110-volt, 
Vehicle Code No. .....60660-M-MACH-Z-1 60 cycle input, 24 volts J.C. output. 
Body Code Now cccccccccsceces BL14 4. Transformer, 2.75 K.V.A., 115/230 volt. 
Chassis Nodel NO, ..+.........C0-60560=M 5. Test panels, bus bar system, terminal 
Pilot Model Approval .....+... 138P blocks, receptacles, etc.. 
Chassis Maintenance Manual... M660-C1 6. Portable Drill, 5/16". 
Maintenance Narmal & Spare Parts 7. Batteries, battery service kit, cell 
List for body & tech. equip't.WM 3860 testers, drills, etc.. 

Sources:- Chassis by General Motors, 8. Spare parts kits. 
body assembled and equip- Note:- Stands and boxes are provided under 
ment installed by Chrysler the workbenches for stowage of test 
Corporation. equipment such as bridges, Signal Gener- 

ators, etc., supplied at destination by 
ReG.O- Ce 

Note:- This model superseded by 2 VK. II - see following page. 

An_arcticized version of Type "2", built for the 
1.,2.5.%. is described on page 88 
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Function 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 

vide facilities for maintaining, testing 

and repairing Wireless equipment in the 

field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehiclo length........ 227-1/2" 

-` " w" width ........ 91-1 /2* 

W w HERNE seasons LER" 

Overall body length ...oooo..o. 144” 

e > width .o¿$< [Ss ...... o. 91-1 /2% 

" . height .ooomoo... 83% ° 

Inside body length ........... 141-1/4" 

e width ...........,.,:— 87-174" 

“ a Headroom 。。。。 :77-1/4" 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): 
Remp at gross weight ........ 8-5/4" 
Yinimum at gross weight ..... 17-3 /4" 

Angle of Approach 58° Limiting Point 

‘= A ..„Pront Bumper 

Angle of Departure 45° Limiting Point 
‚Rear Vudguard 

Weights 
Front Rear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel).. 5950 6535 12475 

Payload (personnel) 345 165 495 

Gross .... .. . . . ....2. 6275 6700 12970 

Maximum Gross Rating 6500 10700 16000 

References 

A.E.D.B. Speolflication.......O0.A. 185-2 

A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule..... 1100812 

Munitions & Supply File No.... 73-L-46 

Vehicle Code NO. 0... P6OL-YACH-Z-1-PK. II 

Rody Code No. .. .. . . . (. ... .. .. 5J12 

Chassis Model NO. cecesesecese P60L 

PLlot Model Approval ,......... 219P 

Ordnance Proving Ground 
Report .... DVA 6 Project 236U 

Chassis Maintenance Manual.... NB-F1 
Vaintenance Manual and Spare 
Parts List for body & tech.eqpt. WM 3860 

Sources:....Chassis by Ford Motor Co., 
body assembled and equipment 
installed by Chrysler Corp.. 

Z L š LOS Y 

Chassis 

The body and equipment are designed for 

mounting on a Ford, C.M.P., 3-ton, 4x4, 

158" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 20 

tires, 

Pody 

Lindsay, all steel, 12' house type body, 

with 2 dropside workbench on the right side. 

Two windows are fitted in each side, and 

‘hese are screened with 3/6" mesh. Boards 

are provided for blackout use, A vehicle 

tool box and jJerrican carrier are mounted 

under the body. ‘The inside is fitted with 

workbenches, shelves, racks, spare tire 

carrier, etc.. A 110-volt D.C, overhead 

lightine system is supplied, blackout con- 

trolled by an automatic switch on the rear 

entrance doors. 

Vain Items of Equipment 

1. Generator set consisting of an A.C. 

generator, 2000 watt, 115-volt, 60 

cycle, close-coupled to a two-oylin- 

der, air-cooled gasoline engine, with 

control panel and skid base. 
2, Distribution Panel, 110/220 volt. 
3. Transformer, 2.75 K.V.A., 115/230 volt. 
4. Test panels, bus bars, terminal blocks, 

receptacles, etc.. 
5. Portable Drill, 5/16”. 
6. Batteries, battery service kit, cell. 

testers, etc.. 
7. Sets of drills, ofl can and other hand 

tools. 
£. Spare Parts Kits. 

Note:-In early models stands and boxes were 

provided under. the workbenches for stow- 

age of test equipment such as Bridges, 

Signal Generators, etc., supplied at 

destination by K.C.0.C.. 
In later models the boxes and stands 

were deleted and replaced with wooden 

lockers anà a resiliently mounted shelf 

across the front of the body. 

Note:- This model superseded Type "z" described on previous page. 









MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "ZL" 

EL — 

| th 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 
vide facilities for the maintenance, repair 
and testing of Wireless "Tantpment in the 
field. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length........163" 
" “ Width <iacoss. 79" 
w @ height ....... RB” 

Insi 3e body length h BEER RS” 

» width E E E — — ——— 6R-1/2" 

n " headroom .ccccese. 54" 

Clearance (at Transfer Case); 
Ramp at gross weight....e.... 8" 
Minimum at gross weight ..... 14" 

Angle of Approach 55° Limiting Point 
; s.. Towing Eyes 

Angle of Departure 45° Limiting Point 
Kear Step Bracket 

Weights 

Pront Rear Total 
Curd (complete vehicle 
less personnel).... 3405 3565 5985 

Payload(3 men & eq'pth 270 455 715 
(POS ceccctccssvcccedOtO 4020 7700 

Yeximum Gross Rating 3500 4000 7820 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification....... 0.4. 188 
A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1099372 
Wunitions & Supply File No... 73-L-37 
Vehicle Code NO. ....... CBA-=MACH-2L-2 
Body Code No 。 re eeeeeneeeneeee 1C10 

Chassis Model Vo. ccscusserses CBA 
Pilot Model Approval No. .... 217F 
Ordnance Proving Ground Report 

s... .....DVA 6 Project 236 T2 
Chassis Malntenance Wanual.... MB-C2 
Maintenance Manual & Spare Parts 
List for body * tech. equip't.WWY 3982 

Sources:- Chassis and body by General 
Motors, equipment installed 
by Chrysler Corporation. 

The body and equipment is designed for 
mounting on a General Motors, H.U. 4x4, 101" 
wheelbase chassis. ' 

Body 

The body is a !ieavy Utility, all steel, 
the latest type as shown above with spare 
tire mounted on right side. Two l-gallon 
can carriers are mounted under the body. 
A ventilatins door is’ provided for the 
generator in the left rear corner. The 
interior ts fitted with workbenches, cabi- 
nets, racks and a 6-volt lighting system. 

Main Items of Equipment 

le Generator set, consisting of a 115-volt, 
60-cycle, sinzle phase 3.1 amp.,350 watt 
A.C. 15-volt, 14 amp., 150 watt D.C. gen- 
erator directly connected to 1 H.P., one 
cylinder gasoline engine (Onan Model #358 
R.S.). 

2. Control Panel for above. 
Transformer, 500 watt, 115 volt primary, 
115/230 volt secondary, 60 cycle, single 
phase. 

. Test panel, 6 and 12 volt. 

. Batteries, secondary, portable, 6-volt. 
« Receptacle system, interconnecting cables, 

electric heater, hand lamps, etc.. 
- Vises, hacksaw, hand drills, soldering 

irons, expendable stores, etc.. 
. Spare parts kits, 

g 

4 
5 
6 

7 

8 

Note:- Test equipment such as Signal Gener- 
ator, Audio Oscillator, etc., supplied 
at destination by “.C.0.C. 









OPERATIONAL VEHICLES 

Function: 

To carry special Wireless equipment 
as installed by Research Enterprises 
Limited, Toronto. 

Dimensions: Inside Outside 

Length........ 140-3/4" 147" 
DIN aaa DE 94" 
Melee — 78-1/2" 

Weight. see 4180 108s 

References: 

A,.E.D.B. Specification none 
A.E.D.B, Drawing Schedule. 3-303370 
A.E.D.B. Photo “ILO +. “ee ee E=7 

D.M. & S. Correspcndence 
File..... 73-V-25 

Body Code,,............ ER 5-J-4 
Pilot Model Approval...... 221F 
Maintenance Manual and 
Spare Parts List......Not available 

Manufacturers: 

Brantford Coach and Body Company, 
Brantford. 

Chassis: 

3 Ton 158" W.B. - 4 x 4 Canadian 
Military Pattern with 10,50 - 16 
tires. 

Description of Body: 

12 ft. house type body of Lindsay 
construction. Interior is lined with 
Plywood. Sub frame is made of steel 
channels, welded to lonritudinal 
channels and steel floor, Wheel 
houses are provided over each rear 
wheel. Floor and wheel houses are 
insulated with wall board and covered 
with battle ship linoleum, Walls and 
ceiling are insulated with ten test. 
Entrance with single door is provided 
at rear. Folding steps are provided 
at rear. 

Left side is equipped with an open- 
ine fitted with a platform and 
shelter. Platform may be used as a 
work bench or as a bridre when two 
vehicles are placed side by side, 

When two vehicles are placed In 
this manner, provision is made for a 
canvas wrap around tunnel which 
extends over the shelter, down each 
side and is held in place by a draw 
string. This feature permits oper- 
ation under blackout conditions. 

One hinred door is nrovided in the floor 
and another in the side panel in the right 
rear corner to facilitate electrical con- 
nections. Attachments are provided on the 
rear of the body for a light trap, in the 
form of a canvas to permit vestibule 
entrance and exit under blackout condit- 
tons. Two static ventilators are fitted 
Into eack side panel. In the uprer front 
corner of the rircht side is an outlet for 
an exhaust blower. This onvenine is 
aquirned with a hinged door, 

6 volt lights are provided in the roof 
seves, one in each side, one at the frort 
nnd one at the rear. A bracket is pro- 
vided tn the rcof cove on the rirht side 
to aeccmmodnte a clock, Tool boxes and 
carriers for spare fuel, ofl and water are 
mounted under the front corners of the 
body. A tip un seat is mounted on the 
rear panel at the left. Spare wheel is 
carried »etweon body and cab. 

Operational Body 5-J-3 

This body is identical with the 5-J-4 
with the following exceptions: 

1. Tracks added to floor for equipment. 

2. Two additional ventilator openings, 
with hinged cover added in front of 
body, one at top and one at bottom. 

Reference: 

A.=.D.B. Drawine Sehodo S-303371 

Pilot Model Apworoval...cccccece 193 F 

Operational Body 5- 1-5 

This body is identical with the 5-J-4 
with the following exceptions: 

1. 6 volt lights were not installed in 
front of body. 

2. Tip up seat was not provided at rear 
of body. 

3. Work bench was added in front end of 
body, 

Reference: 
A.E.D.8. Drawing Schedule...... 5-303372 
Pilot Model Aporoval........... P 233 







FIRS FIGCHTING LORRY, 3-TON 4 X 2 - 158" 4.3. 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to 
fight fires in Army camps. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length...... 254" 
w " WIiGEH summer 87" 

@ " Kaicht. ¿Q + 

Body Lmupeth „355540305. 0488s. IQ" 

E MIA ana 80" 
Y HOLAS «cir es: MAR 

wei gehts 

Front Hear rotal 

cc A “MIS 5750 9900 

Note:- The above welzrhts include two 
men in the cab, two men on the 
rear platform, 100 gallons of 
water in the booster tank but 
less 1000° of 2-1/2" hose and 
fittings which were supplledat 
destination, 

References 

A.E.D.B. Specification...o...Ü0.A. 119 
Kunltions & Supply File “No... 73-T 
D.N.D. Drawing Schedule ..... CT 
Body Code No. *e#e @eeeeeaeeneeenee 55Al 

Chasals Model Nes. sss sees PG 
Pilot Model Approval ...ccece P 235 
Chassis Maintenance Fanual... SS 
Fire Fighting “quipment !!anual 
and Spare Parts List........ SB 39 

Source:- Chassis by Ford Motor, Body 
and equipment installation 
by Smith Bros. Motor Body 
works. 

the body and equipment were desimed for 
mounting on a Standard vomrercial Ford, 
1343 Model, 3-ton, 4 x 2, 158" wheelbase 

s w'th conventtonal type cab. 

“indy 

«he body is constructed of? s?asoned oak, 
ash or birchwood frarework, reinforced 
vit stee! and covered with tempered mason- 

ite. It ls divided into three compartments 
two for hose and one for the booster water 
tank. ‘‘quipment cabinets are provided 
over the rear fenders. 

qu ipment 

l. Pire Pump, centrifugal, front-mounted, 
gsar iriven from the vehicle engine, 
capacity of 600 U.S. gallons per minute 
at 120 lbs. vressure. 
dater Tank, bocster, 100 zallon. 
Fire hose, 1-1/2", 500 fte. 
chemical hose, 1”, 250 ft.. 
Suction Nose, 4-1/2", 10 ft. lengths. 

- Ledders, axes, respirators, search- 
light, hose couplings, spanners and 
other fire fighting equipment, 

+ 

O Uea D 

. 







MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "LIGHT D” (U.K. POKCES 

Function 

The function of this vehicle is to pro- 
vide facilities or emergency light repairs, 
weldirrs and battery charcin» 1n the field, 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle length ...... 243-1/2" 
n " WIR: sarcora. - 87 
" " helght .. BIS | 4 119" 

Overall body length ......... 144-1/2" 
" s width FT óÓUóOUJ3⁄ 9 0 9 0 09.0 Ba” 

” " height (sides).. 20" 

Inside body length .......... 144” 

- E 7: EPA ——— 77" 
" " határol J. v.a... Mr 

Clearance (at Hand Brake Drum): 
Ramp at gross weight ,........ 3" 
Yinimum at gross weight....... 19" 

Angle of Approach 60° Limiting Point 
«.Pront Bumper 

Angle of Departure30° Limiting Point 
Rear cross member 

Weights 

Pront Rear Total 
Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel). 5855 9435 15300 

Payload (Person- 
nel)... 265 195 480 

GroBS cccccecesee 6120 9630 15780 

Maximum .gross rating 6500 10700 16000 

References 

A.E.D.B. *pecification........ 0.A. 68 
Munitions * Supply File No. .. 73-L-5 
Vehicle Code NO. ..... PorC-60L-WK3P=-3 
Body Code No, 大 5D4 

Chassis Model No. ..........(FPorC) 60L 
Pilot Model Approval ......... 226P 
Chassis Maintenance Manual.Ford YB=-=F1 

G.M. MB-C2 
Maintenance Manual & Spare Parts List 

for body and equipment ...... SE-170 
Sources 3..Pody by S.B.*.A., Chassis and 

technical equipment installed by 
Ford Motors or General Motors. 

Chassie 

Ihe body and equipment is designed for 
mounting on a C.M.P. 4 x 4, 158" wheelbase 
chassis with 10.50 x 20 tires. 

Body 

General Service type, 12', all steel body, 
Code 5D4, complete with tubular steel super- 
structure and tarpaulin. Vehicle tool box 
and jerrican carrisfs are provided under the 
body. The interior is fitted with workbenches, 
ani stowaze fltments for the equipment. 

Yaln Items of 2quipment 

1. 

à 
te . 

5, 

11. 
12. 

15. 

14. 

Generator, Š K.W. 125-volt v.C. driven 
from the vehicle Power Take-off, 
Power ranel, 3 K.W. 
Welding Generator, 200 amp, driven from 
the vehicle Power Take-off. 
Note:-On earlier models a 7-1/2 K.W. Gener- 

ator, 7-1/2 K.. Power Panel and a 
Resistance type „Jeldinz Kheostat were 
supplied. 

Generator, battery charging, 7-1/2. velt con- 
stant potential, closs-coupled to a 6 H.P. 
air-cooled gasoline engine, 
Rattery Charging Panel, with ten charging 
ou tlets. 

Overhead Lighting System, 110-volt, D.C, 
Lathe, bench type,9 swing, 28" centres. 
Air Compressor, portable, 6 cu. Ft/min, 
displacement, developing pressure of 125 
lbs/sq. inch, and driven by a single cylin- 
der gasoline engine. 
Bench Grinder, 7". 
Portable Drill, 1/2". 
Post Drill. 
Arbor Press, anvil, folding forge, vises, 
hammers and other hand tools. 
Antterw cell testers, hand lamps, charging 
leads, etc.. 
Spare parts Kits. 

Note:- A code 5E2 all steel, 12', flat floor G.S. type body, 
mounted on a 4 x 2, 158" 
for early production, This type is now obsolete. 

A special Light D Lorry was built for use in the Tan- 
It carried tools for servicing 

M.T., and farm tractors in addition to the regular tools. 
ganyika wheat fields. 

- 160" W.B. chassis was used 







MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "ARTILLERY ARMAMENT REPAIR" (U.S.S.R. ONLY) 

Function 

The functton of thi Ss vehtele ts to pro- 

vide factlities for th e revaitr of armament. 

Dimensions 

Overall vehicle lenpth „se... 250-1/2" 
- “ width ...... e... ay” 

> = HOLLINS naar I 

Sutside body length ...ooooooo... 168" 
" m width . . ° 0 +... °? e 0 @ ag" 

" " POLAK cccccesecee B6=3/4" 

Inside body Length ..o.oooornoo» 165” 
” ° width . .. .......... 06-3/ 

w n headroom “eee eeeeee 74-1 ge 

Clearance (at Vehicle Tool ox): 
Ramp at fross welght ......... 10-1 /2" 
Yinimum at ¡ross welght ...... 26-1/2 

Limiting Polnt 
.. Towing Eye. 

o Limiting Point 
»e Pintle Hook 

Angle of Approach. .61}° 

Re Angle of De,arture 52 

Weights 
Pront hear Total 

Curb (complete vehicle 
less personnel)... S880 11900 17780 

Payload(personnel) 295 175 480 
GPOSS ceooccovceceses S185 12075 18260 

Vaximum Gross Rating 7000 14900 20000 

References 
OA. 111 

A.E.D.B. Specification ..ooooo. 0. A, 271 
f.2.D.B. Drawing Schedule ..... 1099646 
Munitions * Supply File No..... 73-19-39 
Vehicle Code NOccoseee 60660-MN-VYACH-AR<=3 

Body code Miss... e... ... se 8L17 

Chassis Model No. ...........o.. .0-=50650 M 

Pilot Model ÁApproval NO. ...... 206-[ 
Chassis Maintenance Vanual .... 1660-31 
Combined laintenance Manual & Spare 

Parts List for body * tech.eq'ptwNM3981 
Sources:- Vhassis by General Motors, body 

assembled and equipment instal- 
led by Chrysler Corporation. 

The body and equilvment are designed for 
+ mountín, on a General Motors, C.M.P. 3-ton, 

5 x 6, 1460" wheelbase chassis with 10.50 x 
tires. 

1001 Y 

Lindsay, all steel, 14" house type body 
with two lift type windows on each side. 
Tre latter are screened and fitted with 
blackout blinds. “ntrance doors are at 
the rear. The Interior walls and celling 
are insulated with spray-on insulator, and 
the floor is covered with wood. Shelves, 
workbenches and cabinets are fitted inside 
the body, and venthouses, vehicle tool- 
boxes, P.0O.W. carriers, etc., are provided. 
A 110-volt overhead lighting system is also 

supplied. 

Main Items of Equipment 

1. Generator, 3 K.%. 125-volt D.C. V-belt 
driven by a 6 H.P. gasoline engine. 

2. Switchboard, ð Kense 

3, Lathe, bench type, 9" swing, 28" centres. 
4. Bench, Grinder, 9”. 
5. Portable Drill, 1/2". 
6. Arbor Press, 6-ton chain holst, tripod 

for hoist. 
7, Artillery Kepair Kit, Armourers Kepalr 

Kit. 
A, Lathe Tools, drill sets, vises, wrenches, 

etc... 

9, Spare parts kits. 

Note:- Special Tools and Gauges for 2-Pdr., 
-G=Pdr. 3" M7, 75 and 76 m.m, etc., 
were supplled in special packs and 
are not included tn weights shown 
opposite, 









l. 

2. 

1. 

2 

MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "A-3" 

This vehicle was built for the U.S.S.R. and is similar to Machinery 

Lorry, Type A, with the exceptions noted:- 

Body arcticized by use of:- 

(a) Spray-on insulation on interior 
walls and ceiling. 

(b) Wooden flooring over steel floor. 
(c) Arcticized duck for penthouses, 

etc.. 
(d) Motorola Heater, 40000 B.T.U. 

Chassis arcticized in accordance with 
A.E.D.B. Specification C.A. 111. 

Additional sets of drills, lathe tools 
and miscellaneous hand tools supplied, 
Due to weight limitations these were 
shipped in a separate pack, 

4, Weights 

Front Rear Total 
Curb .. . . ,. ee 5755 14385 20165 

TONOS ausasana 405 140 525 
GrOSS ..ooooo.o.o.. 6160 14526 20690 

Maximum Gross Rating 7000 14000 20000 

5. References 

A.E.D.B. Specification .... 0.A. 162-5 
A.E,D,B. Drawing Schedule.. 1086335 
Munitions & Supply File.... 73-19-10 
Vehicle Code No. .....860660-M-VACH-A=3 
DO O: Ms cerraron aa ae 8L10 
Pilot Model Approval ...... 151P 
Malntenance Vanual & Spare Parts 
List for Body & tech. eq'pt. WM 3959 

MACHINERY LORRY TYPE "D-3" 

This vehicle was built for the U.S.S.R. and is similar to Machinery 

Lorry Type "D", with the exceptions notad:- 

Body arcticized by use of:- 

(a) Spray-on insulation on interior 
walls and ceiling, 

(b) Wooden flooring over steel floor. 
(c) Arcticized duck for penthouses, 

etC.. 

(d) Motorola gasoline heater, 40000 
B.T. U... 

Chassis arcticized in accordance with 
A.E.D.B. Specification 0.A. 111. 

Additional sets of drills, lathe tools, 
armourers kit supplied. Dues to weight 
limitations these were shipped ina 
separate pack, 

4. Weights 
Front Rear Total 

BED ce CER 12450 18465 
Payload ......... 295 175 480 
BB ua CORO 12625 18945 

Maximum Gross Kating 7000 14000 20000 

5. References 
A.E.D.B. Specification.....0.A. 165-3 
A.Z.D.B. Drawing Schedule.... 1086926 
Yunitions & Supply File No.... 73-19-2 
Vehicle Code No. ...... 60660-M-NACH-D=-3 

Body Code ÑO. ooooo.o.oee.e.er..o 8L9 

Pilot Model Approval ......... 162F 
Vaintenance Vanual £ Spare Parts 
List for body & tech. eq'pt. WM 3960 



1. 

2. 

l. 

2 。 

MACHINZRY LORRY TYPE "F=3" 

This vehicle was built for the U.S.S.R., and is similar to Machinery 

Lorry Type "F" with the exceptions noted:- 

Body arcticized by use of:- 

(a) Spray-on insulator on interior 
walls and ceiling. | 

(b) Wooden flooring over steel floor. 
(e) Arcticized duck for penthouses, 

etc.. 
(d) Motorola Heater, 40000 B.T.U.. 

Chassis arcticized in accordance with 
A.E.D.B. Specification O.A. 111. 

Generating Set engine arcticized by 
use of:- 

(a) A housing completely covering the 
set. 

(b) Gasoline water heater. 
(c) Dole primer. 
(d) Insula ted batterv box. 
(e) Crankcase prediluter. 
(f) Crankcase ventilator valve, 

Switchboard and Electric Servicer 
nameplates and instruction plates 
printed in Kussian, 

5. Wel hts 

— Font Rear Total 
GOPE ¿asnuqa EN 13185 19505 
Payload .ececcsecee 270 195 495 
WE rue GO 13380 20000 

aximum Gross Rating 7000 14000 20000 

6. References 

A.E.D.B. Specification ......0.A. 168-3 
A.Z.D.B. Drawing Schedule ..... 1086573 
Munitions * Supply FIAO sonen» 73-19-4 

Vehiecle Code No.,.......60660-M-VACE-F-Š 
sody Gode NO. 。ooeeeeeeeeeeeeens 8L13 

‘tlot Vodel Approval ...... e... 164F 
Va'ntenance Vanual *: Spare Pants 
ist for body * tech. eq'pt... WE 3961 

MACHTNERY LORRY TYP "72,3" 
—,  —- p -— RV — — — — 

This vehicle was built for the .5,5.%., and ts. similar to Yachinery 

Lorry Type "Z" with the exceptions noted:- 

Body arcticized bv the use of:- 

(a) Spray-on insula tion on the interior 
walls and cefling. 

(b) Arcticised duck for penthouses, 
etc.e 

(c) Yotorola Heater, 40000 B.T.T.. 

Chassis arcticized in accordance with 
A.E,D.B. Specification 0.,A. 111. 

Equipment arcticized by use of:- 

(a) Insulated battery box with elec-, 
tric heaters, 

(b) Portable steel housing for generator 
set with duct. 

(c) Hand Crank heater for use with zen- 
erator set housing. à 

Test equlpment such as Bridges,Capacity 
Resistance, Signal Generators, Wave- 
meters, etc., supplied. 

5. Spare parts kits for heaters and test 
equipment. 

6. veirhts 
— — — — — 

Front Rear Total 

Curd <evsccscvceoe SILOS 11210 17395 
Payload s.ooooooo. 290 200 465 
GTOBS .o.oooono... 6489 11410 17860 

Yaximum Gross Rating 7000 14000 20000 

7. References 

A.E.D.B. Specification......0.A. 185-3 
A.F.D.B, Drawing Schedule .... 1099039 
Yunitions * Supply File Yo.... 73-12-6 
vehicle Code NoO,......560669-M-MACH-Z-3 
Body Code "o. Leo. .......»...... . +. SL15 

Pilot Kodel Approval 。。。。。。。。。 173P 
Yalntenance Wanual * Spare Parts 
List for body & tech. eq'pt.. Wl 3963 



This vehicle was built for the U.S.S.R., and is similar to Vachinery 

Lorry Type "i", with the exceptions noted:- 

Body arcticized by use of:- 5. A special pack of related equipment 
such as tool chests, porto power out- 

(a) Spray-on insulation on the interior fit, wrench sets., etc., was shipped 

walls and ceiling. with each lorry. 

(b) Wooden flooring over the steel 
floor. 6. Weights 

(c) Arcticized duck for penthouses,etc.. Front Rear Total 

(à) Motorola Heater, 40000 B,.T.U.. 
Curb w. ... ... .... 7795 17510 25450 

Chassis arcticized in accordance with Payload ......... 385 210 520 

Munitions * Supply Specification C.A. Gross ........... B180 17720 25950 

111. 
Vaximum Gross Rating 8135 18265 26400 

7-1/2 K.W. Generating Set engine arcti- 
cized by use of:- 7, References 

(a) Gasoline water heater. 
(vo) Insulated battery box. A.E.D.P. Specification ....-QcA. 173-3 

(c) Dole primer. A.E.D.P. Drawing Schedule .... 1099858 

(d) Crankcase prediluter. Yunitions & Supply File.......75-19-10 

(e) Crankcase ventilator valve. Vehicle Code NO. „0... B0661-C-MACH-K-5 

` Rody node NOs ....»e..e.oo.on..... 8K3 

Battery charging sets were removed and Pilot Model Approval ,........ 200F 

shipped in special pack listed as Item Maintenance Mamial & Spare Parts 

List for body % tech. eq'pt.. ww 3962 

MACHINERY LORRY, TYP3 "OPP RATTERY CHARGER - 3" 

This vehicle was built for the U.S.S.R. and is similar to Machinery 

Lorry Type "0.F.P. Battery Charger", with the exceptions noted:;- 

Body arcticized by the use of:- 5. ¡rights 
Front Rear Total 

(a) Arcticized duck for penthouses, 

tarpavlins, etc... Curb .ccccccccece 5675 10380 16070 

(b) Two Motorola Heaters,20000 “.T.U.. Payload ,........ 945 180 510 

(c) Steel panel at rear fitted around Grog8 .....o....o 6020 10560 16580 

superstructure bow, 
Yaximım Gross Rating 6500 10700 16000 

Chassis arcticized in accordance with 

A.E.D.B. Specification 0.A. 111, 6, References 

Generating Set engine arcticized by A.Z.*.B. Specification........0.A, 276 

use of :- A.E.D.B. Drawing Schedule......1085557 

Munitions * Supply File No. ...73-19-3 

(a) Gasoline ‘ater Heater. Vehicle Code NO......60448-M-MACE=BC=-3 

(b) Insulated battery box. Rody Code NO. ...... e... ........ SKS 

(c) Dole primer. Pilot Yodel Approval .......... 200F 

(d) Crmkcase pre-diluter. Valntenance Manual £ Spare Parts 

(e) Crankcase ventilator valve. List for body + tech. eq'pt...WW 3962 

(f) Cold weather diaphragm on fuel pump. 

Control Cubicle and Switchboard Panel 
Instruction plates printed in Russian., 
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